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Chapter 1

Introduction

The instant availability of information has lead to evolving web user needs and changes in their information behavior. Users have increased options available to them when it comes to electronic information access. Most of the library users’ experiences are shifting from traditional face-to-face interactions to the virtual environment. Libraries are considering user perspectives when evaluating library services and constantly developing and improving services for better access to their resources. This study focuses on the use of web analytics that captures and presents data concerning the online usage of the website for the purposes of academic libraries.

Traditionally, the evaluation of library services has taken an internal perspective that excludes the user (Nicholson, 2004). Most user studies in libraries are conducted using focus groups and surveys that have helped shift from the traditional internal to the external forms of evaluation. However, such a shift has emphasized demands on time and resources for making decisions.

User feedback through focus groups provides advantages in terms of the in-depth discussions (Elsevier, 2008; Starkweather & Wallin, 1999; Crowley et al., 2002). On the other hand, relying solely on focus groups may limit the number of users and cannot be generalized to the larger population (Starkweather & Wallin, 1999). Surveys can increase generalizability by acquiring information from the larger population (Tsakonas & Papatheodoru, 2006). However, survey instruments pose a problem when it concerns to how respondents understand and interpret the questions or recall what they did (Wang et al., 2000).

1.1 Decision-making in Libraries

Libraries are reaching out to patrons through electronic services. Caswell (2004) looked at the features provided by library gateways to explore the “potential of catalogs in providing
support as a database of record.” However, in order to understand whether electronic services are useful to intended users, evidence of their actual behavior is important. Evidence would be required either to confirm the intended effect of the electronic services or to further recommend any changes to the services. Hiller and Self (2004) stressed the usability assessment of library websites that would help administrators to understand the functionality of the websites. They also recommend outcome assessment for library websites.

Libraries serve diverse groups of users who bring with them different experiences, knowledge and expectations. Library decision-making needs to be based on a review of the usage statistics of the library website to identify areas of concern or area that need improvement.

Evidence Based Librarianship (EBL) for decision-making in libraries has efficacy (Lakos, 2007; Eldredge, 2006). Eldredge (2006) calls for a systematic stepwise procedure in the EBL decision-making. His proposed procedure involves reviewing research studies in librarianship and drawing evidence based on the findings of these studies. However, Nicholson (2006a) highlights the lack of research articles in librarianship that could power the traditional EBL. Lakos (2007) calls for library directors to think beyond traditional means and to consider analytics as a tool for the evaluation of services.

Hernon & McClure (1990) state the three purposes for engaging in evaluation are to 1) monitor the degree to which the organization or program meets stated goals and objectives, and to readjust the program; 2) to provide a “once only” assessment of how well the organization or individual programs meet stated goals and objectives; and 3) to monitor the manner in which organizational resources are allocated. They note that formative evaluation in libraries takes more effort than summative evaluation because formative evaluation involves stated goals and requires ongoing monitoring that involves regular data collection and analysis procedures.

With the shift from system to user perspective, libraries started to consider users’ behavior and emphasized more user-friendly systems (Dervin and Nilan, 1986). The web has influenced the library users’ online behavior. In order to meet the expectations of their users,
libraries are now building electronic services. These services need to be further developed and improved based on the users’ actions on the website. There is a need for a more robust tool for libraries that would provide library decision-makers evidence to support quick, effective decisions.

1.2 Information Behavior and its Measurement

*Human Information Behavior* (HIB) literature has a rich collection of studies and theories that elucidate information retrieving behavior of users. These studies have implications for broad issues such as general information interaction of a user with his or her environment to specific instances such as user search behavior on the web when performing a task (*Theories of Information Behavior*, 2005). With the advent of internet, the information users’ behaviors have undergone considerable change. New theories have been proposed that are specifically related to users’ actions on the web such as *berrypicking* (Bates, 2005), *optimal foraging* (Jacoby, 2005), web information behaviors of organizational workers (Detlor, 2005) or World Wide Web information seeking (Turnbull, 2005). However, the notions developed on users’ behavior through the different theories in the past have limitations in their generalizability to the larger population.

Crowley et al. (2002) found that academic library users are usually aware of the rich information that is stored in the library; nevertheless they have difficulty accessing it. One of the issues that the users confronted was the terminology used on the library website. The end-user satisfaction is affected because users have to deal with library terminologies directly without the mediation of a reference librarian. An important element of the traditional library system is that it was accessed inside the library, and the librarian was available to help the users facilitate their search process. The online systems can be accessed from any location with just a click of a mouse, but the assistance that is provided in a traditional setting is not available. Some online library systems, in accordance with the traditional systems, have provided online helpdesk or chat
reference for assisting users. Web users have learned to browse and search for information on their own.

Cockrell and Jayne (2002) pointed out that the user’s lack of knowledge of the source that they are trying to find could hamper the users’ search experience. For example, undergraduate students give up a search on the library website too soon and lack persistence in their information search process. The undergraduate students need less effort to conduct a search on the web using a search engine as compared to the library website. Information experience on the web is accounted for by the consistency and the affordances of the websites. Wang et al. (2000) concluded in their study that the cognitive style of the different users is the other influencing factor of user behavior.

Griffiths and Brophy (2005) further talk about the structural variations in branches of different disciplines and the inability of students to recognize it. According to their findings, students usually act based on incomplete information obtained through colleagues and acquaintances. Students’ preconceived notions and instant reactions also affect their information seeking behavior.

In a more recent study Head (2007) found that students usually rely on the library website for their information needs and that they seek help from librarians and their professors. As the web is expanding to include more and more information, users’ abilities to locate quality information are decreasing. In order to efficiently utilize time, students rely on confirmed quality and credible sources of information such as that obtained from the library.

However, students might compromise quality if it is difficult to seek information conveniently. Tsakonas and Papatheodorou (2006) found that usefulness and usability are two important aspects of a user’s interaction. Students see quality information as useful, but usability of the website is important to get quality information. The authors suggested that users would appreciate more flexibility in control of information that they receive. Brantley et al. (2006) found in their study that flexibility at an interface level does not really make much of a difference as
long as users can get access to shortcuts to resources that reduce the number of different layers of navigation that would complicate access.

Studies reveal that user behavior is influenced by a number of factors such as the users’ past experiences, knowledge of the search task, knowledge of the resources available and efficiency of tools available for accessing information. Given the evolution through which library electronic services are going, it becomes important to constantly monitor the users’ activities on the website and to identify and correct issues that are detrimental to users’ experience on the web. Libraries provide different electronic services through eJournals, online catalogs, online databases, inter-library loan and so on. The library website also acts as a medium for information of the services provided by the library such as hours of operations, copy services and other announcements related to it. These different elements of information and links to information sources make the library website more than just an information portal. The library website is crucial as a gateway that provides access to a great amount of quality information. Any information about users’ behavior on the website would be helpful for not only researchers but also library practitioners.

1.3 Research and Practice Using Web Analytics

Web analytics addresses the library’s decision-making needs and the lack of available tools for measuring information behavior in human information behavior (HIB) research. Once implemented, analytics provide a constant way to keep track of the actual behavior of users of the system by capturing the different metrics available at any point in time. The visual format in which the data is presented makes it possible to identify any patterns. In addition, analysis of the data presented could be done to understand users’ actions on the web. The reports that are generated are based on huge amounts of captured data. Such reports provide the required generalizability as evidence for library decision makers to implement changes to the library services.
Using web analytics, researchers could provide managers a greater understanding of their services and users, and managers could provide researchers the means to support research activities. Buckland (2003, p. 677) calls library staff’s attention to create a research agenda that includes a research question that is “non-trivial, intriguing to whoever is to work on them and [that are] expected to have significant consequences for practical decisions…and/or our understanding of our field.” Further, Buckland (2003) also calls for important research (for libraries) that yields a substantial return, on a small investment, with little risk and in a short term. He further emphasizes on the meaningfulness of library services as one of the challenges that libraries face, and encourages researchers to provide new ways and techniques that address old problems.

Web analytics is widely used in commercial settings for making business decisions and improving the customer experience (Jacoby and Luqi, 2007; Sen et al., 2006; Srinivasan et al., 2004). Phippen et al. (2004) present a definition of web analytics that has emerged through its application to e-commerce and for-profit organizations. They cite Aberdeen group’s definition of “advanced” web analytics as a tool for “monitoring and reporting of website usage so that enterprises can better understand the complex interactions between web site visitor actions and web site offers … [and] leverage insight to optimize the site for increased customer loyalty and sales.”

The broad accessibility of the web makes it a desirable form for commercial entities to reach the target customers. Many companies have invested large resources into their web presence. A subsequent step for the commercial sector has been to evaluate how their websites can be improved to tap the web’s full potential for growth and to generate more profits.

A major approach of evaluating the online services by the commercial sector has been through log analysis. Log analysis involves collecting server logs of users’ activities on the website. Over time more advanced forms of log analysis have been developed and used by industry practitioners. The web analytics tool provides the server log data of users’ actions in the
form of metrics and readily available graphs. The users of the academic library are primarily students – undergraduates or graduates, and faculty, or staff.

Several past studies have focused on understanding users’ behavior on the website (Tyler and Ledford, 2006; Eirinaki and Vazirgiannis, 2003; Rubin, 2004). Prior to web analytics most web analysis was based on server log analysis, and appeared to be a supplementary tool to qualitative analysis (Borgman et al., 1996; Bracke, 2004). Web analytics is a step further from the traditional log analysis in that it simplifies and presents the data in a user-friendly manner.

Researchers have used variants of log analysis in library studies. Log analysis, specifically, has been used to understand patterns of user behavior on online catalogs and databases (e.g., Lau & Goh, 2006; Yi et al. 2006) to understand users’ online behavior. Bracke (2004) and Zhang et al. (2004) have used web usage mining that captures data about activities performed on the web in order to understand the academic library web related services.

One technique that is used in library studies is Bibliomining (see Nicholson, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006a, 2006b). Thelwall et al. (2005) discuss the relationship between the fields of Bibliometrics and Informetrics that cover quantitative aspects of information and recorded information. Tague-Sutcliffe (as cited in Thelwall et al., 2005) defines Bibliometrics as “the study of the quantitative aspects of production, dissemination and use of recorded information” and Informetrics as the “study of quantitative aspects of information in any form.” Thelwall et al. (2005) also introduce the concept of Webometrics which is “the study of quantitative aspects of the construction and use of information resources, structures and technologies on the web drawing on Bibliometric and Informetric approaches.” Bibliomining is a shift of Bibliometrics to the online environment that combines data warehousing and data mining (Nicholson, 2006a).

According to Nicholson (2003), bibliomining is the application of statistical and pattern recognition tools to large amounts of data associated with library systems in order to aid decision-making or justify services. Web analytics also helps with pattern recognition of the logs of visitors and can be said to be a part of Webometrics. However it has not been applied to the
library environment extensively. Bibliomining, which has been applied in the past, is data mining for libraries, whereas web analytics presents the data in a manner that makes it easier for librarians to interpret the web data.

Also, privacy of user information in libraries has been stressed in the past. Nicholson (2006b) talks about this advantage in bibliomining that upholds the privacy of the user. He adds that bibliomining data focus on materials accessed and the services used and not the identity of the user. Similar to bibliomining, web analytics also provides aggregate information about visitors of the website without violating their privacy.

An important aspect of using web analytics for the academic library website is easy accessibility of analytic data. Information about the users who visit the library website can be narrowed down to mostly academic users such as students – undergraduates or graduates and faculty. In some cases these libraries have separate branches that serve specialties like Law, Journalism, Engineering and other disciplines, which make it easier to closely monitor the academic users’ behavior either by reviewing literature or conducting a qualitative study. The findings from these studies can then be connected to the patterns discovered from web analytics.

Pagano (2006) urged libraries to use web analytics. The necessity today is to make the libraries’ electronic resources more user-friendly. The resistance faced by libraries, as mentioned earlier, is due to lack of skills and a work culture that forms an impediment to web analytics implementation. Pace (2004) encouraged libraries to use analytics for interpretation of numbers, which would help by adding on to the skill set rather than posing a challenge. Chi (2002) talks about how easy it is to interpret, and to identify bottlenecks on a website through visualization of usage data.

A limitation of web analytics is that the aggregate data reported tells ‘what’ but does not tell ‘why’ about the users’ behavior. For instance, analytics may report that users are spending a long time on a particular web page, but analysis is needed to understand the reason behind such behavior. Not having context when interpreting the data may be misleading. Norguet et al. (2006)
state as a drawback of analytics that the data are not summarized in the format needed by library management for decision-making. Other concerns involve assessing the scalability of the techniques and the difficulty in handling evolving data (Nasraoui et al., 2005). Jasra (2006), in his comparison report of two web analytics solutions, stated that not all analytics solutions are 100% accurate. A trade off has to be made to get the benefits of the capabilities offered by analytics packages.

One way to increase the understanding of the information provided by web analytics is by relating it to the HIB literature that has formulated various theories and models of user behavior. These theories can be used to attempt any explanation of the patterns of user related behavior. Also, knowing the profiles of visitors who access the system helps in interpretation of their behavior. In the current study, the system under review is the academic library website of the University of Missouri. The academic library is accessed primarily by academic users. Literature on academic user behavior could further support analysis.

Library decision-making is often constrained by time and resources. Libraries sometimes do not have the required resources to do a full-fledged investigation that involves a well-designed research study. In some other cases library staff do not have adequate time to scan through the library literature for evidence needed for decisions that they need to make. Also, the literature available might not suit the specific situation of the library. At other times where there is lack of generalizability regarding users’ information behavior, analytics provides the data required to further investigate a wider population. An attempt has been made in this study to provide a common ground through a web analytics implementation for both researchers and managers in order to be mutually beneficial. This study investigates what the metrics say about the user’s behavior that could be used for library decision-making. Such a connection of metrics with user behavior would help when there is a time constraint, though the need for a supplementary study cannot be dismissed.
1.4 Research Questions

The research questions that guide this study are:

1. How can web analytics data inform library decision-making?
2. How can web analytics data be used to interpret the information behavior of the website visitor?

This study focuses on the users of academic library of the *University of Missouri* (MU). The web analytics tool used in the study is the *Google analytics* tool. Data were collected using an interactive group interview of six members of the MU library’s web usability committee and a Google analytics implementation of the MU library. A mixed-method approach with two different types of qualitative analysis was used in this study. Qualitative analysis of interview transcripts and a second qualitative analysis of data obtained using Google analytics elicited the data for this investigation.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

The research goal of the study were to investigate the use of web analytics as a tool for library decision making, and the use of web analytics as a tool to understand users’ information behavior on a website. The study uses approaches from the areas of Human Information Behavior (HIB), library services and practice, and web analytics to address these goals. The HIB approach covers how users’ behavior in the library’s online environment can be identified in the analytics reports. The library service approach takes into consideration the library setting, the services provided, and library practices that might affect interpretation of user behavior using analytics. The web analytics approach takes into account the applicability of web analytics reports to understand the online visitors’ behavior in the library context. A library’s service goal plays a crucial role in improving the online experience for its users. Libraries evaluate their services from time to time in order to meet their service goal. In order to ensure proper services the library should incorporate the use of advanced tools in the evaluation process. Businesses have used web analytics and developed it for tracking user activities in an online environment. Such a tool could benefit libraries in their evaluation practices. However, in doing so there are important considerations regarding the library environment, such as the library’s purpose, willingness to accept such a tool, and feasibility of the metric interpretations for the library. This chapter starts with a review of library setting that relates to service evaluation, followed by studies from the information behavior literature, and finally by a discussion of web analytics and its use as an evaluation tool for academic libraries and a research tool for Human Information Behavior studies.
2.1 **Library Services Evaluation**

Many studies call for a holistic view for assessing the quality of library services (Nicholson, 2004; Saraf & Mezbah-ul-islam, 2002). These holistic measures ask libraries to look at the user’s perspective and incorporate these perspectives in the decision-making process.

Eldredge (2006) discusses the need for a systematic process of evaluation by libraries through *Evidence Based Librarianship* (EBL) that would make the library decision-making process more efficient. He performs a literature review of studies in librarianship that use evidence for decision-making and suggests a stepwise procedure to include the professional experience of librarians to judge the relevance and appropriateness of the best evidence. He acknowledges the importance of research literature and states that the library profession has increased in its research knowledge-base. However, inappropriate research methods can affect the quality of the studies, and applying these methods in a different library environment can lead to conflicting results. Nevertheless, increase in knowledge-base also provides the rigor needed that cannot be found in traditional literature reviews. Applying such stepwise procedural decisions in specific circumstances might create problems. The best posited evidence might not be suitable to the political strategies or the specific cultural or social context. The process, which is based on assessing the best evidence and what is seen as important by the librarian, is abstract.

Nicholson (2006a) points at the lack of appropriate research that librarians could use as a drawback of traditional EBL. Also, the time taken to collect evidence sometimes results in lesser number of publications and hence reduces the power of traditional EBL. Eldredge (2006) acknowledges the drawbacks and hence calls for certain fair and truthful practices that should be followed to minimize the downsides of traditional EBL. Web analytics implementation has measurable data readily available for use. Libraries do not need to spend a lot of time collecting evidence like in traditional studies.

Lakos (2007) interviews 20 library directors in his study. In his paper on EBL management, he provided a snapshot of the issues that libraries face in trying to plan and make
decisions using data but not actually using the data systematically or effectively. He discusses the increased options available in the market for assisting decision makers. The “information economy” has made available an increasing range of innovative information services and new modes of resource discovery, new opportunities for resource and information delivery, and new modes of inventory management. The library management worried about the resistance to new technology due to financial and cultural concerns. Lakos calls for libraries to look beyond the traditional style of doing things and to consider ways and means to enhance their decision-making capabilities by using products that are available in the market.

Hiller and Self (2004) discuss in their theoretical paper the importance of operating libraries as “user- or customer centered” with data that can be collected and used for decision-making rather than relying on subjective impressions and opinions. Further, they stress the importance of user needs, information seeking and using behaviors, user satisfaction, and providing the organizational focus and support on positive user outcomes. They discuss the usability of library websites and the significance of websites in getting user feedback from a representative sample of the website users. Library websites are seen as providing increased usefulness to the users. An assessment of the functionality of the website plays an important role in explaining the efficiency of services provided to the library users.

Hiller and Self (2004) also discuss the importance of ‘outcome assessment’ that determines the impact on library services brought by service related changes. Besides, they state the importance of a ‘robust support infrastructure’ for libraries that would provide guidance and expertise for developing and sustaining data based decision-making. They caution libraries about solely using quantitative data for decision-making, and call for consideration of context that would help in more meaningful interpretation of data. The commercial sector has implemented web analytics for increasing their Return on Investment. E-commerce applications have also extensively used web analytics. Libraries have been more than just a service provider, as a place and source of information. With the shift from libraries to the web as an information source,
Libraries need to reassess and reposition their services as a quality information source for the web users.

New technologies that are capable of evaluating the library infrastructure evolved with the advent of online information. Libraries have employed some of these technologies, such as tools that ask the users feedback of their online information experience, and other tools that study users’ activities on the online interface when they perform tasks and so on. Libraries have started to apply certain measures to understand the online users’ information seeking behavior.

Nicholson (2006a, 2006b) talks about “bibliomining” as an approach to improve the traditional EBL, and urges libraries to use it in supporting practice and research. “Bibliomining” helps overcome the drawbacks of traditional tools by creating a data warehouse.

Nicholson (2006a, 2005) also discusses the need for libraries to consider artifact based evaluation, which can answer some questions that the library might have without going for hypothesis based research. According to him, artifact based evaluation in libraries can be compared to archaeology where inferences are made based on historical data, with the additional advantage of access to the individuals represented by the data. Nicholson stresses the need for a balance between the research and practitioner perspective in interpreting the data captured by online logs.

Further, discussing the capabilities of “bibliomining” data, Nicholson (2003, 2006a) underscores the importance of collecting data at a non-aggregate level and expresses concern with the inability to test for statistical assumptions of the aggregate data captured using “bibliomining.” However, he also acknowledges the importance of maintaining privacy and suggests aggregation of data rather than looking at the individual log items. According to him, OLAP or Online Analytical Processing is a tool that would help in exploration and evaluation by extracting interesting patterns of selected variables without having to spend time on manually analyzing vast amount of data. Nicholson, in his paper, mentions visualization as a way to understand patterns quickly which would not be apparent otherwise. The paper emphasizes the
importance of striking a balance between internal validity for practitioners and external validity for researchers through the available collection of rich library data captured using “bibliomining.” By providing aggregate data the privacy of the user is maintained. However, not allowing access to individual details might create issues with the external validity.

Nicholson (2006a) points to the time and cost concerns in implementing bibliomining projects. He also calls for libraries to standardize data collection across different vendor systems for easy matching. He suggests moving beyond a single library to a group of libraries which would enable cross examination of the evidence, though he also raises concerns about the data sharing capabilities between the libraries. According to Nicholson, identifying different research questions helps in understanding the usage of the library services. These research questions should be based on patterns of the systems that could be separated or integrated.

Research on the library user’s perceptions and use of information sources has implications on the library management’s decisions (e.g., Kim, 2006a, 2006b). However, since the expansion of the use of internet, a wave of technology innovations have rapidly changed online users’ behavior and expectations. New technology tools need to be updated in order to be effective and efficient for the end-user, at the same time assessments of any new behavioral adoptions need to be constantly performed. Updated information on users’ activities and behavioral adoptions on the website through latest tools and techniques would help library management remain proactive to users’ developing and changing needs, and would help them to make better decisions that would help them to retain users.

2.2 Users’ Behavior in the Library’s Online Environment

*Human Information Behavior* has concerned itself with concepts such as people’s information context, information needs, information seeking behaviors, patterns of information access, retrieval and dissemination, human information processing, and information use (Todd, 2003). Users’ knowledge, experiences, preferences, attitudes towards online systems along with
the external influences such as the environment where they are accessing information, affect users’ information behavior. Moreover, the web has enabled quick and easy access to information. With the influence of the web on people’s everyday lives, information behavior of users of the system has undergone considerable change.

Studies have analyzed the library users’ online behavior. Cockrell and Jayne’s (2002) usability study employs think aloud technique on a library website with 49 subjects – 10 faculty, 10 staff and 29 undergraduates. They find that the knowledge of journal or magazine titles and the distinction between the two affect the users’ behavior on library websites. Lack of knowledge about titles hinders their information seeking process. Library users looked at the OPAC as the only way to find information on a library website as they would do in a search engine. They were unaware or did not think of using any other online resources provided by the library. Whereas more experienced users were persistent in their search tasks, undergraduates who were less experienced gave up too soon. The page layout and terminology also posed problems with the search tasks. However, since the tasks performed by the participants in the study were not their own, it seemed that the subjects were not motivated enough to try the tasks as they would naturally do. There were indications of the lack of search knowledge of users, and their unwillingness to learn ways to successfully search. The study provides the authors with meaningful insight into the aspects of the website that need to be addressed.

Cockerell and Jayne (2002) also identify other findings about user’s dependency on the OPAC, presence of external links on the library website, and other issues where users overlooked information available on the page. Users’ unfamiliarity with the tasks at hand could have resulted in such findings. Capturing users’ real behavior on a website can provide information on the users’ natural activities and problems faced when performing these activities. Users’ search knowledge can be understood by looking up the search terms that they use on the website for seeking information. By looking at the sources through which the users access the page, librarians can infer users’ information seeking models. Web analytics report provides some of these
capabilities that enable capturing the actual users’ real behavior on the website. These reports include information on the paths that the users take to get to a site. For example, a proportion of users who came directly to the website was referred from another website or used the search engine to come to the website.

Looking at students’ information seeking behavior on a library website, Griffiths and Brophy (2005) conclude that students are confused about quality, and as a result, use fewer academic resources. The authors’ review of studies points out that students are unable to navigate across branches of hierarchies. Because of their failure to find information, students prefer a simpler navigation structure that is offered by search engines. The authors provide an example of students who have restricted knowledge of the structure of branches. For instance, chemistry as a discipline may have an easier structure to follow than social science. They call our time the age of “information satisfying,” when something is good enough for the purpose rather than seeking to optimize the result (p.551).

Griffiths and Brophy (2005), further, summarize that students find it difficult to locate information and resources; their use of academic resources is low; students may trade quality of results for effort and time spent searching. The visitors’ use of search engines influences their perception and expectations of other electronic resources. The authors also point out that students base their judgment on incomplete information, reputation among colleagues and acquaintances, and preconception or instant reactions.

Library users come from all disciplines across all demographic profiles. Students comprise a vast proportion of the library’s users. With the use of web analytics, libraries have a way to separate the user profiles by geographic locations, system properties such as browsers and/or Operating System and other system characteristics as color, resolution and so on; however they do not provide information on personal characteristics of the visitors such as their gender, age or user type but provide an aggregate count of the visitors. These visitors access the academic library as authorized users either as students, faculty or staff associated with the
academic institution. Additional information regarding the environment is necessary when interpreting the data obtained through analytics (Penniman & Dominick, 1980).

In a more recent study with upper division students, Head (2007) conducts discussion groups with students from humanities and social sciences. She employs content analysis of research assignment handouts used by professors for two years, and collected surveys from students. She concludes that students usually rely on library websites or course related websites for their information needs. In the process of information seeking, however, students would prefer guidance from librarians and their professors rather than doing a simple search through a search engine. According to Head, students value quality information, which goes against earlier assumptions of search engine preference over academic websites. A user who visits a library with an intention to seek quality information would be more persistent in getting the information. Regular users of the library know what to expect from the library. Thus, there is a mixed variety of users those who persistently look for information and others who do a quick search and leave the website, making it difficult to interpret server log data. Web analytics can provide an account of the pageviews of the different pages viewed by users of a website, the average time that the different users spend on a page, percent exit from a page, percent bounces on a page. These metrics can provide a general idea of the users’ activities on that page; however they may still obscure some user related activities on the web.

Hargittai (2002) discusses the shortcomings of web use studies that do not take the user’s context into consideration. According to her, “Although a recording of users’ visit gives us information about what pages are viewed, it gives us no information on what type of information users are actually looking for and how satisfied they are with what they find” (p.1242). Relying only on analytics may lead to misinterpretation of user activities on the web site. There is a possibility of users leaving computers in the middle of a session they started and not closing out of it, which might skew interpretation. When making decisions, library administrators face time and manpower constraints, as well as lack of evidence. Libraries could use analytics to gather
evidence provided using actual numbers of real users’ activities. The analytics reports can be further used to build instruments and guidelines for qualitative studies.

Tenopir et al. (2008) use a survey and think-aloud technique to study users’ affective and cognitive behaviors when interacting with the ScienceDirect system. The authors infer that positive feelings of users were more associated with thoughts related to results and negative feelings were associated with thoughts related to system, search strategy and task. They also suggest that pausing behavior along with feelings and thoughts during the process can provide effective clues to problems that the user encounters. The authors measure the ‘session length, pace and pause’ in order to further identify temporal points to zoom in. Web analytics can measure the time a user spends on a webpage and/or the website and interpret whether the user finds the needed information. Depending on the nature of the page, a longer time taken infers obstacles to the service goal. For example, if the website has a list of pointers to the library resources, the user might be spending a lot more time scanning through the list in trying to search for the right pointer. On the other hand, if the page is informational, then spending a small amount of time on it may not be a good indicator of the quality of the page.

Brantley et al. (2006) study users’ actions on a customizable library portal. The authors use task analysis method with eight prescreened participants. Their findings suggest that increasing the level of control by allowing the users to have their own selected options on the home page did not make a difference when there was lesser control. The users only cared about shortcuts offered by the portal that would enable them to navigate through lesser layers such as by putting a list of comprehensive resources on their personalized page. However, an overarching finding was that the library website needs to conform to common web features by including visual layout, shorter pages, fewer textual explanations, and making sections accessible with more understandable terminologies. Previous researchers have found that users usually do not read much on the web site when they see a text box (Crowley et al., 2002). Reducing the layers of access can simplify users’ information experience. However, during the process of the search a
slight perception of difficulty in accessing information may change the course of users’ action and they might opt out of the system. Web analytics needs to provide a way to capture the various small details of web access behavior by presenting the navigation path of the users through the website.

Wang et al. (2000) conduct an exploratory study about graduate students’ factual information search on the web and showed what happens during the search using a process tracing method. They captured screenshots and verbal comments of the user while they were performing the actions and measured users’ cognitive and affective states. The authors point out the lack of methods for collecting real time data. Though the process tracing technique is able to capture users’ real time actions, there are some problems with vast amount of the data captured. For example, they were open to interpretation and had privacy concerns. The authors stress affordances of the website as playing an important role in understanding the information needs of a visitor to a website. Other aspects that add to the difficulty of understanding users’ mental models while interacting with the web were the heterogeneous objects, poor interfaces and diverse web organization. Users would usually use search either randomly or based on prior experience without trying to understand the content scope and search mechanism.

Crowley et al. (2002) studied the users’ perceptions of the library’s web pages at Texas A&M University using a focus group technique. They found that users preferred a more integrated tool that can be easily used for research related information seeking. The users’ lack of searching skills was apparent. Also, the need for an intuitive gateway meant moving from the traditional rules of library catalog and translating the catalog into an electronic version.

Further, Crowley et al. (2002) found that most of the users who come to the library website for information seeking are aware of the rich information stored in there but does not experience adequate ease in accessing the information, which is due to inconsistency and lack of understanding of the terminology adopted on the site. Moreover, the web users’ experiences of electronic resources come from the more widely used web which shapes their understanding of
the library website. Users preferred more visibility for the catalog link and a ‘What’s New’ column. Users’ preferences for easy and quick access became obvious when they suggested that the popular databases should be brought to the top of the ‘list of databases,’ and that the library should provide more electronic resources that they could use more than print resources. Other preferences include, a more efficient online access page that has workable (not broken), faster links; they also would like to see more responsive staff who answers email queries, and provides help when needed. The inconsistency of the website design along with the incomprehensible terminology made its use complex and problematic. Users’ expect more support from the library, which would lead to efficient usage of the online system.

Crowley et al. (2002) also find that some effort on the website for supporting the users in their information seeking process goes unnoticed. An investigation of how users are using the library website, whether they are using the available features on the website, would help libraries understand their users’ behavior. The libraries need to know if users are utilizing the current features on the library website as they expect them to or do libraries need to rethink their web features.

Tsakonas and Papatheodorou (2006) survey the aspects of ‘usefulness and usability.’ The survey indicated a correlation between the two. They administered a questionnaire to 43 participants; the questionnaire was divided into three sections: usefulness, usability and qualitative data. The third part aimed to determine the magnitude of usefulness and usability aspects of a user desirable system. The authors conclude that both concepts of usefulness and usability hold parallel importance when evaluating systems. They identify certain system and content attributes that could affect interaction and hence affect work tasks. The authors infer that users value information relevance and flexibility, which enables them to control the quantity of information received. The usable attributes influential to the users are ‘ease of use’ and ‘easy to navigate’. System performance also rates high on task completion. Some experienced users compromise on time to get their desired information.
Tsakonas and Papatheodorou (2006) base their study on the survey instrument, and draw inferences on what users think they would do as opposed to how they would actually act upon the website. Some of the situations that the users were asked to answer were hypothetical situations. Web analytics as a tool can provide glimpses of users’ real online actions that can address usability aspects of the system. However, supplemental studies could investigate into the usefulness element of the services offered by libraries.

Nicholas and Huntington (2003) mention the advantage of studying a micro-setting when the data captured includes a wide range of selections. According to the authors, narrowing down logs to academic users provides robust information that transcends the traditional macro approach. The metrics provided by analytics presents information on the users activities on the website. Further investigation of these metrics can help explain user behavior on the library website.

### 2.3 Web Analytics as a Tool for Measuring the Library Users’ Behavior

Web analytics is a relatively new tool that commercial industries have used. It has been predominantly used in an e-commerce setting to increase revenues. Using web analytics, companies can identify and improve problems that online customers face when they visit their websites. Some of the precursors of web analytics are E-Metrics (Dwek, 2005), Web Mining (Nasraoui et. al., 2005), Data Mining (Liu et. al.), and web usage mining (Bracke, 2004; Eirinaki and Vazirgiannis, 2003). Log analysis has been used in the past (Phippen et al., 2004), which involves analyzing raw server logs. Raw server logs consist of rows of data about user visit information, including the IP address, time of visit, pages visited, duration of visit and so on. Page counter is another measuring tool that records the number of visits on a webpage using a client-based approach. A web analytics application further processes the log files, applying statistical and data mining methods to extract patterns concerning users’ navigation behavior, user
and page clusters, as well as possible correlations between web pages and user groups (Eirinaki and Vazirgiannis, 2003).

Researchers have used log files extensively for analyzing websites (e.g., Clark et. al., 2006; Chau et. al., 2005; Spink et. al., 2004), online databases (e.g., Ma, 2002; Nicholas et. al., 2000) and other online environments (eg., Jansen et. al., 2005; Peterson, 2000). They have stressed the use of logs, as logs enable an extensive quantitative analysis of the data sometimes complemented by qualitative analysis (Borgman et al., 1996).

Bracke (2004) also points to the importance of web usage mining on web logs to supplement surveys or focus group interviews. Clark et al. (2006) combine quantitative data obtained through server-side click-stream logs of user requests for pages with data obtained through questionnaire and direct observation of the users. Marchionini (2002), Cothey (2002) and Larson (1991) have used log analysis for longitudinal studies of information seeking and retrieval. Nicholas et al. (2005) mentions the importance of a comprehensive yet detailed mapping approach to analyzing data with log analysis that could relate the usage data to the user data. These authors assert that context and triangulation is an important part of analysis that uses server logs. Web analytics provides a way to extend log analysis in a more clarified visual form, hence neither requiring high analytical skills nor being time consuming.

There is evidence that libraries have been using log analysis to understand their users’ online behavior. An analysis of transaction logs by Lau & Goh (2006) on a university OPAC exposed that simple and short query patterns with low Boolean usage lead to failed or inefficient search results. The variables that they analyzed were: length of the query, frequency and type of search options, and Boolean operators and its relation with search failures. Yi et. al. (2006) have also reported the use of query logs in studying databases. They studied the types of query log analysis in terms of the occurrences of single query terms, co-occurrences of words, and multi-word terms into ABC-Clio and PsycInfo databases. Their study further analyzes the relationship between the natures of the queries used with respect to the database in which they were used. The
authors find that multi-word terms can provide a better understanding of the users’ behavior, and can help in categorizing the different user behaviors.

Through web usage mining, Bracke (2004) analyzes data of website visitors on an academic health sciences library website. The variables include: user type of affiliation; resource type based on the format of the resource sought; restrictions of access (for affiliated or non-affiliated users); referrer type for the URL the visitors used to link to the resource; website usage by browse; and website or catalog search or something else. Based on the analysis, the authors identified the website usage of on-campus users as more than average users. Those who were seeking journals would necessarily conduct searches on the website or catalog rather than browsing to a journal. However, the authors also point out variations based on the age of the user and affects of the web on users’ behavior. They also point out other areas of improvement of the website such as search tool and resource positioning. The authors further stress the need for the library management to better understand how users seek each information format, which would help in making improvements to the website design.

Zhang et al. (2004) use web usage data in their study to understand information seeking habits of visitors in an academic library portal system. The authors stress the need for user studies to complement their findings. The data for the study are drawn from query-log analysis, and are based on “high end users” of the system only. The authors study the variables of user clicks/minute, time length of search, and seeking time per click in order to classify the users’ search activities at different levels of seeking as undirected, semi-directed, or directed. Their findings indicate that the majority of their study participants were involved in undirected seeking, with the rest of the users falling under an approximately equal distribution of semi-directed and directed seeking.

Zhang et al. (2004) also find that each of the levels of seeking involved certain characteristics that defined it, such as for “directed information seeking” users tend to spend—shorter seeking time per click, more average clicks per session (greater than 30 clicks), more
session time on an average, and users mostly monitor and browse. “Semi-directed seeking” users tend to spend approximately 3-9 minutes of seeking time per click, moderate number of clicks per session (15-30 clicks), their average time taken per session is between 20 to 40 minutes, and they tend to use all modes of information seeking defined by the authors (start, search, browse, monitor, extract, request service, and communicate). “Undirected seeking” involved use of all modes as in semi-directed information seeking; the seeking time is higher than 5 minutes per click with average clicks per session less than the other two, and the least time taken for each session. The study reveals the usefulness of web usage data in providing detailed insights into the different characteristics of information-seekers.

Web analytics has the advantage of not having to deal with enormous data. Web analytics packages available today provide increased functionality by presenting data in a visual format (Tyler and Ledford, 2006, p.7; Eirinaki and Vazirgiannis, 2003), eliminating the need to deal with transaction logs that can complicate interpretation of patterns of web users’ behavior. Pagano (2006) states the importance of commercial web analytics tools for libraries that would help them give their websites the “voice of the customer”. Even earlier, Pace (2004) urges libraries to adopt the different web analytics tools that commercial set-ups use for interpreting numbers.

As mentioned before, use of web analytics as a tool has been recognized in businesses that seek to improve their internal as well as marketing productivity through an understanding of the user (Jacoby and Luqi, 2007; Sen et al., 2006; Srinivasan et al., 2004). Srinivasan et al. (2004) stress the importance of task based web statistics over the URL-based statistics to analyze the business value of a corporate intranet portal application. A review of the exact location from which a user exits a page can provide useful information on concerns with that page, especially when it is not considered as a destination page (Rubin, 2004). Libraries have a different motivation compared to e-commerce websites, but some of the goals of e-commerce websites can be translated to libraries. Similar to e-commerce websites, libraries want to provide services to the users. Libraries want their users to fulfill their intended task on the website, and have an
enjoyable experience. Libraries also want online visitors to come back to their website, which will increase dependability on library websites just as e-commerce websites would like to increase retention.

Looking at some of the possible drawbacks of using web analytics, Norguet et al. (2006) see the detailed representation of data by web analytics tools as lacking in aspects such as representation of data. Organizational top levels personnel are more interested in summary and conceptual reports that they can use for making decisions. Web traffic data are considered lacking in terms of assessing the scalability of the techniques and the difficulty in handling evolving data (Nasraoui et al., 2005). Sen et al. (2006) propose a new system of approach using web analytics called the “web forensic framework” that stresses different levels of analysis providing a structure based approach to understanding web traffic that can further clarify the data reported.

Varied web analytics solution choices are available in the market that mine and analyze web logs for research purposes (Eirmaki and Vazirgiannis, 2003, Pace, 2004). Jasra (2006), in his comparison report of two web analytics solutions, states that not all analytics solutions are 100% accurate. A trade off has to be done to get the benefits of the capabilities offered by analytics packages.

There is not much research that studies the effectivity or use of Google analytics as a tool for library websites. Fang (2007) uses Google analytics for evaluating library website content. In another study, Fang and Crawford (2008) apply analytics on the usage of the online catalog of a library website and provide recommendations based on the reports. Some of the features they use for understanding the users’ behavior were keyword comparison, visualized summaries, trend reporting, defined funnel navigation, content by titles, site overlay, visitor segmentation, and data export. They measure a remarkable change in user traffic after the redesign based on the results obtained. Jasra (2006) compares Google analytics with VisiStat and infers Google analytics as having an edge, in terms of the appeal of the reports it generates and the customizable views. According to Jasra, a probable concern for Google analytics is the lower numbers reported
compared to VisiStat; he also states the shortcoming of analytics solution lies in its inability to be completely accurate. Implementing Google analytics for library websites would provide for libraries a first step to using web analytics as a solution to measure users’ behavior on the library’s online resources and help support any decisions at the management level.

The need of libraries for enhanced decision-making for its online system calls for the application of tools available in the market. With developing online access, server-side data of online users is readily available. However, interpretation of logs of user data can be difficult and time consuming. Commercial sector has successfully used web analytics. Some studies point towards drawbacks of web analytics tools such as restricted access to the techniques of data collection and interpretation of data reported. There still is a lack of research on the use of web analytics for information behavior research and library practice.
Chapter 3
Research Methodology

The data for this study were collected using a mixed method approach. The mixed method approach included two types of qualitative analysis on the interactive group interview and the data obtained using web analytics. This chapter provides a detailed account of the research design, sample, data collection, and data analysis followed in the study. The chapter also presents the steps that the researcher applied to ensure research quality. The research questions for the study are as follows:

RQ1- How can web analytics data inform library decision-making?
RQ2 - How can web analytics data be used to interpret the information behavior of the website visitor?

RQ1 attempts to understand the Library’s impression about the MU library’s Google analytics implementation and past use of it as a tool for informing the Library’s decision-making. RQ2 attempts to understand how analytics metrics and features can be applied to interpret users’ behavior. Inputs from RQ1 were considered to inform the use of analytics for addressing RQ2.

3.1 Research Design

The current study is based on a naturalistic inquiry that follows a mixed method approach using two kinds of qualitative analysis. The study follows a sequential design with an interview followed by interpretation of data obtained by analytics. The nature of the study to investigate analytics in a library setting by interviewing the Library’s web committee was seen as an attempt for a naturalistic inquiry. Lincoln & Guba (1985, p. 39) mentioned that one of the characteristics of naturalistic inquiry is to collect data in a natural setting that suggests realities in totality that cannot be fragmented.
The current study was conducted in the University of Missouri (MU) library setting. The analytics tool studied is provided by Google and was already, in a simplified way, implemented by the Library. In the naturalist setting the researcher mostly prefers qualitative over quantitative methods because they “are more sensitive to and adaptable to the many mutually shaping influences and value patterns that may be encountered” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.40). In this study, the researcher uses interviewing as a qualitative tool followed by a qualitative exploration of analytics reports.

The study was conducted in MU’s main Library. There were three back-to-back stages in the study. A description of each stage follows.

Stage 1 included a preliminary analysis of analytics data captured for the Library website for Spring 2008 semester. The purpose of this stage was to provide the MU library committee an insight into the data provided by Google analytics. Another purpose of the reports was to provide context for discussion about the Library’s analytics implementation. The guiding questions used by the researcher to interpret analytics were based on Kyrnin (n.d.):

- Do most people visit at specific times?
- Which pages are the most popular?
- Do your readers browse more than one page before leaving?
- What is the average length of time your readers stay?
- Do your readers come from search engines?
- What pages are primary exit pages for your site?
- Who are linking to you?

Stage 2 consisted of doing an Interactive Group Interview involving presentation of stage 1 report to the Library web committee and solicitation of their feedback about the usefulness of web analytics for the Library purposes. Power point slides were used to display the analytics reports during the meeting with the web committee.
The usefulness of the *interactive group interview* technique was to engage participants in the discussion. Patton (2001, p. 400) suggests this technique is best used for situations which involve “program staff or clients as colleagues in… program evaluation…making it interactive and cooperative rather than one-sided and antagonistic.” The technique is intended to be non-intrusive with the involvement of stakeholders, developer and the evaluator present as a team and meant to be reactive (Tikunoff, as cited in Patton, 2001). The interview used to generate an open-ended conversation with librarians to collect their views on the Library’s analytics implementation topics and analytics use for Library decision-making. Patton (2001) cites Tikunoff’s experiences in using such an interactive technique and mentions that such interactive designs may increase the validity of data and reduce reactivity by making evaluation more visible and open, thereby making participants or clients less resistant or suspicious.

Apart from the above, Lincoln and Guba (1985) provide a sketch of the characteristics of a naturalistic paradigm which stresses the importance of context in a ‘natural setting.’ They use Willem’s definition that suggests that naturalism is a “function of what the investigator does” and provides two dimensions that an investigator’s activity can be described by the “degree of the investigator’s influence upon, or manipulation of, the antecedent conditions of the behavior studied, [and]…the degree to which units are imposed by the investigator upon the behavior studied (p. 8).” A second important characteristic of the naturalistic paradigm involves the ‘human instrument’ that involves gathering data from the inquirer as well as other humans involved. More precisely stated by Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 39):

> N [the naturalist] elects to use him- or herself as well as other humans as the primary data-gathering instrument…because it would be virtually impossible to devise a priori a nonhuman instruments with sufficient adaptability to encompass and adjust to the variety of realities that will be encountered; because of the understanding that all instruments interact with respondents and objects but that only the human instrument is capable of grasping and evaluating the meaning of that differential interaction…”

Lincoln and Guba (1985) mentioned other characteristics of an ‘operational naturalistic inquiry’ some of which are (p. 39) - inductive over deductive data analysis, an emergent design
rather than a preordinately constructed design, negotiated outcomes with the human sources from whom the data has chiefly been drawn (and hence reconstructed their construction of meaning) and the tentative application. He stated that tentative inquiry are “tentative about making broad application of the findings because realities are multiple and different…[and] may not be duplicated… The extent to which the findings may be applicable depends upon the empirical similarity of sending and receiving contexts (p. 42)”.

Stage 3 involved doing a detailed analysis of the analytics reports for interpreting user behavior. In this stage inputs from the interactive group interview of the MU library’s web committee was considered to select the various metrics from the MU library’s Google analytics implementation. These metrics were further investigated to understand the Library website visitors’ activities. Specifically, the meaning of the metrics was interpreted in terms of their representation of the users’ behavioral elements. Interpretation was also informed by the literature on the library users’ online behavior.

The interactive group interview was conducted with six members of the Library’s web usability committee on August 22, 2008. The interview was conducted within the MU library premises. The Library web usability committee is one of the three committees under the MU library’s web advisory group that drives the Library’s online effort. The other two groups are the content coordination group and design group. The web usability group is made up of eight members from the MU library and the branch libraries. The details of the members profile is mentioned in Table 1. The web usability group will be interchangeably referred to as web committee or MU library web committee in this study.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent #1</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Head Information Services, Health Sciences Library</th>
<th>28 years</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondent #2</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Library Information Specialist, Engineering Library</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent #3</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Catalog Librarian; Chair Web Usability Group</td>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent #4</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Head, Catalog Management Unit, Catalog Department</td>
<td>35 years</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent #5</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Engineering Librarian and Web Development Administrator</td>
<td>28 years</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent #6</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Instruction, Subject Bibliography/Reference; serves on web usability committee</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Google analytics tool was implemented in the Library in March 2007. This tool is available for free from Google (Google, 2007). It gives libraries an affordable solution that could be used for a comprehensive understanding of the online user.

3.2 Data Collection and Analysis

Data were collected using ‘Interactive Group Interview’ and Google analytics. Description of each method and the analysis procedure is explained below.

3.2.1 Interactive Group Interview

In stage 2 the interactive group interview of the Library’s web usability committee was conducted with six members. Discussions in the interactive group interview were centered on the analytics reports from stage 1. The researcher recorded the interview sessions using MORAE by Techsmith Corporation. MORAE captured the display screen of the computer as well as a view of the interactive group interview participants seated around the table. Capturing the picture of the interview setting allowed keeping a track of the context of the discussion with the Library web committee.

The nature of this session was open-ended, intended to generate a conversation. Some of the guide questions for the interview were as follows:

1) What was the last time any changes to web analytics tracking code were made and why?
2) When was the last time a web analytics report was generated and/ or was viewed?
3) What other uses have been made of the web analytics implementation by the Library in the past, if any?
4) What are the specific metrics from web analytics that have been considered for use and how have they been interpreted in the past?
5) Have there been any implementations of the web analytics findings?
6) What are the typical activities that are carried out by the web administrator on the Library website?

7) Does the report presented (from stage 1) answer the questions that are asked by the Library management regarding the electronic services provided by the Library?

8) Do you see the analytics report as providing the required evidence in the stage 1 report for implementing any changes to the website?

9) What, according to you, are the weaknesses of the report?

10) What are the deficiencies that can be corrected by web analytics implementation (in other words, what tracking codes can be changed in the analytics implementation)?

The data collected using the interactive group interview technique with the six subjects were analyzed qualitatively. Different grounded theory techniques were applied for analysis. The researcher assembled the raw data from the interview, transcribed the user feedback, analyzed the transcripts, and kept extensive records from the reflections of the interview. Further clarifications were made with the members as and when needed. Patton (2001) accounts the importance of such extensive records that pull together and organize voluminous data into a comprehensive, primary resource package.

The transcript of the group interview was carefully phrased to retain its original meaning, broken into simple sentences, and analyzed (Appendix B). The researcher then identified participants’ statements that needed more clarification. Some of these clarifications were based on the Library’s use of web analytics while others were to clarify the meaning of certain statements. The members clarified some of the sentences that were rephrased from the main transcript in order to retain the original intended meaning. For example, users’ statement–“We have used it to see what are the higher [rates] per visit. What else the users are coming through to see, so we could prioritize resources and make sure they don’t have any problems…” was rephrased into –Libraries have used analytics to see –what are the visit rates, what parts of the website have higher pageviews, what are the top areas that the user visits on the website, and
libraries would like to know what problems do the users face and try to solve those. A question to ask the member was – “What are the specific metrics were you referring to by higher rates per visit?” Also, a set of analytics metrics that applied to specific statements were assigned by the researcher. The metrics were also assigned to assess its use in interpreting user behavior.

The qualitative analysis consisted of a series of different coding techniques. At first, the researcher used open coding on the qualitative data collected through the interview of the Library committee. Open coding involved doing naturalistic inquiry as detailed by Lincoln and Guba (1985). In the open coding the researcher categorized the rephrased sentences primarily based on intuitiveness of the feel-alikeness, and look-alikeness. The categories that were formed were generic and vast, to capture all the characteristics of the items coded under that category. In other words, the items under the respective categories were based on a broad and general relation with the categories they were placed under. The researcher further verified the categorization by constant comparison between the items under the main categories. During comparison, the researcher looked at each item and its relation with the other items under the category. A memo was stated for each of the categories defining the characteristics of the category provided in Appendix C.

Appendix D provides an example of the classification of the statements under different theme categories, and subthemes. The categories formed were:

- Decisions about services
- Decisions about web design
- The Library’s interest in user behavior
- The Library’s management and function

Specific issues that the Library encountered with web analytics were also documented.

Since the first level categorization was based on intuitiveness and look-alikeness, further sub-categorization of data was conducted in order to make close-bound connections between the
category and subcategory. A positive aspect of grounded theory data analysis technique lies in its flexibility. Charmaz (2006) views grounded theory as a set of principles and practices rather than prescriptions or packages. She further stresses how grounded theory methods can complement qualitative analysis methods “rather than stand in opposition to them” (p.9). Since the first round of analysis seemed to have left gaps in explaining the data collected, a further analysis was performed. Charmaz (2006, p. 48) states,

Initial grounded theory coding can prompt you to see areas in which you lack needed data. Realizing that your data has gaps or holes is part of the analytic process. It is inevitable when you adopt an emergent method of conducting research….The advantage of grounded theory strategies is that you may learn about gaps and holes in your data from the earlier stages of research. Then you can locate sources of needed data and gather them.

The researcher did a second level categorization where closely bound sub-categories were formed. An instance of such a sub-categorization is the statements categorized under decisions about web design. Two user statements under this theme – “It might or might not be necessary to link pages from the gateway as users could be bookmarking certain pages” and “which links are redundant,” were further sub-categorized under restructuring website content to improve navigation. Another statement on “What were the search terms people inputting” was subcategorized under providing a satisfying search experience.

The sub-categorization provided better identification of the rephrased respondent statements with the sub-categories. Charmaz (2006, p. 48) talks about the importance of flexibility in grounded theory technique and states that “Codes are [also] provisional in the sense that you may reword them to improve the fit. Part of the fit is the degree to which they capture and condense meanings and actions. Compelling codes capture the phenomenon and grab the reader.”

The researcher tried to keep an account of similar subcategories so that the similar items could be identified at the end of the second level categorization. Similar subcategories were then grouped irrespective of the main categories they belong to. For example the subcategories
popular parts of the website and a similar subcategory significance of parts of the whole website were grouped together. A further assessment was made in order to make the subcategories the same, as the researcher decided that the sub-categories popular parts of the website and significance of parts of the whole website can be changed to the subcategory providing for specific user needs. Such similar sub-categories were then reviewed in the whole data and readjusted for its wording in order to make it identical to the other subcategories.

Axial coding was done in the next step. Strauss and Corbin (1990) define axial coding as “A set of procedures whereby data are put back together in new ways after open coding, by making connections between categories...[by] utilizing a coding paradigm involving conditions, context, action/interational strategies and consequences (p. 96).” Further Strauss and Corbin suggest that researchers engaging in analysis alternate between open and axial coding. The authors talk about the ‘Paradigm Model’ that provides a way for linking subcategories to their category in a set of relationships. The relationships specified include causal conditions, phenomenon, context, intervening conditions, action/interactional strategies, and consequences. The axial coding that was used in the current study followed these steps (Strauss & Corbin, 1990)

a) The hypothetical relating of subcategories to a category by means of statements denoting the nature of the relationships between them and the phenomenon.
b) The verification of those hypotheses against actual data.
c) The continued search for the properties of categories and subcategories, and the dimensional locations of data (events, happenings and so on) indicative of them.

The researcher drew relations between the categories and subcategories. These relationships were further verified based on the content of each of the categories and subcategories. The specific dimensions (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) of the relations were underlined in the data (Appendix E). According to Strauss and Corbin (1990), dimensions in axial coding are locations of characteristics of a category. Memos were further built upon their initial descriptions based on the relationships between the categories and subcategories as illustrated in
Appendix C. Category of themes was then grouped by the subcategories. Finally, the researcher described the analytics features and metrics, where applicable, that could be used to address the dimensions under each of the subcategories along with the coded records.

3.2.2 Google Analytics

In the stage 3 of the study, web analytics metrics were selected based on the data from the interactive group interview with the Library’s web committee, conducted in stage 2. The Library committee’s needs for decision-making and its interest to be aware of certain aspects of library users’ behavior were taken as a rationale for interpreting the metrics for users’ behavior. The interview discussions provided meaning to the analytics interpretation in the MU Library context. Google analytics was used as the web analytics tool for this study. Google Analytics “is the enterprise-class web analytics solution that gives…rich insights into [the] website traffic and marketing effectiveness. Powerful, flexible and easy-to-use features [allows to] see and analyze…traffic data in an entirely new way” (Google Analytics, 2009).

Google analytics scripts, once implemented on a website, capture visitors’ activities. The metrics that are captured and the different features offered by analytics are mentioned in Appendix A. The metrics that were used in this study were from the three main sections of analytics – Visitors, Traffic Sources, and Content. Visitors section provides information on visitors to the website. The sub-sections under visitors used for this study were the visit patterns, machine settings of the visitors as well as network properties through which the visitors access the website. Traffic sources option provides the information paths that the visitor takes to reach the website. The visitors could use direct access, access by clicking through another website, or use a search engine. A sub-section on the keywords that the visitors use are also provided. The third section on content provides information on visitors’ use of the pages of the website in terms of the most used pages or groups of pages, pages that the visitor entered to and exited from and
the navigation paths that they take within the pages of the website. The specific metrics for each of these sections that were used were:

1. Visitors – Provides visitor specific information.
   a. Visitor Trending – Provides report about the visitor in terms of the visit quality and technology.
      i. Visits - Number of visits on the site made by the visitors.
      ii. Absolute unique visitors – Number of unique visitors on the site.
      iii. Pageviews - Total number of pages viewed by the visitors.
      iv. Average Pageviews - Total number of pages viewed in a given day divided by the number of visitors that day. It is considered one way of measuring visit quality. A high value suggests that visitor interacts extensively.
      v. Time on Site - Time spent on site.
      vi. Bounce Rate - Percentage of single page visits on the website.
   b. Browser Capabilities – Provides information on the visitors machine settings such as the browsers, Operating Systems, and combination of the two that visitors use, their set screen color preferences, monitor resolutions, versions of Flash installed, and support for Java is available or not.
   c. Network Properties- Presents information on the network visitors use to connect to the website. For this study the Network Location metric was used that provides the name of the internet service provider visitors use to access the website

2. Traffic Sources - Provides information on the paths of access to the website. The metrics used for the study and the definitions are as follows:
a. Direct Traffic – Visitors who clicked a bookmark to come to the site or typed the site URL into their browser.

b. Referring Sites - Visitors who are referred from other sites.

c. Search Engines - The search engine entries to the site.

d. All Traffic Sources - Visitors from search engines, sites, and tagged links.

e. Keywords – Provides information on all metrics for each keyword used to access the site.

3. Content - Presents reports on the website information in terms of the use of the pages. The following metrics under this report were used:

a. Top Content - Most commonly viewed pages.

b. Content by Title - Most commonly viewed groups of pages as denoted by similar titles.

c. Top landing pages - Pages that entice visitors to click further.

d. Top Exit Pages - Pages from where people exit the site.

e. Site Overlay - This feature allows navigation of the site as a visitor would, allowing the analyzer to view metrics for the different links on the site.

f. Navigation Summary – The report shows how often a page in the website was an entrance page, what pages were viewed before this page, how many visitors left the site from this page, and what pages were viewed after this page.

Google analytics view display features that allow users to manipulate the reports were used for comparing and contrasting the figures for the metrics. For example, the reports were mostly viewed using the table and percentage views (Figure F1). Graphs were viewed mostly by day except for one instance when it was viewed by hour (Figure F2). Google analytics also
provides comparison options between two metrics and between the metrics and the site (Figure F3). The comparison feature between the metrics and the site was used for one report in this study (Figure F3 -b). Reports were also using the contribution of a metric to the total visits, pageviews, time on site, new visits, and bounce rate in the percentage view (Figure F4). Dimensions of a report allow viewing segments of the report by different metrics (Figure F5); some of these metrics that relate to a non-commercial setting are Source, Keywords, Visitor Type, Landing Page, Language, Browser, Operating System, Screen Colors, Screen Resolution, Flash Version, and Java Support. Appendix A provides a summary of definition for each of these metrics. The metrics visitor type and landing pages, as required, were used to segment a few reports.

Analysis of the Google analytics data was conducted by investigating the aforementioned reports. The graphs and reports were physically explored and interpretations of the figures for the metrics were extrapolated to understand users’ information behavior. The researcher specifically was looking for descriptions of:

- patterns in users’ behavior
- what might influence users’ behavior
- evidence of users’ information resource use

Knowledge gained from the discussions with the MU library web committee, and review of academic users’ information behavior further helped inform the researcher what to look for.

Patterns of users’ behavior were investigated for the visitor trending sub-section under visitors and the traffic sources section. These metrics were selected to understand the quality of visits of the users on the Library website. For example, the Library web committee discussed that they would be interested to know the peak times that users visited the Library website so that they can decide their online reference staffing. The visits graph under visitor trending was investigated to understand user’s peak time of visits (Figure F2). Another example is the committee’s desire to know if users recall the location of the resources they visit. The traffic sources section provided information on the visitors’ different paths of access that was further segmented by visitor types.
of new or returning visitors. The traffic source report helped investigate visitors’ use of the sources with an indication if these visitors were new or returning to the Library website.

Influences on visitors’ behavior were investigated by looking at the technology the visitors use. The browser capabilities and network location under the visitors section were explored. The Library committee stated their interest in the screen resolutions of the users monitor that could enable the Library to provide appropriate images on the website. Visitors’ screen resolution will influence whether the visitor could view these images or not. Also, the committee was curious to know if the users are coming from on-campus or off-campus. While analytics provides geographic location of users, more specific differentiation between users’ access from on-campus was identified by looking at the network service providers of the visitors under network location.

Evidence of resource use was investigated from the reports under content in analytics. The Library committee wanted to know what resources provided are being used by the Library visitors. The top content report was inspected to understand the resource use by the visitors. The Library committee was also interested to know if users are leaving a page or going back from that page. To understand the users’ flow of actions through the website, the navigation summary was probed. The sequence of users’ actions from one page to another was studied for more interpretation.

The data for this study, therefore, was collected using the interactive group interview of the Library’s web committee, and the Google analytics tool. The two types of qualitative analysis using coding techniques for the interview data and investigation of analytics data further informed the research questions. Though a part of the data is quantitative as provided by Google analytics, the interpretation and investigation was qualitative in nature. Table 2 segregates the data analysis by the data collected and the research questions:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Data Collection Source</th>
<th>Data Analysis Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How can web analytics data inform</td>
<td>Interactive group</td>
<td>Coding the informant feedback from the interactive group interview. Interpretation of the metrics by administrators and its application in the Library environment informed how the data obtained using analytics can be interpreted in a library context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>library decision-making?</td>
<td>interview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How can web analytics data be used to interpret the information behavior of</td>
<td>Interactive group</td>
<td>Coding the informant feedback from the interactive group interview. Understanding the user behavior elements that interest the Library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the website visitor?</td>
<td>interview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Google analytics</td>
<td>Examining the metrics- Visitors, Traffic sources, Content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 **Reliability and Validity**

Feedback from the interactive group interview participants provided the qualitative basis of the study. The respondents’ feedback was used to understand the Library context and the use of analytics. The analytics’ reported data, though presented in quantitative format, were analyzed qualitatively.

Some of the issues with validity of the study are related to the Library’s analytics implementation. The MU library has computers for access to its resources that are placed within the Library’s premises. Tracking profiles of the users who access the Library website from these public computers and other computers in campus labs is difficult. Tracking other users who access computers outside the premises is complicated because of the dynamic IPs assigned to the machines by their Internet service providers. Nicholas and Huntington (2003) recommended micro-mining and segmented log file analysis that can help solve some of the issues with large logs of data by focusing on narrow range of IPs that belong to a particular profile. In the current study, users’ affiliation to the academic institution and the knowledge of the profile of users that access the Library resources provide additional information that is used in the interpretation of the data. Owing to the nature of academic libraries it can be safely assumed that MU Library users are either students (undergraduates and graduates), staff, or faculty. Further, the study draws from the literature on academic user information behavior. For example, Head (2007) pointed out that “upper division” academic users who visit the library’s electronic resources would be driven by their need for quality information. Users of the web, on the other hand, might visit the websites for all sorts of activities starting from information seeking, for entertainment or for transacting and so on. The directed goal of the users of an academic library’s online resource further reduces a layer of uncertainty regarding users’ behavioral intention when visiting the library’s gateway.

A major part of the interpretation of users’ behavior is done using the information presented by Google analytics. The validity of the study is contingent upon the underlying codes
that generate the reports for each of the metrics. Examining the validity of each of the metrics is one way to assure the validity of the study. However, such a validity check would give rise to the need for comparative studies trying to understand the correctness of the values generated by the analytics application (e.g., Jasra, 2006), which is beyond the scope of the current study. The study examines the importance and usefulness of analytics for academic libraries, given the information captured by the analytics tool from the Library website. The primary goal of the study is to understand the users’ online behavior on the Library website using web analytics and evaluate the usefulness of this tool for the Library.

Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 301) establish credibility as a trustworthiness criteria that should be considered in naturalistic inquiry. They provide instances of activities that could increase the probability of credibility – prolonged engagement and/or triangulation. The stage 1 of the study consisted of interactive group session that provided feedback from multiple subjects at the same time, which helped in reaffirming some of the facts about the use of analytics by the Library. Member checking, as another option for establishing credibility (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), involves testing of interpretation and conclusions with the members from whom the data were originally collected. The members of the respondent group were further consulted for checking data interpretations and follow up questions that arose from the interpretations. Lincoln and Guba (1985) discuss the purposes of such a member checking technique that provides an “opportunity to assess intentionality…, [provides] immediate opportunity to correct errors of fact and challenge…wrong interpretations, [provides] opportunity to volunteer additional information, puts respondents on record as having said certain things” (p. 314). Further Lincoln & Guba (1985) distinguish between member checking and triangulation in that the former deals with overall credibility and the latter is directed at accuracy of specific items. ‘Transferability’, according to Lincoln and Guba (1985), can be ascertained by maintaining a thick description of the study. They state that “it is [the naturalists] responsibility to provide the database that makes transferability judgments possible on the part of potential appliers” (p. 316).
The qualitative element of the study is naturalistic to the extent that the research takes place in a real world setting and there is no attempt by the researcher to manipulate the phenomenon of interest (Patton, 2001). Libraries have been urged to use web analytics as a tool for analyzing the web traffic just as e-commerce websites have in the past (Pagano, 2006; Pace, 2004; Bracke, 2004). Lakos (2007) recently discussed at length the need for libraries to use new analytical tools that would support Evidence Based Librarianship. Also, the analytics data that were studied were already set up by the Library before the study was conducted, and thus recognized as important to the Library management.

Furthermore, Nicholson (2006b) suggest the differences between the researcher (concern about external validity), and the practitioner (concern about the internal validity) can be bridged by proposing a data-based collaboration. One of the purposes of this study was to understand how the information obtained using analytics can be used as a library management tool. The internal validity of the study can be ascertained by assessing the usefulness of the analytics data to the management.

The notion of ‘transferability’ in naturalistic studies has been emphasized through a description of the time and context in which the study was held. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985) the “naturalist cannot specify the external validity of an inquiry… [rather] can provide only the thick description necessary to enable someone interested in making a transfer to reach a conclusion about whether transfer can be contemplated as a possibility(p.316).” The qualitative analysis of the data obtained through analytics will be used to interpret within a particular domain of academic users’ behavior on the MU library website.

A possible way of addressing the construct validity of the study can be achieved by examining multiple sources of evidence. In this study the implementation of web analytics as a library management tool was determined by the Library’s web usability committee’s feedback. The specific feedback from the interactive group interview was carefully coded for issues that libraries face with a web analytics implementation and its use. Other factors that were looked for
in the interactive group interview were indications of internal politics that hampered the implementation and strategic issues that required halting or affecting the implementation in any way.

Reliability can be achieved by operationalizing as many steps as possible that can be audited later (Yin, 2003). This study has been operationalized to involve working with the metrics, drawing out any explanation from the literature on user studies, coding the feedback obtained from the librarians, and creating a list of information that is of importance to the Library management that they expect analytics to provide. Another way to run a reliability check is by replicating past studies; however, the lack of any full-blown study on analytics implementation in any library restricted any likelihood of replication. Proper documentation and detailed stepwise account of this study has been done for any future replication, though circumstantial factors could still be a possible deterrent.

In summary, the study ensured research quality through the following ways:

1. Use of studies in user behavior – *Human Information Behavior* literature to explain the interpretations of the analytics data.

2. Research plan iteration – The research design involved investigating the analytics data before and after inputs from the Library web committee. Such a measure was taken to ensure that the Library context is maintained while implementing analytics.

3. Interactive group interview – A higher engagement of the Library management was achieved through an *interactive group interview* technique. The respondents in the interview were kept motivated to learn about the value of analytics as they have their vested interest.

4. Informant feedback – The researcher checked with the informants about questions, clarifications of the feedback obtained.
The interview analysis was conducted with qualitative coding. The researcher provided a detailed account of the coding steps and illustrated them with examples. In addition, the stepwise process that was undertaken to form the various themes and subthemes has been described and illustrated in detail. The next chapter provides the findings from the analysis segregated by each of the research questions. The themes found through the analysis of the interview are provided for the research question 1, and the findings from the analysis of analytics metrics are discussed under the research question 2.
Chapter 4
Findings

This chapter provides the findings obtained from the study of Google analytics implementation for the MU library website. The data were collected from the interview with the Library web committee members and from the Google analytics implementation of the Library website. This study used open-ended and axial coding techniques to analyze the interview transcripts. Investigation of the analytics metrics and reports were done by careful observation and interpretation of the metrics. The study employed findings from the analysis of the interview transcript to respond to research question one. The inquiry focused on findings from the analytics metrics to address research question two. The chapter will name MU library as the “Library,” and the MU library web advisory committee as the “committee” or the “web committee.”

RQ1- How can web analytics data inform library decision-making?

Findings from the analysis of the interactive group interview transcripts that relate to Library decision-making are reported here. Excerpts of quotes by the respondents, where necessary, are provided and in some cases paraphrased for the purposes of clarity. For ensuring privacy of respondents, this document does not include their names. Instead they are represented here as Respondent one, two, three, four, five, and six. Analysis of the interview transcripts revealed four major themes that are discussed here. The primary themes were –

1. Decisions about services
2. Decisions about web design
3. The Library’s interest in user behavior
4. The Library’s management and function
These themes were further divided into subthemes. There is a discussion of the findings from the interviews for each theme along with the subthemes for each.

4.1 Decisions about Services

The theme *decisions about services* emerged from aspects of decision-making by the MU library to improve services that are provided to its patrons. MU library needs to take decisions to offer better services to its patrons. An important part of the services involves that the patrons get the required information from the resources provided to them by the MU library. The MU library website provides a major portion of the information through online databases, and eJournals. Other Library services can be accessed through the website include the catalog, ILL, user account services that provide check out information online, online renewal of books, and access to course electronic reserves. The MU library would like to provide information that is convenient and available online, easy and quick to find. The team formed by the MU library web committee ensures the smooth operation of the MU library website and therefore makes decisions to that effect. Themes and subthemes associated with *decisions about services* are as follows:

- Supporting staffing decisions
- Providing machine compatible resources
- Offering useful subscriptions to electronic journals
- Providing a satisfying search experience
- Providing for specific user needs

4.1.1 Supporting staffing decisions

The members of the MU library web committee mentioned the need to ensure proper staffing to assist patrons. With the online interface, the patrons have an option to access the Library’s resources through the Library website. Knowing the time of day the website was used more frequently would help the Library support the users’ activity on the website. As a part of
ensuring proper services, the Library would like to know the time of day when they experience high traffic. The Library could increase their preparedness to provide efficient services to their online visitors by looking at the variation in traffic flow and create a back-up system resources and staff to handle high volume of visitors. The members of the MU library web committee mentioned that analytics data can be used for understanding the access times of the traffic to the website, and hence support their staffing related decisions. Respondent six stressed the use of analytics to support staffing needs,

…If we were seeing big uptakes and if it, say, dropped off at certain time of the evening that will help us make a case either for or against expanding reference desk staffing hours. Certain times…maybe we need to get some chat 24/7 [as] these people are using our webpage around the clock and somebody can contact the reference.

4.1.2 Providing machine compatible resources

The respondents mentioned the importance of knowing users’ machine preferences. Since the online visitors use different technology to access the Library resources, knowledge of the technology can help to ensure that the Library services conform to these specifications. Other than that, the constant upgrades in technology further enhance the need for keeping track of whether the Library services can be accessed by online visitor machines. Respondent one stated that compatibility with the users’ browser was a major concern because one of the branch libraries has resources that are mostly audio clips, and Firefox users might have issues.

It is also important that the Library is aware of the resolution of users’ machines. Respondent three mentioned an instance when the Library had concerns about an image that was 600 X 800 that was not compatible with bigger monitors which users accessed. Respondents realized that the services provided by the Library need to be compatible with the users’ machines so that the users can avail themselves of the Library’s services smoothly and conveniently. It will help the Library implement features and services that are compatible with user machine configurations.
4.1.3 Offering useful subscriptions to electronic journals

The Library provides information services by subscribing to eJournals. The members of the web committee mentioned that due to the Library operations in the past, most of the subscription decisions have been made without evidence of its usage. Some of these decisions about eJournal use have been made a long time ago, and the Library management usually decides to adhere to it.

The application of analytics on the Library website provided them a way to understand how these different eJournals are being used. According to Respondent six, analytics implementation could help in decision-making regarding to which journals to subscribe. The members of the web committee agreed that analytics can provide detailed information on the visitors’ activities on the eJournal usage. However, the respondents expressed their concerns about the noise in analytics reports. They were wary of the fact that there could be some nonhuman responses in analytics reports and that might affect the correctness of the reported metrics.

4.1.4 Providing a satisfying search experience

Most of the online visitors that access the Library website are accustomed to getting information quickly using search engines like Google. The MU library web committee was aware that users prefer to search rather than browse through the different Library website links. This was further stressed by the presence of different search preferences on the MU library website. The Library website has multiple search functions that allow users to seek information on the Library website. Besides the website search box that searches across the Library gateway, the Library also provides a menu-based search option that allows visitors to find information across the Library’s collection. For users who want to search for a specific article, database or a journal there is a search box under the respective choices on the home page: “Find database,” “Search for
articles on a topic,” and “Find specific article or journal.” These allow users to search for a database or journal.

The menu-based search options in the Library website further lead the librarians to wonder how users are accessing the different menu options when conducting a search. Respondent six stated: “…What kinds of searches people were putting in and whether they were correctly changing the drop down menu. If they were searching for what looked like an article title or book title, then were they doing their appropriate kind of search for the kind of search box they were using?”

Committee members found that understanding the different access terms that visitors use to find the information was considered useful. The databases that the Library subscribes to, allow the Library to create aliases. The aliases are alternative names that can be used to access the databases. Respondent five mentioned that the access terms that visitor of the website may use within the Library website can be put as database aliases. Looking at the different access terms that the visitors use provided a check for matching them with the aliases for a database. The members of the committee saw matching the access terms with the aliases; adding key terms to the aliases in case of a mismatch was a means to enhance visitors’ online search experiences.

Information about the users’ search behavior helped the Library to make the content more searchable and easily accessible. The Library would have liked to know if the search terms entered by people were found or not. Respondent three asked: “What sorts of things were people inputting to search?” If they did not find those elements they tried to accommodate the situation. They also used the search terms entered to make changes in the keyword search. Respondent six stated,

It [has] been very very useful for us to see what terms people are putting in to the search engine on our web page for a couple of reasons: one, to see the spellings of various databases so we could incorporate the spellings so that it would bring the search directly to what they are looking for. So we were able to do an alias and were redirected to get people seamlessly into that page. Another [reason was] to see what kinds of searches people were putting in, and whether they were correctly changing the drop down menu to pull up [the searches]. If they were
searching for what looked like an article title or book title then were they doing their appropriate kind of search for the kind of search box they were using...[Also] which kind of searches were done most often and what kind of choices were...pulled up most.

Respondents wanted to know, if users are accessing a search engine like Google, how many of them are doing so and what keywords they used most to access. Visitors’ search-related behavior would help in search engine optimization of the Library’s website.

4.1.5 Providing for specific user needs

Visitors to the academic library are usually undergraduate students, graduate students, faculty, or staff. The Library’s user base consists of different demographics that include users who were from different backgrounds, age groups, experiences, and needs. The access habits of these different user groups are useful in providing targeted services to these users. Sometimes knowing that some visits are from Library staff would have been useful in that the Library can eliminate those visits to get a better understanding of the real users who come to the Library website for accessing Library’s services.

Respondent six stated that it would help to know where the online users are coming from, either Library staff machines or from outside the Library. The respondents were interested in knowing which of the Library visitors were students, and if they were behaving differently than the faculty. The current visitors of the Library website could be identified by if they are using “Mizzou” in their searches when they enter the Library URL to get to the Library website. The respondents thought that would be a good way to know how many of these users are students, and they can further look into the differences between other users who utilize “Missouri” in the URL.

Knowing the profile of the specific users and if they were students or faculty would have helped support the user-specific decisions of the Library such as if undergraduate students need resources more than graduate students. Identifying user visits that were from staff would provide a clear picture of the usage of the Library resources.
4.2 **Decisions about Web Design**

The theme of “decisions for web design” emerged from the Library’s need to constantly improve its website’s usability to suit its visitors. The constantly changing information environment has affected user’s information-seeking behavior. Since the Library has tried to reach its patrons through the online system, providing them access to the Library through the conveniences of their home would help to keep improving the users’ experience on the web. Therefore visitors would be able to get the most out of the services provided to them.

The Library website had different ways to get to information provided, such as catalogs, different search tools, closed access to their Library accounts, and so on. Apart from that, there were different types of information provided by the Library. Library services included hours of access, different workshops held by the Library, copy services, online chat reference, and so on. Other services included providing different information sources that the Library subscribes to through databases, and eJournals. There were still other kinds of services where the online visitor can access their accounts, check or print out electronic reserves of curriculum items, look at items the visitor has checked out, renew materials online, place holds on required items, and at other times request an Inter Library Loan. Providing such varied ranges of services made the respondents curious about how visitors were able to successfully accomplish the functions for which they visit the website. The subthemes that emerged from were:

- Changing website design based on analytics reports
- Restructuring website content to improve navigation

4.2.1 **Changing website design based on analytics reports**

The MU library has had Google analytics implemented on the Library website since March of 2007. A purpose of this implementation was that they should be able to capture users’ activities on the Library website. A use of the information captured by analytics was to understand what changes in the website could help provide users a satisfactory experience.
According to the respondents, most of the interpretation on the MU library users’ behavior that they have gotten has been through general observations such as visitors who go to ‘Search Databases’ were looking for articles.

Information on whether the user moved forward or closed out of the website would have helped in making changes to the website structure. Librarians would have liked to have seen in analytics the continuity of users’ actions between pages, as shown by Respondent three: “Seeing one page at a time is useful, but seeing one thing after the other is useful some times.” In other words, continuity of users’ actions when visiting the Library website was considered useful for the Library’s purposes. In case a user was at a page for hours, then it would have been informative if the data suggested that the user was lost and then left the page. A relationship between the times the user spent on a page with exits from those pages would have been an instance that they would expect to see in analytics. Respondents thought that the more the time the user spends on the page, the more chances of the user being lost and leaving.

Users’ paths of access are important for the Library to control their movement through the pages. Respondent three stated that the Library is interested in looking at whether people went from a page to where they would like them to go, where they thought they should go, or they left the website without clicking on any link. The respondents indicated that it would have been useful for them if the analytics presented the full path to the Library resources.

Members of the MU library web committee expressed interest in knowing the use of links on the Library website as shown by analytics. In some cases, when the Library wanted to know about user activity on a specific link, it had to search for that link from the content report in analytics to get specific metrics for that page. Analytics provided an option to compare a page metrics with the website metrics. However, the respondents mentioned that a comparison of the usage of the links that led to different resources would have been useful for the Library, as the comparison would indicate preferences of one resource over the other.
The Library has taken steps to improve the visibility of the less used sections of the website. Respondent five mentioned that the Library has used analytics in the past mostly for moving links based on the clicks they received on each. They saw using analytics features to make improvements to sections that get less clicks. Respondent six mentioned by looking at the site overlay feature of analytics they saw that the ‘Announcement’ section on the home page was not getting many hits, and so they might have decided to make the section scroll. Though the Library would like to use analytics more often, they have not been able to use it as extensively.

4.2.2 Restructuring website content to improve navigation

The various resources on the Library website are made accessible through the hyperlinks on the different webpages. Links play a crucial role in allowing users’ entry to the Library resources as well as to connect from one page to another. Over time the Library has accumulated lots of links across the different web pages. A major concern for navigation through the Library’s pages lay in the presence of multiple links to the same resource across the website, and users who may have been lost or confused when returning to the website. On the other hand, multiple links provided multiple options for users to go to a resource.

Respondent three mentioned that most of the users got lost because of the presence of multiple links and eventually found themselves on the same page where they started. Whether the users recalled the paths they visited when they came back to the Library website was important for the respondents to know. Also, Respondent six recognized the ineffectiveness of a link if it was not being used. The Library could have decluttered a page based on any information on redundancy of links on that page. The Library wanted to provide an optimal number of links that does not clutter the page along with providing easy access for its users. Respondent five raised her concerns on the complications that might be involved when interpreting usage of the Library’s resources such as the database through multiple links.
The Library website had various hyperlinks that lead to different or same pages. The links that lead to same pages were often labeled differently. For example the link http://mulibraries.missouri.edu/outgoing/merlinmu_gateway and the link http://laurel.lso.missouri.edu/search~S1/ were both directed to the Merlin catalog but the former one linked from the gateway. Respondent six also stated at one point that – “…We may have kinds of redundant links on our website. One [says] search for articles on a topic and another one [says] databases.” However, the destination pages for both these links were the same. In order to keep an account of which of the links the visitor actually used to go to the next page, analytics provided an option to tag these links. Tagging links allowed analytics to track the different links that were used to access the same destination page.

As mentioned before, the Library staff was curious to know how users adapted the bookmark feature to access the Library pages. However, besides a general curiosity they also thought that information on bookmarking a link could sometimes provide input to the existing structure of the website. If a visitor directly entered a page through a bookmarked link, it would mean users visited that webpage frequently or they found it difficult to access the page by browsing. Respondent three stated, “You know that people are going from here to there; whether they find it is whole another story.” Information on direct entries to particular pages would have helped the Library to make decisions about structuring the navigation pathways to the resources it provides.

Information on the full path traversed by the user when on the website certainly could have enhanced the Library’s decision-making. Acquiring detailed information on users’ activities when on the website would have helped the Library. They would have liked to be aware of how the users are maneuvering through the different links on the website to reach a particular destination page, and to compare it with their expectations of how they would like to see the users traverse.
4.3 **The Library’s Interest in User Behavior**

The theme of *the Library’s interest in user behavior* emerged from the Library’s interest to know about their users’ activities when on the Library website because of sheer curiosity. With the advent of Internet, online users have adapted to the developing technology. Most of the users’ behavior on the web was determined by the changing information environment. This was sometimes shaped by developing technology such as availability of multiple creative ways to get information through wikis, online blogs, and digital libraries. The MU library website provided a way for the online visitors to access the Library services through the convenience of their homes. Members of the MU library web committee saw the Library’s analytics implementation as a means to get the bigger picture of how their users interact with the Library website. Such an intention to know users’ behavior might not have translated to any decision due to constraints or other functional characteristics that apply to the Library. The subthemes that emerged were:

- Branch usage of Library resources
- Using analytics to understand visitor activities
- Shift in user behaviors
- Entry paths to the Library website
- User activity on the Library website

4.3.1 **Branch usage of Library resources**

The MU library provides various resources for its users within the main Library, as well as across different Library branches that were established under specific academic departments. The distribution of resources across the main and branch library made librarians eager to know the usage of the Library’s resources and its relation to the different branches, for example the number of users that come from the branch library websites to use the resources that are under the main Library website.
The MU library has different branches that are domain-specific such as the Engineering library, Law library, Health Science library, Journalism library and so on. The Library’s resources could be accessed from the different branch library websites. The Library members wanted to know whether their resources were being used by the branches. Respondent five mentioned that it was of interest to see which branches sent the most traffic to the online resources. Information on usage for particular branch libraries would have also benefitted the branch library gateways, and would have helped the respondents to know how users access the resources available through the branch library gateway.

4.3.2 Using analytics to understand visitor activities

The respondents know that many people rely on its website to visit the Library’s resources. The Library website acts as a gateway to the vast resources and services that it provides. Library users who visited the Library gateway either accessed it to obtain information, availed the many Library services provided, or used the information resources to which the Library subscribes. Analytics reports could help the Library understand user behavior elements through its various metrics.

Respondents found reports that enable comparison of information on users’ behavior on the website to be interesting. For example the comparison reports between the use of the website and the databases, as shown in a cropped view in Figure 1, interested the members of the web committee. The respondents noticed how the database-use pattern was similar to the website use pattern, indicating that the database usage contributes considerably to the total website usage.
4.3.3 Shift in user behaviors

Technology improved ways to access information readily and conveniently through different tool options such as improved search engines or navigation bars. Users’ expectations from websites changed based on their wider experiences over the internet and how they accessed information in other websites or search engines.

The Library was concerned about how users browse for information on the Library website. It would also have liked to be aware of any shift in the users’ access behavior such as change in catalog use. It would have liked to know if the catalog use has decreased from previous years and how was that related to usage of other resources. Respondent three was curious, “[whether] there is a shift of usage from catalog to some other medium within the Library website, if at all.”

4.3.4 Entry paths to the Library website

Any online application that is on the web was accessible. The very nature of being online was to provide convenient access. The percentage of visitors accessing through the different sites provided a picture of the users’ mental models and where the referring sites fell in these models. Respondent five mentioned that it would be interesting for the Library to know the various paths,
such as the specific branch library gateway or other course management websites that was used to access the resources.

Since there was no one specific way that the online visitor could come to the website, it made librarians curious about what paths users take to come to the website. Respondent one stated her curiosity: “Where people are coming from, whether they are coming from the gateway or whether doing an organic search”. Respondent six also stated that the Library would like to know whether its users are coming from off-campus or on-campus. Further, information on whether users were coming to the branch library websites through the gateway or are being distracted from other websites was of interest to the members of the MU web committee. How many users were actually accessing the Library website directly was of interest. Respondent six questioned if “direct access....would just be a bookmark [where] the [users] open the browser and type in our URL.”

4.3.5 User activity on the Library website

Use of links as discussed before was a more discrete way of looking at users’ activities. However, the members of the MU library web committee wanted to understand users’ overall intentions and actions on the Library website.

The Library would have liked to know specific user behavior elements on the website, for example, if users were spending a long time on a page searching for resources, coming back to the same page or losing their way to a resource on the website. This information would have helped in regular maintenance of the website. It would have helped to know if people did more things with the databases and not much with Library services. A continuity of actions between the layers of the page would have enabled libraries to know their users thoroughly. Respondent five mentioned that it would be interesting to see how changes made to the Library website could influence users’ behavior.
The Library wanted to have a detailed account of its users’ actions on the website including where the user was coming from and where are they going. The accounts included the time the user spends on a page, what she was doing when on the page, if she chose to click on a link and go to the next page, to external or internal links in the system or if she left the website. A thorough description of the users’ actions would help the Library to get a clear picture of the users’ activities that would make them more comfortable.

4.4 The Library’s Management and Function

The Library’s management and function theme emerged from those elements that were exclusive to the Library, its nature and purpose. This study scrutinized the MU library web committee feedback from the interview for such elements that related to the Library policies, typical operational requirements, strategy, upper level decisions, and activities that affected or informed Library management at some level. The management was responsible for most of the decision-making in the Library.

The MU library’s mission statement included, “[to] acquire, preserve and make accessible scholarly resources” (Mission, Vision and Strategies for the MU Libraries, 2006). The purposes of its online presence were not to achieve a profit motive as with most of the commercial entities that have an online presence. The purpose of making its services available online was for convenience of access. The online presence of the Library remained under the jurisdiction of the Library management that decides on various aspects of the Library’s website. The subthemes that were a part of this theme were:

- Privacy of users’ data
- Reservations about the appropriateness of analytics
- Issues with measuring usage
- Analytics of branch libraries
- Analytics implementation and subscription to proprietary systems
Evidence-based decision-making in libraries

Library disregard of analytics use

Marketing Library services

4.4.1 Privacy of users’ data

Analytics, once set on the Library website, captured the visitors’ data. Though the data captured was IP-based and were collected through the scripts entered in the Library website’s source code, the reports provided are aggregated without any reference to the IP-address of the visitors’ machines.

The Library would have liked to get a detailed account of the visitor activity on the website; however they feared the privacy of the visitors was going to be violated. Privacy of its patrons was a priority for the Library. The respondents were conscious of the different non-user responses in the form of spammers and crawlers, which they feared were going to get across to the visitors’ machines through the information captured by analytics. Respondent six observed that users would not like it if spammers and crawlers came to the Library website and acquired their emails. Besides, the respondents questioned regarding how many of the reported figures were due to unaccounted visitors. They were concerned that misrepresentation of usage due to these unaccounted visitors would affect Library decision-making.

4.4.2 Reservations about the appropriateness of analytics

The Library had too much information to manage. According to the committee, there could have been over 1000 URLs in the Library website and many of these were redundant. The Library website was built over time and involved many developers who came and left. There was no standard way to address the different pages. Respondent five mentioned that she “has her little thesaurus” that helps her to know the different links for a page.

Apart from that, the Library website was a gateway to the many resources the Library provides. Respondent three stated that there was more to the Library website than just the
gateway. Respondent six stated, “[The Library has] outside stuff that we consider inside for our purposes.” Even the Library catalog was created outside the Library. The Library would not have minded if users went to these outside resources. As a result, the Library thinks analytics reports might not provide the right picture. Respondent five stated that,

…Most [Google Analytics] was created for companies that want to keep people on their websites as long as they can show them ads. The whole purpose of the gateway [Library] is to get them off the site as fast as you can because then where they are going because it’s a gateway. It’s not trying to be sticky and trying to put all this information, I mean like the bounce rates on the other pages...if a company looked at the Library’s bounce rates they would think it was a terrible failure, but for us high bounce rates is good, if they are getting to what they need. They don’t have to come back and try.

4.4.3 Issues with measuring usage

The MU library provided facilities that allowed visitors to access the Library website from within the Library premises. There were other options that allow visitors to access the website from computer labs on campus. Users could also access the Library’s website through their own laptops or through their machines at their offices and homes. The Library’s internal staff visits the Library website more often to perform regular tasks related to their job roles. The Library had profiles of users visiting the Library website that had varied information access habits.

Sometimes the same users accessed from different machines; at other times different users accessed the website from the same machines. The Library would have liked to know how much of the data reported was by staff, from on-campus or off-campus users. To get an account of the unique users to the Library website was difficult. Also, as mentioned before, the interpretation of metrics for usage of the Library website was different than the actual interpretation of the metrics in analytics such as the interpretation of bounce rate and exits. A user visiting a single page and leaving from that page would not have necessarily be a negative trait of the website.
4.4.4 Analytics of branch libraries

The MU library had discipline-specific branches that are spread across the campus, and some of these branches had their own online access interfaces. The analytics implementation for the Fall 2008 semester was for the whole MU library system except for the Law library, Health Sciences library, and the Veterinary Sciences library. Looking at specific branch analytics provided useful information related to each of the branches of the MU library.

Respondent five cited the usefulness of analytics if it could have provided information on the branch the resources are being accessed. The Library is not a homogeneous entity. What would be important to them was how the different branch libraries fare. In order to look up the branch information the Library had to search for the branch URL from the content report to get more information about the metrics for a particular branch. However, doing this every time did not provide a detailed report of the branch gateway use.

4.4.5 Analytics implementation and subscription to proprietary systems

The MU library provided services from proprietary systems that are external to the Library. The Library visitors were directed from the Library website to these external systems. Because these proprietary systems were external to the Library, the Library could not implement analytics to measure the usage of these systems. Respondent one mentioned that the databases they subscribed to provided the Library statistics. These external proprietary systems provided usage reports to the Library on a regular basis. The Library had to rely on these reports for any decision-making, and could not measure the performance of such external systems. Not being able to set up analytics for the proprietary systems that were part of the Library services keep the Library from setting an accurate picture of the services they provide.

4.4.6 Evidence-based decision-making in libraries

EBL has been a part of traditional library decision-making. The Library recognized some use for analytics in providing evidence to support important decisions. For instance, Respondent
six stated that in case a decision was made on dropping the link to the Library website from a referral website that is internal to the university, the Library could have been accountable by showing the analytics figures for the number of visitors who came through that referral link.

Moreover, using analytics changed decision-making that was based on mere intuition and general knowledge about users’ behavior. Use of journals and databases could be supported by an estimate of users’ visiting these resources. A further understanding of what the user was able to access and use could also be made by looking at user machine compatibility with the services and features provided by the Library.

The Library made decisions without information on actual usage when they subscribed to eJournals in the past. However, the respondents thought information on actual usage of the Library resources could help to inform Library decisions. For example, Respondent one stated that people primarily do things with databases and not so much for Library services; this was certainly going to inform the design of the Library website.

4.4.7 Library disregard of analytics use

On one hand, analytics as a tool was useful for supporting Library decisions by providing evidence. On the other hand, sometimes this evidence was overlooked because of preexisting policies. Respondent six stated that,

…We may have kind of redundant links on our website one goes to search for articles on a topic and another one goes to databases. Now we know that that [is] intuitive of people who go to databases, go to search for articles on a topic and … probably with some comparative numbers of which one of those links attracts the most clicks. But basically…for political reasons we are going to keep both of them on there.

Another instance of a Library decision that disregards analytics figures was the ‘Announcement’ section that had to be present even if it does not capture many clicks.
4.4.8 Marketing Library services

The Library services’ need to be marketed did not seem to be as important as for commercial websites. It is preferable usually for commercial websites to be accessed through many referral sites. However, when it came to the Library setting, the staff would have preferred to refrain from promoting the Library gateway to the referral websites, especially the external ones that sent traffic to the Library website. The Library’s concern was that any promotion to the referral sites would have given these sites a reason to capitalize on the Library’s expense.

Respondent three emphasized that the Library would be giving marketing ideas to places that they were not directly linked to if they try to promote their website to these outside parties.

Concerning internal referral websites, the respondents agreed that the referral information would have helped if some referral site tried to remove the link to the Library website such as Journalism, for which staff could always have made their case with analytics numbers. Also, the librarians thought it would be interesting to know how Factiva would react if they knew that they were sending traffic to the Library website.

The findings from the interview discussions provided insights about how analytics and Library decision-making could have been connected. Though the discussions were aimed towards understanding how analytics could be used in Library decision-making, there were other aspects that came forth. Popular analytics use from the commercial sector could be idealized in an academic library setting as is. Implementing analytics in the Library for Library decision-making needed an inside-out approach where basic Library ideology needed to be considered first. Some of the aspects of analytics interpretation in the Library could be connected to that of the commercial sector when it came to providing service, improving web design and understanding user behavior. However, the Library setting was far more focused on the non-commercial facet as compared to the commercial enterprises where analytics was popularly used.
RQ2- How can web analytics data be used to interpret the information behavior of the website visitor?

As mentioned before in chapter three, the analytics tool used for this study was provided by Google analytics. Data on the users’ online activities were captured using Google analytics by inserting the profile-specific tracking code. In this study the Google analytics implementation for the MU library was used, and the data for the Fall 2008 semester was investigated to understand how analytics could be used for interpreting users’ online behavior.

Google analytics has a variety of metrics that capture the different elements of users’ activities on the website such as visits, pageviews, visitors’ network properties and so on, as detailed in chapter three. In order to provide a more significant meaningful interpretation, inputs from the MU library web committee, collected during the first stage of data collection were utilized to select the metrics needed to understand users’ behavior. Metrics that applied to the Library’s decision-making needs were used to interpret the users’ behavior on the MU library website. For example, the respondents wanted to know whether users’ navigation path matched with the Library’s expectations of it. The Navigation Analysis feature of analytics that is present under the Content section provides a page-by-page navigation behavior of the user.

The findings discussed in this chapter are explained under the three different sections under which Google analytics segregates data on the visits to the website: Visitors, Traffic Source, and Content. Metrics under each of these sections were selected for investigation. The selection of metrics was done based on its significance to the MU library web committee discussions. Explanation of how these metrics are used to interpret users’ behavior is provided using screenshots of the analytics reports. Some figures are cropped from their original views for clarity purposes. Table 3 provides an account of the Figures that are used to present the analytics reports. Also, for clarity purposes the screenshots are marked using the Jing technology provided by Techsmith that allows screen capturing and annotating with arrows, texts and highlights to
show the figures and features being referred to when interpreting user activity. *Google analytics* has been referred to occasionally as analytics or web analytics in this section.

**Table 3 - Description of Figures Presented Using Analytics Reports**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure #</th>
<th>Figure Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 1</td>
<td>Comparison Graph Between “Pageviews” of the Databases Page at /search/databases/default.aspx with the library website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 2</td>
<td>User Visits on the Library Website for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>Average Pageviews for Visitors on the Website during Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 4</td>
<td>Time on Site for All Visitors of the Website during Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5</td>
<td>Bounce Rate Variation across Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 6</td>
<td>Graph by Hour over a Day for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 7</td>
<td>Visitors Trend Variation Compared with Visits for the Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 8</td>
<td>Visitors Trend Variation with Pageviews for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 9</td>
<td>Browsers that Visitors Used for the Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 10</td>
<td>Different Internet Explorer Browser Versions used by the Library Visitors for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 11</td>
<td>Operating Systems of Library Users during Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 12</td>
<td>Versions of Windows Operating System Used by Visitors for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 13</td>
<td>Browsers and OS Combinations Used by Visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 14</td>
<td>Screen resolutions of the Visitors Machines Accessing the Library Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 15</td>
<td>Network Location of Visitors of the MU Library Website during Fall 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 16</td>
<td>All Traffic Sources to the Library Website for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 17</td>
<td>Direct Traffic Details by Visitor Type for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 18</td>
<td>Referring Site Traffic Shown With the Visitor Type Dimension for Fall 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 19</td>
<td>Referring Sites that Directed Traffic to the Library Website during Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 20</td>
<td>Percentage of Search Engines Used by the Visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 21</td>
<td>Landing Pages the Users got to Using Search during the Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 22</td>
<td>Keywords Used to Access the Library during the Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 23</td>
<td>Unique Pageviews Contribution to the Total Unique Pageviews for the Top Content for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 24</td>
<td>Exit Rate Contribution of the Most Viewed Page for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 25</td>
<td>Time on Page Contribution of the Most Viewed Pages for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 26</td>
<td>Content by Title Unique Pageview Contribution for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 27</td>
<td>Unique Pageviews Contribution for the “University of Missouri Libraries” Groups of Pages for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 28</td>
<td>Unique Pageviews contribution for the “Find Articles and Databases” Group of Pages for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 29</td>
<td>Top Landing Pages of the Library Website by Contribution to Total Entrances for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 30</td>
<td>Top Exit Pages of the Library Website by Contribution to Total Exits for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 31</td>
<td>Site Overlay of the Library Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 32</td>
<td>Navigation Summary for the Database Page for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 33</td>
<td>Navigation Summary for the Popular Database Page for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 34</td>
<td>Navigation Summary for the Academic Search Premier Page for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 35</td>
<td>Navigation Summary for the Merlin Catalog for Fall 2008 Semester</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5 Visitors

The visitors section in analytics provides information on user visits to the website in terms of visitor trending, visitor loyalty, browser capabilities, network properties, and user defined. The metrics investigated in this section were chosen based on the discussion of the MU library web committee. The MU library web committee wanted to know information about the visitors of the MU Library website. Specifically, this information related to whether the visitors were present round the clock, whether the peak times that they visited fell off at a particular time, if there were dips in usage at certain times, and what time of the day or year they usually visited the most. More information on how long the users are spending on the Library website was also of interest to them. They also discussed the need to separate the visitor profile as to whether they were students, faculty, or staff. The web committee would have also been interested in knowing about the users’ machine configurations that involved the browsers and connection speed of the users’ machine. A further interest was knowing from where these users are coming, off-campus or on-campus. The discussion was the basis to investigate the three specific categories of the visitors section of analytics mentioned as follows:

- **Visitor Trending** provided information on how effective the website is in terms of keeping website visitors engaged.
- **Browser Capabilities** showed how different aspects of the site design and structure could affect how the visitors see and use the website.
- **Network Properties** provided important measurements about the network the visitor was using such as network location, host names and connection speed.

4.5.1 Visitor trending

The visitor trending report in analytics provided information on “how effective the website is in keeping people engaged” (Ledford and Tyler, 2007, p.183). It grouped all trend
reports under the headings of visits, absolute unique visitors, pageviews, average pageviews, time on site, bounce rate. The metrics discussed:

- Visits
- Pageviews
- Average Pageviews
- Time On Site
- Bounce Rate

Appendix A provides a definition of these metrics. Findings from these metrics are discussed here.

The visitor overview report in Figure 2 provides data concerning the Library visits for the Fall 2008 semester. As marked, Figure 2 -a shows the visits reached to a high of almost 7000 visits/day during the semester. Figure 2 -b,c, and d of the visitor overview report show that the visits fell down during the third, seventh, and fourteenth week of the fall semester with a highest fall during the fourteenth week. The dip in the 14th week could be attributed to the weeklong Thanksgiving recess. However, the drops of visits during the third and seventh week need to be investigated. The Labor Day weekend could be a possible reason for the fall in traffic in the third week. However, the visits dropped for the weekend only and caught up the following week when the visits went to a high of approximately 6000 visits/day.
Figure 2. User Visits on the Library Website for Fall 2008 Semester
Figure 3 and Figure 4 depict that the average pageviews and time on site remained constant of about 3.3 pages per visit and three minutes respectively. The time on site, however, went up to over four minutes from September 9 to September 11, 2009 (Figure 4-a). The bounce rate on the Library website, however, remained at an average high (Figure 5). Such an indication of high bounce rate might not be as negative a sign, as most of the links on the Library website direct the users out to other websites and resources.

Figure 3. Average Pageviews for Visitors on the Website during Fall 2008 Semester

Figure 4. Time on Site for All Visitors of the Website during Fall 2008 Semester
Figure 5. Bounce Rate Variation across Fall 2008 Semester

The graph by hour utility as explained in chapter three provides a way to see the hourly visits for the Fall semester. The visits were at a peak of approximately 42,000 (Figure 6 -a) visits during the day from 9 am to 3 pm. The visits decreased after 3 pm until about a 1000. Most of the user visits were during the day time between 9 AM to 6 PM with an increase of usage during early mornings and a decreasing trend during the evenings.

Figure 6. Graph by Hour over a Day for Fall 2008 Semester

The chart in Figure 7 shows a cropped view of the report that compares the two metrics, visitors with visits (Figure 7 -a,b). According to the report the daily visit trends varied with the daily visitor trends for the Fall 2008 semester. A similar variation appeared, comparing the
metrics pageviews with visitors (as seen in the cropped view in Figure 8 -a, b). The daily pageviews varied accordingly with the daily visitors’ trend.

Figure 7. Visitors Trend Variation Compared with Visits for the Fall 2008 Semester

Figure 8. Visitors Trend Variation with Pageviews for Fall 2008 Semester
4.5.2 Browser capabilities

Analytics provided information on the machine configuration of the users of the Library website under the *browser capabilities* section under *visitors*. A purpose of this section was to see how different aspects of the site design and structure could affect how the visitors see, and use, the website (Ledford and Tyler, 2007). The report provides a detailed overview of user machine configuration in terms of the following mentioned metrics. Appendix A provides a summary of definition for these metrics. This section covers an explanation of findings from the metrics mentioned below.

- Operating Systems
- Browsers
- Browsers and OS Combination
- Screen Colors
- Screen Resolutions
- Flash Versions
- Java Support

Figure 9 -a shows that the users visited the MU library website using 24 browsers. Most of the visitors used Internet Explorer (IE). More than 200,000 visits were recorded from visitors who used IE (Figure 9 -b). Figure 10 provides a snapshot of the original analytics report that provides the usage of the different Internet Explorer versions. Out of the Library visitors 81% used IE 7.0 (Figure 10 -a), immediately following which were the Firefox users close to 170,000 visits (Figure 9 -c); the third most browsers used was Safari (Figure 9 -d).
Figure 9. Browsers that Visitors Used for the Fall 2008 Semester
The percentage view, provided by analytics, presents a percentage-wise distribution of the figures reported. Chapter three detailed the different views available in analytics. Figure 11 provides the report of the different Operating Systems (OS) the visitors use to access the website. The percentage view of the OS show that the most used OS was Windows (Figure 11-a), followed by Mac (Figure 11 -b) and the third most used OS was Linux (Figure 11 -c).
Figure 11. Operating Systems of Library Users during Fall 2008 Semester
Figures 12, 13 and 14 provide cropped views of the machine settings of the visitors as described. Amongst the ones who used Windows more than 80% were XP users (Figure 12). The percentage view for the combination of browsers and OS shows that the most used combination was IE and Windows (Figure 13 -a), following which was Firefox and Windows (Figure 13 -b). Safari and Mac was the third most used combination (Figure 13 -c) followed by Firefox and Mac (Figure 13 -d). The most used screen resolutions are shown in Figure 14 that were 1680 X1050 (Figure 14 -a) and 1024 X 768 (Figure 14 -b). Other than this the analytics reports showed that the most used screen color of the visitors machines was 32-bit, visitors were using Flash Version 9.0 r124 and 98% of users had Java support available to them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visits</th>
<th>Pages/Visit</th>
<th>Avg. Time on Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>389,387</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>00:02:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Site Total: 76.56%</td>
<td>Site Avg: 3.33 (2.58%)</td>
<td>Site Avg: 00:03:02 (-10.56%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating System Version</th>
<th>Visits</th>
<th>Visits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XP</td>
<td>338,719</td>
<td>86.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vista</td>
<td>48,386</td>
<td>12.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1,446</td>
<td>0.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server 2003</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>0.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&gt; 0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&gt; 0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>&gt; 0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(not set)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt; 0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 12. Versions of Windows Operating System Used by Visitors for Fall 2008 Semester*
### Figure 13. Browsers and OS Combinations Used by Visitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser and OS</th>
<th>Visits</th>
<th>% of Visits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet Explorer/Windows</td>
<td>259,309</td>
<td>50.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox/Windows</td>
<td>126,924</td>
<td>24.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari/Macintosh</td>
<td>66,121</td>
<td>13.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox/Macintosh</td>
<td>49,964</td>
<td>9.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome/Windows</td>
<td>1,940</td>
<td>0.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox/Linux</td>
<td>1,089</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozilla/Linux</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari/Windows</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera/Windows</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari/iPhone</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 14. Screen resolutions of the Visitors Machines Accessing the Library Website

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screen Resolution</th>
<th>Visits</th>
<th>% of Visits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1680x1050</td>
<td>180,873</td>
<td>35.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024x768</td>
<td>108,671</td>
<td>21.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1280x800</td>
<td>91,225</td>
<td>17.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440x900</td>
<td>56,467</td>
<td>11.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1280x1024</td>
<td>33,372</td>
<td>6.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1280x768</td>
<td>11,902</td>
<td>2.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1152x864</td>
<td>6,146</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800x600</td>
<td>4,318</td>
<td>0.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920x1200</td>
<td>3,816</td>
<td>0.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400x1050</td>
<td>2,261</td>
<td>0.44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5.3 Network properties

Network properties can be further used to understand the characteristics of the visitor’s network. It provides information that can help the web administrators design the site so that it is accessible to as many visitors possible (Ledford and Tyler, 2007). The network properties section provides information on visitors’ network location, hostname, and their connection speed. Appendix A provides a definition of each of these metrics. The metric discussed here is the network location in order to find whether the visitors are accessing from on-campus or off-campus.

According to the Fall 2008 data for users’ network locations, there were 356,241 users who accessed the website from on-campus using the university network cited as University of Missouri-Columbia. The percentage of visitors from the university network formed 70% of the visitors of the website (Figure 15-a). A lesser number of users, about 43,600 who connected using Mediacom Communications Corporation formed almost 8% of the visitor population. Information on whether visitors came from staff machines could not be found since the filter option was not set for the Library. The filter option enables the excluding of some specific IPs or IP range from the main pool of visitor IPs. The user defined feature in analytics also provides a way to segregate users by their profile. Once set, the user defined feature under the visitors section could provide a way for the Library to know the visitors’ profile. However, at this point since the user defined or the filter option was not set for the Library, investigation was only done for the analytics data that were collected and presented for the Fall 2008 semester.
4.6 Traffic Sources

The *traffic sources* section provides information on where the visitors are coming from on the web in terms of the access paths they take to the website. The options under *traffic sources* are *direct traffic, referring sites, search engines, all traffic sources, keywords, campaigns*.

Appendix A provides a detailed overview of these metrics. Through the interview with the MU library web committee, its needs related to the visitors’ access behaviors were apparent. They would have liked to know what access terms users access to come to their website, if they were entering the right spellings for the keywords they used, did users recall the location of the resources they visit, whether they accessed resources by bookmarking the links, and whether they searched every time they visit. They also wanted to know whether users accessed the website directly or Google searched the website, did users access using referring sites, and if they did then how many users accessed through which referring sites?

The metrics are discussed under the following three categories:
• All traffic sources provide an account of the percentage of user distribution through the different paths of access, all in one view.

• Direct traffic and referring sites provide information on user visits that came directly to the website through the direct traffic metric, and those who came from other referring sites through the referring site metric.

• Search engines and keywords show information on the search engine used to access the website and the keywords that were used respectively.

4.6.1 All traffic sources

In the consolidated information provided by all traffic sources, the different mediums of user access are presented. They were direct, through referring sites or using search engines.

Figure 16 provides a percentage of the traffic sources. About 60% of users accessed the Library website directly (Figure 16 -a), a lesser percentage of users, about 18%, visited through the university home page (Figure 16 -b); and about 12% of visitors used Google to access the website (Figure 16 -c).
Figure 16. All Traffic Sources to the Library Website for Fall 2008 Semester
4.6.2 Direct traffic and referring sites

The direct traffic and referring site reveals the users’ access behavior when they were navigating to the Library website. The direct traffic metric provides information on whether the visitors accessed the webpages of the website directly. The referring sites metric provides information on the different websites that the visitors came from. Figure 17 provides a cropped view of the original analytics direct traffic report based on the dimension, visitor type. Out of the direct visits on the website, 70% of the visitors were returning users (Figure 17 -a). Also, as depicted in Figure 17 -b, the direct traffic accessed 2.63 pages/visit. The average time spent on-site for the direct traffic was 02:37 (Figure 17 -c), and the bounce rate was at a high of 61.95% (Figure 17 -d). Figure 18 provides a cropped view of the analytics report for visits through referring site. Traffic through referring sites showed 78% of the visitors as returning (Figure 18 -a). The referring site visitors used an average of 4.67 pages/visit (Figure 18 -b). The average time spent on site was 03:54 (Figure 18 -c), and the bounce rate was 18.42% (Figure 18 -d).

Looking at the cropped view of the referring sites report in Figure 19, it shows that 69% of users’ accessed through the university website (Figure 19 -a). Some other referring sites that send, if not a huge but comparatively higher percentage traffic, were the Health Sciences library, about 5% (Figure 19 -b) and that of the Journalism school website of 1.15% (Figure 19 -c).
306,473 visits came directly to this site via 2 visitor types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visitor Type</th>
<th>Visits</th>
<th>Visitor Type contribution to total:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Returning Visitor</td>
<td>215,551</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Visitor</td>
<td>90,922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17. Direct Traffic Details by Visitor Type for Fall 2008 Semester
Figure 18. Referring Site Traffic Shown With the Visitor Type Dimension for Fall 2008
Figure 19. Referring Sites that Directed Traffic to the Library Website during Fall 2008 Semester

4.6.3 Search engines and keywords

The analytics report on search engines and keywords provides information on the search engines the visitors used and the keywords that they entered to access the website respectively.

Figures 20 shows a full view of an analytics report that provides information on the visitors search preferences. Figures 21 and 22 provide a cropped view of the original analytics reports on the landing pages the visitors come to when conducting a search and the terms that they use in their searches respectively. As mentioned before, 12% of the visitors who used the Library website Googled to the website (Figure 16 -c). Figure 20 -a shows 89% of the website audience Googled to the MU library website. These users visit 3.77 pages per visit (Figure 20 -b) and spent an average time on site of 03:13 minutes (Figure 20 -c).
A majority of the visitor types were returning users to the website. Almost 50% of the searches ended up on the Library’s main gateway (Figure 21 -a). Also, as shown in Figure 22, the top three keywords used to access the Library website were “ellis library,” “mu libraries,” and “mizzou library”. Other combinations of the term mu, mizzou, university of missouri along with other terms such as library or libraries, were used. These words were sometimes also used as one word such as “mulibraries.” Another key term that users employed to come to the Library website was the database “web of science” that got 891 visits in the Fall 2008 semester.
Figure 20. Percentage of Search Engines Used by the Visitors
### Figure 21. Landing Pages the Users got to Using Search during the Fall 2008 Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landing Page</th>
<th>Visits</th>
<th>% of Site Total</th>
<th>Site Avg: 3.33 (13.85%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/default.aspx</td>
<td>34,860</td>
<td>50.92%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/databases/default.aspx</td>
<td>2,969</td>
<td>4.26%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/journalism/default.aspx</td>
<td>2,279</td>
<td>3.33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/engineering/default.aspx</td>
<td>1,435</td>
<td>2.10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/collections/documents/mo/stat_az.htm</td>
<td>1,322</td>
<td>1.93%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/guides/reserves/reserves-student.htm</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/guides/reserves/default.htm</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>0.80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/databases/main.asp</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/searchbooks/findbooks.htm</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/guides/subjects/chemistry/words.htm</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 22. Keywords Used to Access the Library during the Fall 2008 Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Visits</th>
<th>% of Site Total</th>
<th>Site Avg: 3.33 (13.42%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ellis library</td>
<td>4,615</td>
<td>5.62%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mu libraries</td>
<td>4,440</td>
<td>5.37%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizzou library</td>
<td>3,070</td>
<td>4.41%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mu library</td>
<td>2,350</td>
<td>3.37%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>university of missouri library</td>
<td>1,710</td>
<td>2.45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizzou libraries</td>
<td>1,133</td>
<td>1.63%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mulibraries</td>
<td>1,012</td>
<td>1.45%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web of science</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>1.28%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>library</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>1.24%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;anne barker&quot;</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>1.20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.7  Content

The *content* section provides information on how visitors use the different pages of the website. This section is further explained by the metrics on *top content, content by title, content drilldown, top landing pages, top exit pages, site overlay, and site search*. Appendix A provides a summary of definition for each of these metrics.

The interview with the MU library web committee provided more information on which of the features and metrics provided by Google analytics could be used to explain the users’ behavior under the *content* section. The respondents mentioned they would like to know if resources that the Library provide were being used by the visitors of the website, and whether these visitors could access these resources without any problems. The MU library web committee also wanted to know the users’ specific navigation behavior on the website, and the reasons for it. For example, if a user is on a webpage for a long time, what keeps them for a long time on that page, are the visitors lost on a page, are they leaving from a page or going back from that page? The Library web committee wanted to know the continuity of actions between the layers of the page. Information on whether users were directly accessing a page by bookmarking it, or if they were browsing through certain expected paths, would have been useful for the Library’s decision-making needs. They would like to know if any links on the website were redundant, how users searched the website, using which terms and the selections from the drop down menu. They were also curious about the usage of the catalog on the Library website, and if the visitors shifted to searching information within the website.

The metrics discussed in this section are further grouped under the following categories:

- *Top content* provides information on the most accessed pages of the website in descending order of *pageviews* by default. Other metrics presented for each record in the table view are *unique pageviews, average time on page, bounce rate* and % *exit*.
- *Content by title* provides information on the groups of pages that have the same title as supplied by the metrics mentioned above for top content.

- *Top landing pages* and *top exit pages*, as the names suggest, present information on the pages where visitors arrive on the website and the pages from where the visitor leaves the website.

- *Site overlay* directly shows navigational information on the website.

- *Navigation summary* provides information on the navigational path of the users. This feature shows how often were webpages an entrance page, what webpages the users visited before were, and where they went eventually.

### 4.7.1 Top content

*Top content* provides information on the topmost visited URLs of the website. Figure 23 presents a view of the analytics report for *top content*. Figure 24 and 25 provide a cropped view of the analytics report that shows the top content page contribution to *exits* and *time on page* respectively. According to Figure 23, the percentage view of analytics’ *top content* report provides unique pageviews. The report presents the unique pageview contribution to the total unique pageviews of the website as shown in Figure 23 -e. A *unique pageview* represents the number of sessions during which that page was viewed one or more times (Google analytics, 2009). Figure 23 -a, shows that the user prefers to go through the home page of the Library website when accessing the Library resources. Almost 32% of the unique pageviews were reported on the home page. As indicated in Figure 23 -b, a second page that got a 7.72% unique pageview contribution in the Library website was the database page. The database page lists the online databases recommended by librarians. A low percentage of unique pageview contribution of 2.92% was recorded for the Merlin catalog page. The Journalism library website recorded a 2.74% unique pageview contribution (Figure 23 -c, d).
Figure 24 presents the exit rate (Figure 24 -a) contribution to the total exits for the Library webpages. For the most viewed page, which was the Library home page, the exit rates were the highest and contributed to almost 40% of the total exits (Figure 24 -b). The exit rate contribution for the comparatively less-viewed Journalism page was 5.05% (Figure 24 -c). Also the figure shows that the exit rate for the second most viewed database page and the Merlin catalog page was less than 5%.

Figure 25 -a shows that the most time spent was on the Library’s home page, and the contribution to total was of 28.27% (Figure 25 -b). Figure 25 -c,d,e show the percentage contribution on time-on-site for the rest of the three most viewed pages: the database page that had a time-on-page contribution of 6.94%, the Merlin page and the Journalism page that had a time-on-page contribution of 6.64% and 5.14% respectively.
Figure 23. Unique Pageviews Contribution to the Total Unique Pageviews for the Top Content for Fall 2008 Semester
Figure 24. Exit Rate Contribution of the Most Viewed Page for Fall 2008 Semester

Figure 25. Time on Page Contribution of the Most Viewed Pages for Fall 2008 Semester
4.7.2 Content by title

The *content by title* option provides information on groups of pages that have the same title. Figure 26 provides a snapshot of the unique pageviews for the *content by title* report. Figure 27 and 28 are a cropped view of the original analytics report that provides information on the unique pageviews contribution for the *University of Missouri* groups of pages and find articles and databases groups of pages respectively. Looking at the performance of groups of pages, the two top performance groups of pages were those of “University of Missouri Libraries” (Figure 26 -a) that had a 38% *unique pageviews* contribution (Figure 26 -b), and “find articles and databases” that had an 11% *unique pageviews* contribution (Figure 26 -c). Some other top performance groups of pages were the pages that belonged to the titles “search,” “journalism library,” and “eRes and print reserves” that had less than 5% of *unique pageviews* contribution.

Further, looking at the groups of pages for University of Missouri Libraries, the default page had 80% of the unique pageview contribution (Figure 27 -a), the Merlin catalog had 7.66% contribution (Figure 27 -b), and the link to journals had around 5% unique pageview contributions (Figure 27 -c).

Figure 28 -a shows the default database page that users visited most had almost 50% of unique pageview contribution (Figure 28 -b). Users also viewed the popular databases with unique pageview contributions of almost 8% (Figure 28 -c). Some other databases mentioned in the report in Figure 28 that had unique pageview contributions between 2-7% are Academic Search Premier, JSTOR, Lexis-Nexis Academic, and Psycinfo.
2,021 page titles were viewed a total of 1,691,328 times

Figure 26. Content by Title Unique Pageview Contribution for Fall 2008 Semester
This page was visited 594,450 times via 27 pages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Pageviews</th>
<th>Unique Pageviews</th>
<th>Avg. Time on Page</th>
<th>Bounce Rate</th>
<th>% Exit</th>
<th>$ Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>544,477</td>
<td>433,187</td>
<td>00:01:44</td>
<td>48.10%</td>
<td>42.28%</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>39,660</td>
<td>29,823</td>
<td>00:01:18</td>
<td>(26.26%)</td>
<td>(2.37%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>25,572</td>
<td>19,718</td>
<td>00:01:18</td>
<td>46.99%</td>
<td>30.07%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>5,645</td>
<td>4,343</td>
<td>00:01:18</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>3,815</td>
<td>2,883</td>
<td>00:01:18</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>3,625</td>
<td>2,658</td>
<td>00:01:18</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>2,330</td>
<td>1,737</td>
<td>00:01:18</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>00:01:18</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>00:01:18</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>00:01:18</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 27.** Unique Pageviews Contribution for the “University of Missouri Libraries” Groups of Pages for Fall 2008 Semester
Figure 28. Unique Pageviews contribution for the “Find Articles and Databases” Group of Pages for Fall 2008 Semester
4.7.3 Top landing pages and top exit pages

The *top landing pages* category provides information on the pages that the visitors arrive at on the website. *Top exit pages*, on the other hand, provide information on the pages from which the visitors leave the website. Figure 29 provides the analytics report for the *top landing page* (Figure 29 -a) contribution to total entrances. The report presents information on the percentage each page contributes to the total website entrance page. According to the report 70% of the total users visiting the Library website entered the website through the home page (Figure 29 -b). Other figures suggest that less than 6% of the website visitors landed on the pages which were Journalism, database, engineering or a page in the health sciences library.

A cropped view of the analytics report for the *top exit pages* are reported by the contribution to total exits (Figure 30 -a) in Figure 30. Based on the report, the home page had a percentage exit contribution of about 40% (Figure 30 -b). Some other pages such as the Journalism, catalog and eJournals recorded a far lower exit rate contribution of less than 5%. 


Figure 29. Top Landing Pages of the Library Website by Contribution to Total Entrances for Fall 2008 Semester
Figure 30. Top Exit Pages of the Library Website by Contribution to Total Exits for Fall 2008 Semester
4.7.4 Site Overlay

The site overlay information provides percentages on the clicks on the different hyperlinks on the Library website (Figure 31). Looking at the site overlay report of the Library website, most of the user clicks were made on the “find database” and “search for articles on a topic.” Both the links got a percentage click of 26% (Figure 31 -a, b). The other links on the page showed a percent click of less than 3%, with some of the links showing percent clicks as low as 0.2%.
Figure 31. Site Overlay of the Library Website
4.7.5 Navigation Summary

The navigation summary option in analytics provides a visual graph of the users browsing patterns through the Library website. It shows a page by page sequence of users actions and provides information on whether the user exited from the page. Figure 32 provides a navigation summary report. Figures 33, 34 and 35 provide cropped view of the original navigation summary report for popular databases page, academic search premier page and the Merlin catalog page.

Most of the users went to the database page from the Library’s home page (Figure 32-a). The database page recorded the second most unique pageviews of 7.72% after the home page (Figure 23 -b). Looking at the navigation summary of the database page about 11% of the users exited from the page (Figure 32 -a) and 88% went on to a next page (Figure 32 -b). Out of the ones who moved to the subsequent page about 11% of the visitors went to “popular databases” (Figure 32 -c) from where 43% ended up in Academic Search Premier (Figure 33 -a), and 11% ended up in Lexis Nexis Academic (Figure 33 -b). About 60% of the visitors who went to the Academic Search Premier exited the Library website (Figure 34 -a), another 16% approximately went to the home page (Figure 34 -b), and about 15% of the visitors went back to popular databases (Figure 34 -c).

Further looking up the navigation summary for the Merlin Catalog (Figure 35), more than 50% of the users exited after they clicked on the catalog (Figure 35 -a) and about 38% ended back to the home page (Figure 35 -b).
Figure 32. Navigation Summary for the Database Page for Fall 2008 Semester
Figure 33. Navigation Summary for the Popular Database Page for Fall 2008 Semester
Figure 34. Navigation Summary for the Academic Search Premier Page for Fall 2008 Semester

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>% Clicks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/search/databases/default.aspx</td>
<td>61.08%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/databases/default.aspx?d...</td>
<td>22.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/AWebSite/search.aspx?cx=0...</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/databases/default.aspx?mat...</td>
<td>0.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/AWebSite/search.aspx?cx=0...</td>
<td>0.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/databases/moreinfo.aspx?b...</td>
<td>0.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/databases/moreinfo.aspx?d...</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/AWebSite/search.aspx?cx=0...</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/AWebSite/search.aspx?cx=0...</td>
<td>0.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/AWebSite/search.aspx?cx=0...</td>
<td>0.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/search/databases/default.aspx?mat...</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 35.** Navigation Summary for the Merlin Catalog for Fall 2008 Semester
A further investigation of content accessed regarding the visitors would have been made possible if the *site search* feature in analytics was set. The *site search* feature provides the keywords entered by the user using the website’s search function. However, the *site search* feature was not set for the Library website.

The findings for research question 2 suggest that metrics reported by Google analytics can provide information on user activities when on the MU library website. The metrics are reported here by the three major sections Google analytics provides – *visitors*, *traffic sources*, and *content*. Not all features were used to report findings because some of these features were not applied for the MU library Google analytics implementation. A second reason is because metrics and features were not mentioned in the interactive group interview with the MU library web committee.
Chapter 5
Discussion

This study investigated the use of web analytics to understand academic library users’ online behavior. Web analytics has been used extensively in commercial settings; however it has not been used in an academic library setting as extensively. The purpose of a library differs from that of a commercial entity in terms of its profit-making motive. Since analytics was developed in the commercial setting, most of its metrics are developed to suit commercial motives. This study sought to understand how analytics metrics and features can be used to interpret users’ behavior within the academic library website. The study was informed by the MU library web committee interview and the Google analytics implementation of the MU library for the Fall 2008 semester. To interpret Google analytics reports, the MU library web committee’s feedback on the library’s web analytics implementation was a key. The interpretation of metrics featured in the Google analytics reports was important in interpreting the MU library users’ online behavior.

This chapter presents discussions on major topics derived from findings. The discussions are structured around the two research questions. The first research question about the use of web analytics in library decision-making discusses the MU library web committee’s use and impressions of their Google analytics implementation. The second research question about the use of analytics to interpret the website visitors’ information behavior discusses the visitors’ online information activities through analytics and interprets their information behavior. In the following discussion the MU library is also referred to as “Library,” or the “university library.” Other academic libraries are referred to as “library.” Further, the discussions are supported by review of literature.
RQ1- How can web analytics data inform Library decision-making?

The information environment has posed technology challenges to the academic library with the fast developing web environment. As mentioned earlier in the literature review, academic libraries are urged to develop better and more efficient ways of collecting and analyzing library online traffic. The challenge for the library is not only to respond to the technology challenges, but also to adapt to the changing information behavior practices of new users. The quality of the library services provided needs support amidst the challenges of quick and easy access to information available through the web. The decisions made within the library at this time have an immediate need for support by a user-centric approach that will help keep the libraries in sync with the latest adaptations of information behavior for its users.

The response obtained from the web committee revealed aspects of the MU library decision-making that relate to web analytics implementation of the Library. The themes that emerged from the discussions are situated under the findings section in chapter four. The discussions in this section cover the major issues from the findings with the following headings-

- Decisions about services
- Decisions about web design
- The Library's interest in user behavior
- The Library's management and function

5.1 Decisions about Services

The MU library web committee would like to ensure proper services to users. The web committee would like to understand how users are behaving when they are on the Library’s website. They expect the Library’s web analytics implementation to provide a useful solution for understanding the usage of the Library services. Then they can identify any problem in the
Library’s online services offered, and therefore take appropriate decisions to provide better services. The topics under which the decisions about services that elaborated are:

- Use of online reference help by Library visitors
- Appropriate user machine settings
- Electronic journals subscription
- Users’ search habits
- User-specific information needs

5.1.1 Use of online reference help by Library visitors

Providing support to their patrons has been a crucial element for academic libraries. Information on web traffic trends can prepare the Library for high traffic load situations. In a physical library setting, the library provides services to help the patrons with any information need that they might have through the reference desk. A reference librarian usually acts as the pivotal person when the patrons need any kind of information or service from the library.

The advent of easy and quick access to online information has made the online user independent. The information seeker relies on a one-stop search option that provides her a number of links to choose from just by conducting a search. Head (2007) found that students rely on the library’s resources for quality information. However, when accessing the library’s online resources the users hope to be able to satisfy their information need on their own.

The Library, nevertheless, would like to be prepared with appropriate staffing during uptakes of users access to the website. The MU library provides quality resources that its users can avail themselves of. Getting to these resources might not be as easy as getting to information available with quick searches on the web.

The MU library seems to acknowledge the need for support of its online patrons by staffing the online reference desk appropriately. By looking at the analytics data for online
reference usage of the MU library website, the Library could gain a data-based knowledge of how many users actually make use of the online help desk on the Library’s website. Information such as if the reference help is situated at appropriate places where visitors need it the most, and if it is easy to locate, can be ascertained. Crowley et al. (2002) pointed out how users expected instant help. The users in their study preferred to see more responsive staff that answered their email queries and they received help when needed.

Therefore, the Library saw analytics making useful contribution to their staffing decisions. In short, the following points came up regarding the Library’s decision-making needs:

- The MU library would like to provide adequate online support to its web visitors.
- Though the online users are increasingly getting independent in their search behavior, they access the academic library for quality resources.
- The Library staff would like to know the variations in online traffic in order to be able to appropriately add librarians to their online reference help.

Analytics can provide the Library adequate evidence for supporting their staffing decisions.

5.1.2 Appropriate user machine settings

Recently change and adoption of new web technology is happening fast. While some users of this technology are early adaptors who are quick to upgrade their machines and identify the advantages of these technological enhancements, some others are slower. The slower users may wait for a longer time to adapt to the changes. The Library needs to keep in mind the wide variety of user base that include people from different profiles and demographics.

The smooth operation of online services is reliant on certain aspects of the users’ machines. Users’ machines need to be well-equipped to receive appropriate services when it comes to online access. Certain issues that can affect the online reception of a service are the incompatibility of the machine and the bandwidth of the network used to access the service. A machine can be incompatible when it does not have the appropriate browser settings such as the
browser being used, version of the browser, appropriate add-ons to run different applications or images available on a page. The network bandwidth further sets the size-limit of the downloadable objects sent over the internet.

The members of the web committee mentioned the importance of knowing the end-users’ machine configurations to be able to provide them the appropriate services. In one instance Respondent three mentioned that the Library has used images in the past that were not compatible with visitors’ machines that used larger monitors. By implementing analytics they can further enhance their services provided by using the latest available technology and ensuring that the visitors are equipped to receive the new services.

User machine settings can be crucial to provide efficient services to the end-user. Based on the above discussion, the following issues concern the Library decision-making process related to user machine settings:

- Technology changes are creating wide gaps between different users’ machine settings.
- The Library has to decide what format of services to provide based on whether the technology used by the visitors supports that format.
- The Library is aware of the importance of the visitors’ machine settings and would like to comply with them.

Therefore the Library sees the use of analytics to help it support certain service decisions by providing the technology configurations of users’ machines.

### 5.1.3 Electronic journals subscriptions

Among the various MU library services provided, the Library needs to decide about the eJournals that it needs to subscribe to. The members stated their concern on how, until recently, the Library has continued to subscribe to eJournals that they were already subscribing to. In order
to assess journal usage, the Library had to commit time and resources. As mentioned in the literature, *Evidence Based Librarianship* (EBL) has its own drawbacks regarding the time it takes to conduct a study and the lack of appropriate research articles that are applicable to the Library’s situation (Nicholson, 2006a). With the Library’s online system it can monitor the usage of the visitors and their information seeking activities. The reports can then be used to make decisions regarding to which eJournals they should subscribe.

By subscribing to eJournals libraries have made online access to quality information easier. King and Montgomery (2002) conducted a study to learn if migration to electronic journals had any effect on users’ reading, outcomes from reading, or information seeking and reading patterns. They found that most of the library provided readings used by faculty and doctoral students are used from electronic articles. The respondents of their study reported that they spend much less time locating and obtaining library-provided articles when they are available online. Regarding outcomes of the readings, they found that outcomes from reading library-provided articles tend to be more favorable, than readings from other sources.

Since eJournals are external to the Library system, the Library cannot get information on how useful these are to the online users. Also, a thorough report on visitors’ eJournal usage is difficult to get from the vendors. Analytics can only provide an estimate of the journal usage by providing the information paths that the users take to get to these external resources.

The Library’s decisions regarding eJournal subscriptions can be useful for its online visitors. Consequent to the above discussion the following points emerge:

- The Library has been sticking to previous subscriptions of eJournal without assessing their use.
- The Library’s analytics implementation can provide data on the usage of the various resources within the Library website.
• eJournals are external to the system, and analytics cannot capture any usage information.

• Some estimate of eJournal usage can be gotten by looking at the paths the users take that lead them to the external eJournal resources.

Analytics can be restrictive when it comes to interpreting external resources that the library provides.

5.1.4 Users’ search habits

The web provides an abundance of information that is available quickly and freely. Information seekers find searching as a way to deal with excess information. The services and resources that the library provides are better in quality as compared to the web as a whole. However, literature suggests that the online user finds it difficult to browse through the library resources (Cockrell and Jayne, 2002; Crowley et al., 2002).

The members of the Library web committee would like to improve the visitors’ online search experiences by constantly monitoring the terms that they use to search, and if these searches need to be set as a keyword to get to the resources, then they should do so. The Library’s menu-based search options allow the user to do a more controlled search within a specific information item such as a book or article. The Library has found it important to know if the users are pulling up the accurate selections from the menu.

Kim (2006a) looked at the users’ characteristics for subscription database use. He found that undergraduate students would prefer open-internet searches as more convenient than searching subscription databases. The major determinant of online use was convenience of access.

However, Head (2007) in her study on ‘higher level’ students, found that they do not know what quality research resources are and how to locate them on the internet, and as a result
they would try to balance between both online and offline resources and resort to hybrid searching. According to Head, students “[1] accessed convenient, vetted, and aggregated online resources from course readings and the campus library website, [2] to a lesser extent, used internet sites, such as Yahoo!, Google, and Wikipedia, and [3] worked with professors or librarians one-on-one to narrow down searches and clarify expectations for assignments. (p.8)”

The MU library website has different types of searching. They are website search, basic search with a drop down menu, the database search, and the eJournal search. The website search indexes the MU library’s website, the basic search works towards helping the users do a more controlled search, and the third search option is for finding a specific article or journal.

Basic searches where users can select the resources they would like to search are often considered useful by libraries for efficient search results (Caswell, 2006). ‘Guided searches,’ as Caswell calls it, are a step above what was earlier a dropdown menu. According to him, guided searches are search forms in which the user can enter information in one or more boxes and select qualifying parameters to focus the search. Caswell discusses how simple guided searches are, highly usable as opposed to searches with more than two dropdown boxes. An efficient guided search is meant to be tailored to the context of the page, which would not require users to put in more details.

Additionally, it is important to consider the search traits of the online user when looking at effectiveness of different search options. Nicholas et al. (2006) point out a typical characteristic of information behavior of user is their shallow depth of searching. The depth to which a user goes when searching can be an indication of the involvement and engagement of the user. The respondents of the MU library web committee were interested to know about the terms the users were inputting on the Library website.

Analytics has a site search feature that needs to be set up in order to capture the users’ terms entered. Usually non-library websites have one search option feature that indexes the
website for any information. However, the Library website has a different approach to searching. Librarians see a visitor to the website conducting more than one type of search – searching the website for information regarding the Library services, searching for information in the Library’s collections, and searching the information sources such as database and journals to which the Library subscribes. The Library’s primary aim is to help users find information, in other words, to help them conduct efficient searches.

Analytics can be used to capture terms entered for one site search option, whereas a library website may have multiple search options under one profile. Users’ behavior on the Library website, therefore, cannot be captured for all types of searches that the visitor uses such as Journals, Databases, Library Collection, or Website Search. If a visitor uses the search option to look for appropriate database, and the site search feature of analytics is set for the website search, then analytics cannot capture information on the databases that the visitors looked for. The Library is still going to miss out a lot of information about the visitors search behavior.

In summary, most of the online users’ information-seeking habits on the web start with searching. The Library has offered multiple search options for their visitors. The discussion above reveals the following:

- The members of the web committee would like to know the visitors’ information search habits.
- The committee sees the terms that the visitors use to access information on the Library’s website as significant to improve the visitors’ information searching process.
- Analytics provides a site search feature that enables the Library to capture visitor information on the website which is not set for the MU library.
- The Library has multiple search options, but analytics can only capture information on one search feature of the website.
For decisions on search the MU library website cannot entirely rely on their web analytics implementation unless they would like to create multiple profiles.

5.1.5 User-specific information needs

The MU library’s user base consists of different user profiles, including students, faculty, and staff from all ranges of experiences, motivation, and information needs. The members of the web committee expressed the need to know which visitors are students, faculty, and staff. Knowing the visitor profiles can help the Library provide targeted services that will improve their information seeking experience when on the Library website.

However, the profile of the Library user can become unclear when multiple users access from the same computer when collaborating. In other cases when multiple users access through adjacent computers, their information seeking is influenced by the group work. Also, visitors who access from a campus come from different computers, either on-campus or off-campus. As a result, it might be difficult to separate out the visitor profiles on the Library website. Though analytics does not provide the IP address for each visitor, the reports are IP-based. When multiple users access through the same computer, the different behaviors through the same IP might be interpreted as one. At other times the same user might access the Library website from different machines that might be interpreted as different visitor access and might affect absolute unique visitors.

Absolute unique visitors provide information on the number of visitors who access the Library website not taking into account the repeat visits they make to come to the website. When the visitors use different machines to access the website, a different IP is recorded for the same visitor. Such information might bias interpretations when applied to the Library’s user-base.

Analytics provides traffic source options that indicate where the visitors accessed the Library website from directly, through referring sites or by conducting a search. However without profile information, user-specific information about access behavior cannot be made. In order to
understand the specific profile of the visitor, analytics provides an option called user-defined that the Library could benefit from. The *user-defined* feature needs to be set up in order to be operative. Users’ access from multiple computers, or multiple users through same computer, can still inhibit the user’s profile.

Identifying the visitor-specific behavior has been difficult when it comes to online applications. Thelwall et al. (2005) discuss how issues of interpretation using log files may arise when different people access the same computer, when the same person accesses different computers from work, home, or even when multiple people access the same browser. Tracking by IP address may create problems in determining appropriate user actions on the web.

Other studies have found how the different user profiles have different information-seeking habits. Cockerell and Jayne (2002) found that less experienced users such as undergraduates, who would give up too soon are less persistent with the information tasks in hand. Their lack of search knowledge affected their information seeking. They also found that student’s search activities depended on their knowledge of the information source such as distinction between a journal and a magazine title. Griffiths and Brophy (2005) pointed out that students prefer a simpler navigation structure, and their low use of academic resources makes it difficult for them to locate information. Such varying needs of the visitors are an important consideration that the Library needs to make while providing targeted services to its users.

Therefore, getting the visitors’ profile information could prove to be valuable when interpreting visitors’ information. The following summarizes the points related to the Library’s visitor specific information needs:

- The Library has multiple groups of visitors who access their website.
- It is difficult to separate out the profiles of the visitors from the data captured through analytics.
The same visitor or a group of visitors accessing from different machines can affect the interpretation of reports provided by analytics.

The user-defined feature in analytics can be set to capture user specific profile information.

Any information on a user-specific profile can be very useful for interpreting users’ behavior, but it cannot be perfectly attained.

5.2 Decisions about Web Design

The MU library would like to assess and make improvements in their web architecture. The willingness of the Library to improve their services has prompted them to look at some of the analytics figures and make changes on the website, such as moving links, replacing images and providing more usable website. The discussions in this section expand on how analytics has been accepted for use by the Library to make changes to its website design, and how navigation on the Library website poses challenges in interpreting visitors’ information behavior. The two topics that will be discussed here are:

- Use of analytics to make changes on the Library website
- Difficulties in understanding visitors’ navigation behavior

5.2.1 Use of analytics to make changes on the Library website

The Library’s analytics implementation has been in place since March 2007. Though the implementation was done acknowledging the usefulness of capturing online usage data, not many data were used except for applying them to move some links that seemed redundant. The MU library web committee hopes that it could use the analytics implementation more. However, it seems to have concerns about solely relying on analytics for any usage information.

The respondents expect more details in the reports. Respondent three mentioned that “Seeing one page at a time is useful, but seeing one thing after the other is useful some times.”
Members would be more comfortable inferring from a detailed report than pieces of disjointed figures. The Library committee is used to a more context-based approach and expects more continuity among the visitors’ actions. The Library has tried to use navigation summaries before but they are confusing to them such as when the previous and the subsequent pages report where a user comes from and goes to are the same URL.

A single implementation for all the branch libraries embeds a lot of valuable information in the same report. In order to get information on the usage of URLs, the particular URL needs to be searched from a list of other URLs that analytics is capturing. Having to search for a specific URL further complicates analysis.

Nevertheless, the respondents acknowledged how analytics could be useful to compare the usage of resources. For example, the use of catalog compared to online database over time could show how visitors’ information seeking habit is changing if they are shifting to database use from catalog use. The Library also sees analytics as useful in increasing visibility of some links and sections. Respondent six mentions noticing the site overlay feature of analytics that the ‘Announcement’ section on the home page is not getting as many hits, and so they might decide to make the section scroll.

Thus, analytics provides the Library a way within their infrastructure to capture online information on a continuous basis that can be used for any design related decisions. Hiller and Self (2004) discuss the importance to libraries of having their own data that can be collected and used for decision-making. They mentioned the importance of outcome assessment that determines the impact on library services brought out by service related changes. They stressed the importance of building a robust infrastructure to develop and sustain data-based decision-making. However, Hiller and Self also caution concerning total dependence on figures that might eliminate the context and any other meaningful interpretation.
Nicholson (2003) also states the importance of the library using advanced technology that can provide useful insights into the library’s electronic data. Collecting aggregate data, though, maintains privacy of the library’s online user; however, it restricts testing statistical assumptions. He calls for libraries to plan ahead for the new web technologies with which the web is inundated. Being prepared for new technologies will help the Library suit their services to the developing behaviors of their online users on the website.

The discussion above points to the Library’s use of analytics for web design related changes. The following can be surmised:

- The Library has used analytics for making minor changes to the links in the website.
- The Library committee would like to see more contexts in the analytics reports.
- Sometimes there is a lot of data to be interpreted that staff do not know how to interpret.
- The Library committee has learned that analytics will be useful to compare how visitors adopt one service over another over time.

There has been a mixed reaction to the use of analytics for the Library.

### 5.2.2 Difficulties in understanding visitors’ navigation behavior

The Library provides most of the information through categories and links. The Library website is a gateway to a number of resources. In order to ensure that the Library users get to the resources and services provided by the Library, the Library needs to make certain that the visitors are able to navigate the intended resources.

However, the Library has accumulated many redundant links over time that might complicate interpretation of the users’ behavior when they use these links. Though multiple links can provide multiple paths of access, these links need to be present at appropriate places. Respondent three mentioned that most of the users get lost because of the presence of multiple links and eventually found themselves on the same page on which they started. Some other
resources have multiple URLs. The Merlin catalog is denoted by
http://mulibraries.missouri.edu/outgoing/merlinmu_gateway and also by the link
http://laurel.lso.missouri.edu/search~S1/. Respondent five was worried about interpretation of the
Library’s resources through multiple links.

The MU library has used analytics to understand visitors’ navigation behavior. In order to
differentiate between different links that the users can use to go to the same destination pages, the
Library has tagged some links. Further, there was interest in understanding how visitors get to a
page, whether by bookmarking, or through a referring site. The committee was also interested in
knowing if users recall the paths they visited before.

However, interpretation of visitors’ behavior can be confounded by issues related to the
website design. Wang et al. (2000) used a process-tracing method to see what happens when a
user accesses the library website. They found that many of the website affordances complicated
interpretation of information needs of users. According to them, heterogeneous objects, poor
interfaces, and diverse web organization were detrimental to understanding the user’s information
need.

Sometimes interpretation of the user’s behavior is related to how the user understands the
website design. Users sometimes might get confused by the website design and this can further
complicate interpretation. Crowley et al. (2002) also pointed out some website design issues that
disrupted users’ expectations. Users preferred more efficient online access pages that have
workable, faster links. They also hoped to see more visible catalog and ‘What’s New’ section.
The inconsistency of the website and lack of understanding of the terminology made it more
complicated to use.

The Library website navigation is important for efficient online access. Consequently, the
following can be said from the discussions above:

- The Library has multiple links that lead to the same resource.
Online visitors to the Library website get confused due to the presence of multiple links.

The Library is aware of the issues with the website and is interested in how the online visitors navigate through the website.

The Library has used analytics to understand users’ activities by setting up tags that help in differentiating two identical destination links on the same page.

Website affordances can be a prime factor that can obstruct any interpretations on online visitor information behavior.

5.3 The Library’s Interest in User Behavior

The Library’s primary intention in implementing analytics was to use it for improving the visitor’s experience. However, the interview revealed the respondents’ curiosity regarding certain user behavior aspects. The Library provides a variety of quality services to its mixed profile of users through a variety of distributions of menus, categories, and links made available through multiple outlets that include the branch libraries. Looking at the vastness of the Library’s operation and the large user-base it provides for, it is a large service enterprise.

The respondents from the web committee expressed their interest in knowing certain aspects of the users’ behavior that are further elaborated under the following topics:

- Users’ activities on the branch Library website
- Relative usage behavior patterns of visitors
- Visitors’ approach towards the information available through the Library website

5.3.1 Users’ activities on the branch Library website

The Library provides its services through the main Library website as well as through different branches. The branches are established from an organizational perspective, depending on the different disciplines the branch is affiliated to such as Law, Health Science, Veterinary
Sciences and so on. It becomes easier to assess the significance of the different branches with the online interfaces of the branches in place. Analytics has made it possible to look at information access through the branches of the Library. The Library’s branches have their separate teams that manage the website. Looking at the various branch-wise usages can provide the Library useful insights about interactivity between the main Library and the branches of the Library through the online interfaces.

The users accessing the Library website from different branch websites do not mind where they are led as long as they can access the resources they want. A respondent from the MU library’s branch expressed her desire to know users’ activities on her specific branch website. Information on how these users are coming to the MU library’s branch gateway, what keywords they are using, and if they are using the resources that are specific to the branch Library are of interest to the respondents. Additionally, the respondent from the main Library was curious to know what branch resources the visitors are using.

However, finding branch specific usage data through an analytics implementation under one profile can be a challenge. Some of the branches of the Library have their own separate analytics implementations that enable them to collect their own data under a different profile, while others branches do not have a separate profile. Having a separate profile will enable the branches to explore users who visit the respective branches activities.

Visitors’ access behaviors for branch Library websites can vary based on aspects such as their location, experience, knowledge of the branch Library URL and so on. Bracke (2004) used web usage data to interpret users’ activity on a Health Library website and determined that a large part of the user base who visit the branch website from off campus come through the main library website rather than the ones who visit from on-campus. This was probably because of the greater familiarity of on-campus users with the library than the off-campus users’. Also, the off-campus users, as compared to on-campus users, used external tools to access the library website. Bracke
also found major differences in database use among other resources of the branch library which he attributed to direct links to the branch database resources from the main library page.

The respondents of the MU library web committee are interested in users’ activities on their website. The above discussion that relates to usage of branch resources can be summarized as follows:

- A separate web analytics implementation for the branch Library will enable the branch Library to collect their individual separate data under a different profile.
- The Library’s branch management is curious to know about visitors’ access behavior of the branch Library website.
- There is implied curiosity for the branch Library to understand how visitors see the branch as a part of the main Library.
- The Library would also like to know if users use the branch resources.

A comparison of users’ information related activities across the branches can provide interesting insights into its relation to the Library.

### 5.3.2 Relative usage behavior patterns of visitors

Analytics provides various features and options to view data captured visually. Interpreting log files sometimes requires quantitative and data mining skills that might be a constraint for the Library in terms of time and resources available. The visual presentation of analytics data provided the Library a quick way to notice trends and variations that helps to explore interesting user behavior elements.

Further, the comparison feature available in analytics allows analysis among elements such as two time periods, two metrics, or comparison to the site. Being able to look at the comparisons allows a good way to discover interesting aspects using a frame of reference. Figure 1 shows a comparison of database use trends to the website. The comparison surprised the
members of the web committee as they saw how database trends were similar to website use trends, indicating that the database use forms a considerable part of the website use.

One other thing the respondents expressed their interest in regarded the Library visitors’ shift in usage from one resource to another. The dynamism of the information environment has lead to quick changes in the users’ adoption to different technologies. The respondents were curious about such changes. An example of a change that the Library would like to note is the shift in use of Library services. The Library would like to be able to compare if the increase in use of one resource such as the database reduces the use of another resource such as the catalog. Such information on relative usage raises their curiosity.

The respondents could see that analytics provided them interesting insights about the Library website. To summarize:

- The visual presentation of analytics has enabled the Library to discover patterns.
- The comparison reports raised the curiosity of the respondents when they saw interesting patterns of database use compared with those of the overall website.
- The Library web committee saw the potential applications of the comparison reports provided by analytics to explore changes that advanced technology can bring to users’ information behavior.

Analytics has enabled the Library to explore and discover their users more than before.

5.3.3 Visitors’ approach towards the information available through the Library website

The respondents showed specific interest in knowing users’ approach to the information obtained online through the Library website. They would like to be aware of not only what actions the users do, but also why they do it when they visit the Library website. It is understood that the visitors have an information need when they visit the website; however what are they
actually doing when they are trying to satisfy the need is intriguing for them. An understanding of
the visitors’ attitude to the Library’s portal interests them.

The theories of information behavior could provide academic libraries a picture of the
users behavior, however Nicholas et al. (2006) state that the theories on information behavior
have been mostly developed based on the professional users’ behavior on applications such as
Dialog, Nexis, DataStar, and Reuters. These theories hardly hold any relevance for what they call
the “new digital information consumer.” For a library, bypassing the middle person in accessing
information has opened the end-user to a wide array of information resources (Nicholas et al.,
2006). The end-users’ behavior in dealing with the online resources of the Library, hence,
invigorates the inquiry of the Library.

Though analytics would not provide insights to the users mind, access to users’ actions
can provide insights to the different approaches the user takes when visiting the Library website.
Further, the discussion above can be summarized as follows:

- The Library is interested to know what do the visitors think when they access the
  website, and how does that translate to their actions.
- There are theories that have been developed in information behavior; however these
  were developed on professional users’ behavior only.
- The Library is curious regarding how users deal with the online web system without
  the help of a librarian.

Google analytics can go till the extent of reporting what users’ do. Librarians can use this
information to look at interesting aspects of users’ online behavior.

5.4 The Library’s Management and Function

“The Library’s management and function” are important considerations for analytics
implementation in a library setting. An analytics implementation cannot be completely successful
unless the initiative is from the Library’s top level management. Certain other elements that
inadvertently influence implementation of analytics and interpretation of the data are the functional aspects of the Library. The discussion with the web committee members provided insights to how the Library specific elements can influence adoption of analytics. These elements provide a bigger picture of how analytics can blend into the Library’s work culture. Further, the topics are as follows:

- Use of new technology for Library purpose
- Reservations about the appropriateness of analytics for academic libraries
- Issues with measuring usage in the Library setting
- Evidence based decision-making in Library practice

5.4.1 Use of new technology for Library purpose

The Library has always safeguarded its patrons’ privacy. The notion of privacy has been held foremost in the MU library. In an online library setting, however, intricate details of visitors’ actions are recorded. The idea of storing the visitors’ actions at every step cautions the Library about the privacy of such data. Though analytics provides aggregate data that do not have users’ information at the Internet Protocol (IP) level, the respondents expressed concern about whether unauthorized agents can get hold of the user data and violate privacy issues.

Analytics has been used by the commercial sector extensively. The goal of the commercial sector has been to maximize their revenue. Having to adapt to analytics that has been time tested in the commercial sector only is of concern. Besides, Google has always promoted its analytics solution for commercial purposes targeted to commercial entities. The Library, therefore, is not comfortable with accepting analytics for its purpose.

However, the Library needs to realize the benefits of analytics for its purpose. Nicholson (2003) urges libraries to adapt to new technologies that enable creating a data warehouse. Though he would like to see data at a non aggregate level that would allow him to test for statistical
assumptions, he acknowledged that aggregate data would help libraries to get over privacy concerns.

Therefore, the Library needs to gain a better understanding of the new technology tools and suit it to use for their purpose. The following can be said from the discussion above:

- The Library is cautious about the privacy of their users’ online data.
- The use of analytics in the commercial sector has made the Library more skeptical about its use for their purposes.
- Libraries can benefit from technology such as analytics that is readily available for use by suitting it for their purposes.

Using new technology for the Library purpose will benefit the Library in the long run.

**5.4.2 Reservations about the appropriateness of analytics for academic libraries**

As mentioned in the previous section, the Library seemed to be averse to adopting analytics for its use. Analytics has been used more for commercial websites for keeping the visitors on their website as long as possible. The Library’s primary purpose is to get the user to the different resources they are seeking and not keep them to stay with their website for long.

Due to this basic difference in ideologies between the library and the commercial sector, the Library has certain reservations about using analytics for interpreting the data captured. Lakos (2007) called for libraries to adopt ways and means to improve their decision-making capabilities suiting to the “information economy” by adopting new products that are available in the market.

Studies such as this can help libraries identify how the metrics provided by web analytics can be customized for use by the academic library in terms of achieving library goals. In doing so, there needs to be a clear vision of the goals of the library, how it operates, and its differences with the commercial sector. Based on the fundamentals of the library setting, a guideline of use of analytics for achieving the library goals could be provided. Further use of analytics for academic
libraries can build this guideline to a prescribed list that can be used across the library community.

Consequently, the Library needs to realize the potential of using analytics. The discussion above can be summarized as follow:

- Analytics has been applied differently in the past to different contexts.
- A guideline for the use of analytics should be developed for the purposes of academic libraries.

The Library can garner many benefits of analytics for their purpose.

5.4.3 Issues with measuring usage in the Library setting

The Library setting has functional characteristics that make it different than other non-library entities. There are numerous users who access the Library website from many locations using many computers. There are users who are internal staff who also access the Library’s website. Also, the Library provides access to its resources through on-campus machines, using the university’s wireless access. These characteristics tie the Library together under one broad umbrella of the university. The providers of the Library services are employees of the Library, and the receivers are employees and enrolled students of the university.

Having a well-defined user base that can be differentiated under the broad user groups of staff or student is valuable. Analytics provides filtering the data that can enable looking at groups of users differentiated by the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the machines or by the domain name they access from, or the subdirectories they access to. However, filters cannot be applied post-data collection; they can be good for applying to data not yet collected. Additionally, multiple reports that require filtering different IPs cannot be applied to one profile. For example, to get two reports, one that filters out only the Library’s staff machine IPs, and another report that includes only a particular range of IPs, cannot be obtained on the same profile.
Apart from that, academic users’ behavior can have aspects such as collaborative information behavior on same or multiple computers, faculty and librarian influenced behavior of students, information satisfying temperament of undergraduate level information seekers that bring multiple variables in the information behavior of academic users. The Library feels using analytics in the Library might pose a challenge due to the varied user profiles and motivations.

Though analytics provides various metrics that can help determine the user’s actions such as ‘Visits’, ‘Absolute unique visits’, ‘Pageviews’, ‘Time on site’, or ‘Bounce Rate’, these reports still have chances of being misinterpreted due to instances when a user leaves the computer without closing out of the site. Most of the interpretations of users behavior will be based on assumptions on analytics metrics, but what is going on in the user’s mind still cannot be determined.

Also, interpreting users’ actions when they are doing different things on the same page is difficult. Looking at analytics figures does not illuminate the users’ exact actions on the page. Study findings suggested librarians would like to know their users’ exact actions and would like to see a continuity of user actions in the charts provided by analytics. Huntington et al. (2008) describe the importance of differentiating activities of a user on a page who is viewing an item, say the abstract, another user on the same page reading the article and printing it, and yet a third user who might have viewed the article and decided not to proceed with reading it. Nicholas et al. (2003) acknowledged in their study that view time on a page might be anything from the abstract view time to the documented scanning time.

Librarians need to conduct supplementary studies to account for the context of user action. For example, as mentioned earlier, Penniman and Dominick (1980) talk about the need to consider the environment where the evaluation takes place. They specify a detailed list of relevant parameters for evaluation and talk about a minimal required set of parameters that are necessary for each evaluation consideration. The data measures that they found necessary were system
usage profile and database usage profile, user error and error recovery, and user success and user satisfaction. The parameters of each measure were data obtained through monitoring both the system and the user’s interaction with the system, as well as direct measures of user rating and comments about the system.

Metrics that are used to describe user activities need interpretation that keeps in mind the various contexts of users’ actions. The MU library has many pages that are spread across various parts of the website and there are multiple services that the Library provides across its many branches. Interpreting user activity through assigning meaning to the metrics becomes very complicated as the metrics would need to be interpreted differently for different web pages of the Library.

Getting to the discrete level of users’ actions need to be interpreted to understand the users’ motives. Nicholas et al. (2003) considered the actual downloads as units of analysis as that would mean the user has actually viewed or downloaded the article and she is really interested or motivated to make use of it. According to them, “…The [website] hits encompass all kinds of activity – arrivals by accident, people navigating through the site, viewing content, downloading a page, using a page as office ‘wallpaper’” (p.89). Further, Davis and Solla (2003) identified a relationship between the number of downloads to the size of the user population. In their study they used logs of server data to develop a quadratic relationship between the number of journals consulted and number of articles downloaded.

The Library is a part of the larger university. Interpreting the Library’s website activities with analytics alone can be complicated. To summarize:

- The Library has different category of users that fall broadly under the two categories, staff or student.
- Analytics filtering options cannot provide the best solution to segregate the visitors by their IP under one profile.
Visitors’ collaborative practices might complicate their users’ behavior interpretation.

Visitors’ habits of leaving in the middle of a session might provide misinformation about the visit metrics.

Capturing users’ different actions on the same page is difficult.

It is important to conduct supplemental studies in order to get the context of the Library users’ activities.

5.4.4 Evidence based decision-making in Library practice

Academic libraries have relied on Evidence Based Librarianship in decision-making. Most of the evidence in EBL has been obtained from research literature on libraries. However, Nicholson (2006a) points out the lack of research articles. Also, Eldredge (2006) notes the time taken to collect evidence reduce the power of EBL. Web analytics can be seen as a possible solution to provide readily available data at any time. Decisions can be based on figures reported on the use of database or eJournal links that were clicked, what machine settings the visitors to the Library website use, the times the visitors use the Library website and so on.

Some of the evidence that the Library has to rely on are provided by external systems. The external systems are the vendors to whose services the Library subscribes. The Library acts as a medium to provide information from the resources supplied by the vendors. The vendors provide the Library regular statistics on usage of their resources. There is no way that the Library can access these external systems to generate their own reports.

At other times, the Library management may overlook suggestions from evidence. Evidence on the usage of some links might not inform as to political reasons why the Library is going to keep them. Other evidence of visitors’ use of external links to visit the Library website is also going to be disregarded. Respondent three emphasized that getting in touch with the external referring site for marketing the Library website might be detrimental for the Library as these
external sites might get promotional ideas when they get to know how they are diverting users from their site to the Library website.

Analytics can provide required strength to Library service evaluation and decision-making keeping up with the EBL approach. Additionally, it can address the lack of research articles and application of evidence to the Library context. Also, issues of time and dated evidence can be addressed by providing “on the go” figures from visitors’ actions that can prove to be useful to the current context. However, certain limitations of analytics implementation are in its applicability to external proprietary systems and certain other marketing policies of the Library.

Therefore, analytics can provide libraries with a solution to address some of the drawbacks of EBL. The points discussed bring out the following:

- EBL has certain limitations when it comes to providing updated, contextual, and applicable evidence to support decision-making.
- The Library has to rely on evidence provided by vendors as they cannot generate their own reports.
- Some of the evidence that analytics provides might be disregarded by the Library for political reasons.

As beneficial analytics might be, there could be political restrictions to its use.

RQ2- How can web analytics data be used to interpret the information behavior of the website visitor?

Metrics reported by Google analytics provides information on user activities when they are on the MU library website. The discussion in this section details how the different features available through Google analytics could be used to interpret visitors’ information behavior in a broader context. Google analytics provides website usage data presented in terms of the various metrics of user activity. The discussion attempts to connect the data interpretations of these
discrete elements of users’ activity to suggest how the visitor behavior might look. Any indication
to information behavior has not been intended in the richer context as is normally done in *Human
Information Behavior* literature. The analytics metrics that have been used to interpret users’
activities on the Library website cannot provide the richness of the users’ context. The Library is
an information service provider, and so the users’ visits on the Library website are assumed to be
for information access and seeking. The terms “information behavior,” “information seeking,”
“information search,” and “information access” are used in this section to further connect the
intention of the user to the activities performed, as depicted in the analytics reports.

The discussion follows the same structure as the findings section for the research
question 2 and it is reported under the three major sections in Google analytics—*Visitors, Traffic Sources,* and *Content.*

### 5.5 Visitors

The *visitors* section in analytics provides information on user visits to the website. The
findings provided in chapter four elaborated the metrics for *visitors* under the three major
categories of *visitor trending, browser capabilities,* and *network properties.* The discussion in this
chapter looks at the information behavior interpretations of the visitors from the metrics reported
under the *visitor trending* section such as *visits, pageviews, average pageviews, time on site,* and
*bounce rates; browser capabilities* section that includes *operating systems (OS), browsers,*
*browsers and OS, screen colors, screen resolutions, flash versions,* and *java support;* and the
*network properties* section that includes *network location.* The various metrics under the three
different sections mentioned above can provide a view of the visitors’ activities at a basic level.
Though the figures reported are aggregate, the metrics reported inform the discrete acts that the
visitors performed. The aggregate data reported through analytics can be used to generalize the
metric reported.
The discussion under *visitors* is grouped under:

- Learning about visual representations of behavior through visitor trending
- Understanding users’ technology readiness through their browser settings
- Using network properties to understand the visitors’ information

### 5.5.1 Learning about visual representations of behavior through visitor trending

The _visitor trending_ report provides trend reports about visitors under one section. Looking at graphs allows interpreting users’ behavior on the website across a time period, for a particular metric being investigated. The rise and fall in the graph for a metric would allow understanding the increase or decrease in the metric reported. Figure 2 provides the graphs for user visit trends on the Library website. The data reported suggest that the visits fell for the third, seventh, and fourteenth weeks. Users’ information behavior seems to be affected by the different time of the semester.

The major findings indicated that:

- Visitors’ information access tend to increase for the weekdays and falls over the weekend consistently.
- Though the visits to the MU library website rose in the first week of classes for the Fall 2008 semester, they fell immediately the week after.
- In the third week of the semester visits fell for no apparent reason.
- Visits also fell for the fourteenth week of the Fall 2008 semester, which can be attributed to the Thanksgiving recess.
- There is a fall in visitors’ seeking information in the seventh week of the semester without any apparent breaks or vacations.
- Due to Thanksgiving recess, visits fell down for a week.
There is a possibility that visitors tend to take breaks in their academic information seeking behavior at intervals. With the start of the Fall session there is a sudden increase in academic information seeking for reasons of curiosity or class requirements such as accessing course reserves. However, once the visitors are aware of the information available to them for use through the Library, it decreases for a week.

Once the Fall session was in progress the information access trends stabilized to an increase over weekdays and decrease over weekends. The decrease, however, during the middle of the semester around the seventh week could be due to the mid-term pressures or because the visitors’ academic information behavior might have slacked seven weeks into the semester.

Figure 6 provides total visit trends over a day by hour. To summarize the findings of the graph:

- Visitor access increases over a period of the day and falls during night time.
- There are visits on the Library website 24 hours a day.
- Some visitors access late at night while others access during early mornings.
- There is a time during the day between 9 AM to 6 PM when the visits to the MU library resources are the greatest in number.

Though it is not clear what the specific user activities are during the whole time, it is clear from the graphs that there is an information need for which the user accesses the Library website during all times of the day. However, it cannot be ruled out that some of the visits might be because users leave the website open on the machines at night. Further, the information users of the MU library website increase during the day time.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 provide the graph for pageviews and time on site trends, respectively. According to the graphs a noticeable characteristic is the steady average page views and time on site that the MU library website gets throughout the Fall 2008 semester, in spite of
the variations in visitors’ use of the Library website. The time on site is steady at 3:02 minutes with an increase to 4:53 at just one example.

Visits might differ from time to time across a semester, but the average page views for each day and the time spent on the MU library website remains steady across the Fall 2008 semester. The one rise in time spent on site maybe because of a system glitch or in case some user had left the website open for a long time, forgetting to close out of the session. An interesting aspect is that such a rise in time happened just once during the whole semester.

Therefore, it can be said that visitors’ satisfaction of the Library’s resources is not a reason for the variation of user visits across the period. In other words, the information services provided by the Library cannot be held responsible for a dip in usage from time to time. Decreased users’ academic information seeking activity can be attributed to the weekends or a time during the semester when there are no classes. Any other decrease in information seeking activity may need more investigation through future studies.

An important finding regarding the bounce rate was further found. Figure 5 provides the bounce rate graph. The graph indicates a high bounce rate on the MU library website across the Fall 2008 semester. The bounce rates on the website go higher than 30% for most of the days.

As indicated in the findings in chapter four, the MU library wants the visitors to go to the resources that are provided to them by the Library, even if that means that the visitors have to leave the Library website. Bounce rates indicate that visitors don’t stick to the website. In terms of users’ information behavior on a Library website, the high bounce rate indicates that the visitors come to a Library page to divert to an external resource. For them the Library website is a medium for information seeking.

The visual aspects of the graphs mentioned above provide interesting information on any variation in visitor trends. Chi (2002) points out the aspects of web usage analytics that enable web analysts to look at a visual presentation of data. He commends the work of web analysts in
realizing how users’ behavior patterns are more important than understanding web structure. With increasing complexity of the web, though, the ability to generate appropriate visuals has become a challenge. Further he stresses how direct visualization of users’ session can help developers identify specific bottlenecks.

Lin et al. (1991) also affirm the importance of graphical representation of users’ search data. In their study the authors tried to use different scientific techniques to juxtapose users’ search states, the data collected such as keystrokes, mapping the data collected to search states, and finally displaying sequences of search states. The authors acknowledge that graphic representations have “provided us with insights into the information seeking process and served as points of departure for analyses of verbal reports and other data” (p. 477). A presentation of the graphical reports of the trends for the metrics enables a quick interpretation of the users’ information activity.

Consequently, the following can be summarized about the visitor trend reports:

- The visual reports provided by analytics present a quick and clear way to understand users’ information seeking behavior.
- The visual reports indicate that visitors use the Library website on a regular basis with regular uptakes and dips in usage.
- Such regular rises and falls indicate typical academic information-seeking habits for the Library users who visit the website for apparent needs.
- Visits could fall during the middle of the term due to mid-term assessments or fatigue that students tend to suffer during mid-semester.
- Though the visits rise and fall during the semester, the average use of the Library website remain constant, indicating a disconnect between number of visits and use of the website.
• A high bounce rate across the semester indicates that the Library website is a medium for accessing external resources.

The visual reports provide a quick way to interpret information trends of the Library website as indicated by visitor access.

5.5.2 Understanding users’ technology readiness through their browser settings

Browser capabilities provide information on the browser characteristics of visitors’ machines that they use to access the Library website. Figure 9 and Figure 10 provide information on the browsers that visitors use. The figures indicate the following:

• The majority of visitors who accessed the Library website during the Fall 2008 semester used Internet Explorer (IE), and a lesser yet considerable percentage of visitors used Firefox.

• Out of the visitors who use IE, almost 80% of them were using the latest IE version of 7.0.

Visitors’ browser capabilities indicate the level of adoption of technology by the user. In the Fall 2008 semester, the visitors were avid users of IE, which has been in the market for a longer time than Firefox. The visitors seemed to be more comfortable with the familiar IE. Avid users of IE still use the upgraded 7.0 version. It is not true that familiarity with older versions is a reason for the users’ closed mindedness to other non-IE browsers. The MU Library visitors are still open to upgrading to newer technology available in the market. There is a possibility, though, that the visitors would like to stick to the reputation of Microsoft as the browser provider for IE. The visitors’ adoption of new technologies would suggest how willing the visitors are to adapt their information behavior to the requirements of the new technology. Conversely, better adaptability of new technology could also mean that the technology has successfully been able to address a crucial aspect of visitors’ information behavior.
The visitors’ access from public computers on campus that use the latest IE version could be a possible reason for a major IE use. Access through public PCs does not allow visitors control over the browsers they would like to use. The visitor, if given a choice, would rather use an earlier version that they are more comfortable using. In some cases, the visitors are being forced to adopt latest technology.

Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13 provide visitors’ OS, OS versions for Windows, and the Browser and OS combination use. Looking at the graphs it can be said that:

- A considerable majority of visitors use the Windows OS.
- For those who use Windows OS, more than 80% use XP.
- Most of the visitors who used IE accessed from the Windows machine.

Information on users’ browser and machine preferences provide a picture of the users and their technology profiles. It seems a majority of users would prefer to be part of the mainstream Windows and IE users. However, they still are upgrading in the respective realms of the Windows OS and the IE Browser.

Figure 14 provides information on the visitors’ machine screen resolution. Also information on other settings on the screen colors, resolutions, Java support, and flash versions as mentioned in chapter four indicate that:

- A majority of visitors of more than 70% had 32-bit color settings
- Thirty-five percent of visitors had highest screen resolution of 1680 X 1050.
- Sixty percent had the latest flash version.
- Almost all the visitors had Java enabled in their machines.

The figures prove the visitors’ ability to receive higher quality images that are supported by Java and are accepted by the latest flash versions. It might not mean that the visitors are ready to move from the technology with which they have been accustomed for some period. The visitors who access from public machines, though, are restricted to the settings of the machines.
User machine settings can provide information on what formats of information the users can access. The above discussions can be summarized as follows:

- Visitors seem to be adapting to the latest technologies as they have the latest browser settings on the machines they use.
- It is quite possible that using some public machines might not allow the visitors to use their preferred settings for the browsers.
- It is also apparent that visitors would like to use technology that has been in the marketplace for a longer time.
- Information on visitors’ adaptability of new technology can provide useful insights onto how successful the technology has been to address important deficits to visitors’ information seeking behavior.

Information through analytics can thus allow interpretation of the technology readiness of users.

5.5.3 Using network properties to understand the visitors’ information

Network location provides information on the internet service providers that the visitors use to access the Library website. Knowing what internet service provider the visitors use provides information about if the visits are from on-campus or off-campus. Figure 15 shows the network location of the MU library visitors. Seventy-percent of the visitors that access the Library come from the network location “University of Missouri-Columbia.” Visitors who access using the university’s internet service are mostly from on-campus. Therefore most of the visits to the Library website are made on-campus.

Academic information seeking of visitors is more extensive from the campus probably because academic users would like to use the Library from the campus machines. An important aspect of the visitors is their profile information that still remains blurry. Though a majority of on-campus users are students, there are still others who are faculty and staff. Even within students
there is a large variation of demographics. Though the network location can provide an indication of the visits that were made from on-campus, it does not say much about the visitors’ profiles.

The MU campus has public stations that can be accessed through computer labs, or from within the Library. Also, multiple users could access from the same computer, or the same person can access from different computers at different times. There could be groups of users who are working on the same computer, thus providing multiple profile data through the same IP.

Profile information can provide a better understanding of the differences in visitor’s behavior. Griffiths and Brophy (2005) concluded from their study that students may vary from faculty in their information seeking. Students are confused about the quality of academic resources, and would prefer simpler navigation structure. The authors also mention the need for students to be “information satisfied,” that is getting as much information as is necessary for the purpose.

Though network location of the visitor does not provide enough information on the visitor’s profile, Nicholas and Huntington (2003) suggest using a micro approach which involves looking at parts or segments of the log data. This can provide useful information about user specific activity. According to them looking at academic users from a subgroup of users is still useful as compared to looking at a vast spread of users across a geographic location.

The network location feature of analytics can provide limited information regarding visitors’ information behavior. This information can be summarized as follows:

- A majority of visitors access the Library website when they are on campus.
- The visitor profiles of the users can be anyone from student to faculty who has different information needs and access habits.

Looking at subgroups of academic users can be useful as compared to looking at a vast spread of varied users across the globe.
5.6 Traffic Sources

The traffic sources section provides information on where the visitors are coming from on the web in terms of the access paths they take to the website. The findings section provides data under the three sections of all traffic sources, direct traffic and referring sites, and search engines and keywords. The visitors’ use of the different access paths can provide information on the visitor information access behavior online. The discussion here further attempts to understand the Library website visitor by looking at their information access preferences, and their subsequent information seeking activities through the Library website.

The discussions in this section are categorized under the following topics:

- Understanding visitors’ information-seeking strategies by their information access preferences
- Learning about visitors information seeking by the sources they use to access – direct or through the referring site
- Learning about visitors’ search intentions using their search activities

5.6.1 Understanding visitors information seeking strategy by their information access preferences

The academic Library is a part of a larger institution, the university system. Most of the visits that it gets are from users who are authorized to access the system. Even in situations where the users have access to the Library there are different paths they could take to the Library resources. Getting to know what paths of access the user prefers to take from available options can help in an understanding of the users’ access behaviors. Providing traffic distribution across all traffic sources enables a cross-section of the visitor access paths to the Library website.

Figure 16 provides all traffic sources to the Library website. The figure indicates that:

- A high rate of 60% of the Library traffic accessed the Library website directly.
• The second most visits of 18% came from the referring site-
  http://www.missouri.edu/referral.

• Another 12% of visitors used Google to access the Library website.

Visitors would often directly type in the URL of the website if it was intuitive for them, simple to remember, and sometimes automatically shows up using the browser’s auto complete feature, so that the visitor can select the URL from a drop-down in the browser. Direct access to the Library website also indicates the visitors have found the need to visit the Library website regularly, and hence have either memorized the URL of the website or have bookmarked it.

Further, bookmarking the URL can also be seen as a quick way of information access through the website without having to spend time on typing in the URL or browsing through other referring websites. However, the autocomplete feature of the browser provides a support for the visitors who have accessed the Library website from their machines in the past. The visitors’ direct access suggests that they extensively use the Library resources and have opinions of it. They would indeed prefer to use the Library website for their academic information seeking habits.

Head (2007) suggested that students would like to rely on library websites for their information needs, and would like to be directed by librarians and their professors rather than resorting to simple searches using search engines. She inferred that students value quality information when it comes to their course-related work.

The referring site traffic uses the MU home page as a medium to lead them to the Library website. There is an evident association that the user perceives between the referring site and the Library website. The university homepage has a link to the Library website. Users who access using the link have to click twice through two different layers of pages to get to the library website that does not seem to hinder the online users’ information seeking process through the referring website.
A smaller percent of visitors who used Google to access the Library website could be accustomed Google searchers. They would like to use a Google organic search that allows the visitors to look at all search results including from sites that are unpaid. These visitors on one hand may not be accustomed to use the Library website or might have accidentally bumped into the MU library website. There could also be a possibility that most of the visits through Google searches were during the beginning of a semester. New students who enroll in the school might use Google searches initially when they have to access the Library website. With time they get used to better and quicker ways to access the Library website.

Thus the information on traffic sources to the Library website provides interesting insights to the visitors’ information access strategies. The following data can be summarized:

- Most of the Library visitors like to directly access the Library website, whereas a lower percentage access through referring site and a lesser percentage yet use Google search.
- Repeated access to the Library website has helped the Library visitors form strategies of information access such as bookmarking the Library URL, using the browser’s auto complete feature, or the visitors may have memorized the Library URL.
- The direct access visitors might find browsing through the university website a hindrance to their style of information browsing, as it requires surpassing two layers of pages to get to the Library website.
- Other visitors who browse the Library website might find it easier to access the Library website through the university’s home page.
- Visitors who accessed through Google might have stumbled upon the Library website or they might be new to the school.

Traffic sources can be a crucial start to learning the information seeking behavior.
5.6.2 Learning about visitors information seeking by the sources they use to access – direct or through referring site

Information seeking of visitors can vary. Visitors who do not search for the Library website either come to the website directly or they use a referring site. The discussion on direct traffic in the previous section showed how majority of the visitors preferred accessing the Library website directly. Further, this section looks closely at the information activities of visitors when they use the different access routes as direct or through a referring site.

Figure 17, Figure 18 and Figure 19 provide data for direct access visitors and the referring site visitors. The figures indicate that:

- For direct traffic, visitors access 2.63 pages per visit (Figure 17 -a), and average time on site is 02:37 (Figure 17 -b).
- Looking at the referring site traffic, there were 4.67 pages/visit (Figure 18 -a), average time spent on site is 03:54(Figure 18 -b).
- More than 70% of visitors who access directly and through referring sites are returning visitors.
- The bounce rate for the direct traffic is higher at 61.95% (Figure 17 -c) and that of the referring site is 18.42% (Figure 18 -c).
- Most of the referring site visitors access the Library website from the university home page.

Visitors who access the Library website using referring sites visit more pages and spend more time on the website, where as visitors who access directly are more directed in their information seeking, and visit fewer pages per visit in a smaller average time on site.

It could possibly mean that direct users were aware of the paths of the information they seek than visitors who come from referring sites. However, the visitors who access both directly and through referring sites are returning visitors. It can be inferred that some visitors, no matter
how long they have been accessing, would still be using the university home page to access the Library website.

Also, the figures might demonstrate that visitors who come to the website through the referring sites take more time when searching for information on the website than the ones who come directly. Visitors who come directly to the Library website may be in a hurry to leave the website once they get their information need fulfilled.

The bounce rate figures indicate that visitors who access the Library website directly have a specific information need for which they visit the Library website. These visitors click on one of the external links and leave immediately, thus contributing to a higher bounce rate. On the other hand, visitors who access the Library website through a referring site do not seem to have well-defined information needs or they may not be aware of what resources the Library can provide to fulfill their information needs. They would, instead, like to browse through the Library website before clicking on an external link or deciding to close out of the Library website. The visitors who access through referring websites do not add to the bounce rate. It is important that any definite interpretation of how the Library visitor’s information need is being met can be made by looking at the context of a user’s and the content of the pages she visits.

Zhang et al. (2004) studied users’ information seeking habits in an academic library portal system. They classified users’ information seeking into “undirected,” “semi-directed,” or “directed,” with an indication that most users fell into the latter two categories. For directed information seeking, they further postulated that users tend to spend lesser seeking time per click, more average clicks per session, more session time on an average and mostly monitor and browse. Analytics does not provide information on the number of clicks the visitors make during a session, so it is hard to know the level of involvement in terms of the clicks made on a page during their visit. On the other hand, since there is a high bounce rate for the direct traffic to the MU library website, analytics cannot capture users’ activities once they leave the Library website.
Therefore, it is difficult to infer the information seeking activity of a visitor who comes through a direct access to the Library website to go to an external resource.

Visitors to the Library website can vary based on the nature of their information need and their experience with the information source. The following can be summarized:

- The visitors’ traffic that comes directly to the website seems to be more goal-directed about their information seeking as compared to the referral site visitors.
- The referral site visitors might have an undefined information need or they might not have a clear information strategy in their minds, therefore they take more time and visit more pages.
- The direct visitors use the Library website to take them to the Library’s external resources.

Knowledge of information behaviors and motives of users can be acquired.

5.6.3 Learning about visitors search intentions using their search activities

Information searching has been considered as a subset of information seeking (Spink et al., 2006). Visitors’ information need is going to drive them to the Library’s website for information seeking. Further, the information search strategy that visitors are going to formulate is going to be translated from the visitors’ information need (Lucas and Topi, 2006). Figure 20 provides details for visitors’ search preferences. The numbers indicate that the pages/visits when visitors come to the website using search is 3.77 pages/visit and an average time on site of 3:13 minutes, which is more than what the direct traffic figures for pages/visit and average time on site is.

Visitors who would like to search for information might indicate that they are time constrained and do not want to put an effort to browse. Browsing through the Library website would require visitors to have knowledge of the menu items that they might have gained with experience. For example, a visitor looking for a database needs to have knowledge of the
Library’s subscription of the database, branch or the discipline the database should be categorized, and the exact spelling of the database in order to scan through a sorted list of database should be evident. Such an instance will be further influenced by visitors’ experience. The visitor might want to escape these decision elements and prefer to conduct a search to access the Library resources. “Zipf’s Principle of Least Effort” provides an explanation for the behavior of visitors who prefer to search and then adopt a course of action that will expend the probable least average of their work—the least effort (Case, 2005). The figures from the graph indicate that though these visitors are searching the website, they are still visiting more pages and spending more time on site. Therefore, an earlier assumption about visitors stumbling on to the MU library website when using search may not hold true. The interpretations provide a narrow slice of what the visitors information behavior might encapsulate, however more detailed investigations need to be pursued.

Search behavioral studies have tried to interpret why users search. A study on student’s access behavior by Zhang et al. (2004) implies that if students know exactly what they want then it is likely that they would visit the specific website, but if not, then they would probably do a search. Bracke (2004) pointed out the necessity of library websites to consider visitors’ search behavior and to improve their website design accordingly. They also suggested that the library should consider factors such as age of the user and the influence of the web at large on users’ behavior.

Users’ information search can be further investigated by looking at the terms that they use to search. Figure 22 provides the keywords that the visitors used for the search. Among the keywords used there were more than 1000 terms used that were associated with the University of Missouri and the Ellis library such as Mizzou, MU or Ellis. Some other searches were conducted for databases, contact names, services that the Library provides and events. It is evident that most
of the searchers who visited the Library website did not stumble upon information as they intended to search the MU library.

Ingwersen and Jarvelin (2005, p. 332) stress that work tasks are an important part of the information seeking behavior of a user. They point to certain actor dimensions associated with information seeking. Some of the actor specific dimensions that they point to are their “domain knowledge,” “experience on search task,” “sources of difficulty,” and “motivation and emotional state.” Further, they point at information need types of actors that relate to information searching that is more specific, that is when the actor knows what she wants. The need types that the authors describe were, “known item searching, known data element searching, known topic or content searching, factual data searching” (Ingwersen and Jarvelin, 2005, p. 292).

The following can be said from the previous discussions:

- Most of the visitors who access the MU library search formed a very small proportion of the whole user base of the Library for the Fall 2008 semester.
- It is possible that for a small section of the Library’s user base, searching is a habit. A possibility of these visitors stumbling upon the Library website is negated.
- Among this small section of visitors, most users access the MU library website employing search terms that seem to be well directed to MU library such as “mu libraries”, “mizzou library”.
- Visitors that searched the website remained on the site for some time and visited, on average, multiple pages.

Users’ information searching behavior can clarify perceptions of the Library website.

5.7 Content

The content section in analytics provides information on the metrics for the different pages of the website. The website content can be evaluated based on specific metrics of performance such as pageviews, unique pageviews, average time on page and bounce rate. The
data provided for content in chapter four in Findings is categorized under top content, content by title, top landing pages and top exit pages, site overlay, and navigation summary.

Information on the content of the website can further help in an understanding of what pages a visitor would access more than others. Looking at detailed metrics for each of these pages, users’ activities through the pages can be interpreted. What groups of pages top the visit metric could provide the importance of particular set of pages among the numerous pages the Library holds. Visitors’ information access to different pages can help identify the importance of those pages for the visitors.

Further interpretations emerge from the content of the page the visitor most frequently lands on or exits from. The navigation summary can help see the visitors’ sequence of actions along the different page and the content of the same. Since the Library website holds resources that take the visitors out of the Library website, a very small section of the visitors’ information seeking that is on the Library’s website can be captured before the visitor leaves for an external link. An analytics implementation on the Library website can capture only a part of the user information behavior.

The following section provides interpretations of the visitors’ information access through the Library pages. The discussion also attempts to understand how visitors’ interpretations of information through their access path lead to successive information selection. The categories discussed in this section are as follows:

- Understanding the visitors’ information selection through the content visited
- Inferring visitors’ preferences of Library services based on the content by title
- Understanding visitors information seeking path preferences through the pages visited and left
- Learning visitors’ information-seeking preference based on the website layout
- Understanding visitors’ sequence of actions using navigation summary
5.7.1 Understanding the visitors’ information selection through the content visited

The Library website provides services to its online users through the various pages that are hosted in the server. The content on these pages presents to the users various information that relates to the services provided by the Library. The visitors who access the Library website go through the pages, read the content and further decide which links on these pages they would like to click on. Looking at the most visited page would help in an understanding of what information the users seek.

Figure 23, Figure 24 and Figure 25 presents the unique pageviews, exit rate, and the time on page metrics for the listed content by the percent of contribution to the total site. The Library website home page for the Fall 2008 semester has the most views, most time spent, and most exits when compared to all other pages on the website.

Visitors seem to view the Library home page as an important place to find information. The Library home page is perceived as an important pointer to the resources that the Library has. However, the fact that the visitors, apart from viewing the most, also spend the most time on the home page, about 30% of the whole site, could mean that the information organization on the website does not match with the users’ mental model. As a result, the user is lost and spends a longer time to find the link she is looking for. It could also be that the user finds a lot of distracting but useful information on the website.

Brantley et al. (2006) studied users’ actions on a library portal. According to the study the users did not see having control of the library website as making a difference to their information search process. They would prefer shortcuts on the library website that allows them quick access to the resources provided. The study also proposed that library websites need to conform to good web practices such as improving visual layout, shorter pages, fewer textual explanations, and more understandable terminologies.
Tsakonas and Papatheodorou (2006) concluded that users valued information relevance and flexibility, which will enable them to control the quantity of information received. The two most influential attributes according to them were ease of use and ease of navigation.

How the Library decides to organize the content in the pages will determine how the users seek information. A summary here concludes that:

- Users visit the Library website home page the most and spent the most time on it.
- The users might perceive the Library site as a pointer to the different information resources that can be found in one place.
- There are links that go to pages within the Library website such as the list of databases, Journalism, Engineering and so on; however a majority of visitors would still like to go to the external resources that the Library provides directly from its website.
- There is a possibility that the visitors find the content on the Library website useful, and they take time to read it.

Useful behavior interpretations could be made based on the content of the page.

### 5.7.2 Inferring visitors’ preferences of Library services based on the content by title

Content by title provides information on the Library pages grouping by the title of the page. All the same title pages fall under the same group. Information access of the visitor through the pages as seen by the title of the page can provide meaningful insights, because titles are more comprehensible than URLs. Also, by looking at the page performance by title an understanding of the significance of the pages to the users’ can be obtained.

Figure 26 provide information on the performance of the top most groups of pages and the specific pages under those pages. Visitors find the “University of Missouri Libraries” groups of pages more useful with a pageview contribution of almost 38 % (Figure 26 -b). The second most unique pageviews were that of “Find Articles and Databases” that received a 11% unique
Most of the activities that visitors perform on the Library website are centered on the Library’s services provided.

Looking at specific pages under these groups, among the “Find Articles and Databases” groups of pages, the visitors searched for the default databases that the Library provides the most. The default database section provided a unique pageview contribution of 50%. The visitors accessed the University of Missouri default page more than the default databases page of about 80%; however the Library default page further leads to the default database page. The visitors might be accessing the Library’s home page to visit the default database page. The MU library needs to create titles of pages and organize them keeping in mind the information organization of the website.

The visitors’ access of the different groups of pages can provide an overall impression of the Library’s roles in the users’ information resource preference:

- There should be the title on the Library pages to show the role of that page in the service portfolio offered to the user.
- The title assigned to the pages of the Library website was most accessed when it had the title as ‘University of Missouri Libraries.’
- The visitors also visited the Library mostly to use the articles and databases provided by the Library.

There was not much organization in the page titles for a greater understanding of Library website usage.

5.7.3 Understanding visitors’ information seeking path preferences through the pages visited and left

Top landing pages and top exit pages provide information on the pages from which visitors entered the website, and the pages they left the website respectively. Information on the
pages most visitors used to enter the website, including the ones they landed on using search, will help understand their information preferences that they have.

Figure 29 and Figure 30 show the top landing pages and the top exit pages respectively on the Library website. The figures indicate that:

- A very high percentage of visitors to the Library website come through the Library home page.
- Visitors to the Library website have been starting their information seeking process from the Library’s homepage.
- The top most exit pages that the visitors use are the Library home page (40.36%).

Landing pages on the Library’s default home page suggest that visitors start their information seeking from the Library’s home page either through direct access, referring sites, or when searching. Most of the Library URLs are long and complicated for the visitor to memorize and directly access it. The Library home page has a simple URL – `mulibraries.missouri.edu` that the visitors can directly access. Also, the visitors might see the Library home page as a one-stop access point to all the resources they can choose from, and the visitors are habituated to go to the resources from the home page.

Exit pages for the Library can have multiple interpretations depending on the specific user actions to exit. A user clicks on a link on the page that goes to an external resource that is the exit that the Library would like to have. In case a user closes out of the Library website that is considered as an exit too, but it is detrimental to the purpose of the Library. Also, exit rates from the Library’s home page suggest that the visitor came to the Library website, visited certain other pages, came back to the Library’s home page and exited by clicking on an external link or closed the website. It is interesting to see what the visitors are looking for before coming back to the home page and exiting.
The top landing pages and top exit pages to the Library website provide useful information about the visitors information seeking pathways. It can be summarized that –

- Most of the time visitors come to the Library website through the Library’s homepage probably because the home page URL is the simplest one to remember.
- The visitors might see the Library home page as a one-stop access to all the resources they can access.
- The visitor could be habituated to access information from the Library’s home page.
- Most of the exits from the Library website happen from the Library’s home page.
- The visitors come to the website but visit other pages before coming back to the home page to leave the website.
- It is likely that visitors are unable to find the required information when they follow the links from the homepage thus they come back to the home page to exit.

Such data can provide various insights to visitors’ information behavior.

5.7.4 Learning about visitors’ information seeking preference based on the website layout

The site overlay feature allows the seeing of the clicks on the different links on the site. Looking at the site overlay gives an idea of how the visitor looks at each parts of the website when it opens up in their browser. This feature can further provide a look at the click report of the different links on the site, which can help draw a connection of how the site’s graphical design could prompt more clicks on one link more than others.

Figure 31 provides the site-overlay report for the MU library. Looking at the report, it seems that most of the clicks that the MU library website got for the Fall 2008 semester were on the "Find Database” and "Search for Articles on a Topic” of 26% each. Visitors used the Library website mainly to access these two options that lead to the same resource. For links that lead to
the same page, analytics adds up the individual clicks for each of the links and shows the same percentage figures for the two links. Clicks on the other links of the website are negligible.

A drawback of site-overlay is the inability to look back on a past site, in case the site’s look has changed over time. If the site looked different at a past time, then the data for the time selected in the report is juxtaposed on the current site. The data does not allow interpretations of the previous design of the site. It seems from the site overlay data that the visitors on the MU library website are drawn towards the left panel, where the two most used links- “Find Database” and “Search for Articles on a Topic” are embedded in the menu. It seems the visitors’ necessity to go to those two links have prompted them to click on those links the most, even though these links are not visible. The long time spent on the home page probably is because the most used links are not obvious. One study has found that visibility of links on the library home page and ‘Whats New’ are the two most preferred links by users (Crowley, 2002).

Visitors’ information seeking preferences on the website can be found looking at the website layout. To summarize:

- The site-overlay feature under analytics explains if the site has changed over time and the data reported is for a different site layout than the present.
- Under normal circumstances the site overlay feature of analytics can be used to understand the clicks made on the different links on the site.
- It is true that in the current case visitors would mostly use the two links – “Find Database” and “Search for Articles on a Topic”.
- The links most used are embedded among other menu options. It might be one reason why users ended up spending more time on this page.

It would be interesting to further investigate if the visitors use certain links motivated by their need for that link or because it merely catches their attention.
5.7.5 Understanding visitors sequence of actions using navigation summary

The navigation summary option provides the page report that indicates the entrances to a page, the pages that were visited before that page, the exits from that page, and the pages the visitor went to after that page (Google Analytics, 2007). The navigation summary reports a continuity of the aggregate users’ actions. The report helps in representing what paths the visitors might take in their information seeking process.

Figures 32, 33, 34, and 35 provide the sequence of users’ behavior when they visit the online databases to which the Library subscribes. The figures indicate that:

- Most of the visitors on the Library website home page go there to access the Library database.
- When on the database listing page, the visitors would like to look at the Library’s listing of popular databases.
- Of 88% of visitors who go to next pages from the database page, 11% went to popular databases sections.
- Other users who went to business psychology or education databases constituted lesser than 5% of the users.
- Of the visitors who chose to look at the popular databases section, a considerable 43% went to “Academic Search Premier” and the second most popular database the visitors went to was “Lexis Nexis Academic.”
- The navigation summary shows 56% exits from the Library catalog link.

The visitors’ access to popular databases listed by the Library further helps visitors decide which databases they would like to use for information seeking. This further reaffirms Head’s (2007) postulation that visitors rely on the library for quality resources. The Library catalog is external to the system, so the higher exit rates come from there. Though there were more users who visited the databases than the Library catalog, this refutes the common
assumption that visitors usually see the online catalog as a sole way to find information on the library website as in a search engine (Cockerell and Jayne, 2002).

Over time, the perceptions of Library use are changing. Visitors see the Library as more of a quality source that will direct them to quality articles through databases, or journals. Crowley (2002) also found that visitors would prefer to see sections of the popular databases on the top of the list of databases.

The navigation summary provides useful information. Based on the above discussion it can be said that:

- The visitors’ sequence of actions mostly leads them to the default database listing from the Library’s home page from where most of them would like to look at popular databases that the Library recommends.
- The navigation feature can benefit the Library by helping it understand the specific pages that would prompt the visitors to actually visit a resource made available to them.
- It can also be noted whether the visitors prefer one resource over the other or if visitors make use of the special information services provided to them such as listings of popular databases.
- The Library could also see what popular databases are preferred by the user such as Academic Search Premier or Lexis Nexis Academic.

The navigation summary feature can further help in understanding how visitors’ activities match the MU library’s expectations.

5.8 Recommendations

Web analytics has been commonly used in the commercial sector, mainly for the purpose of maximizing revenues. However, libraries have a different purpose of providing information to patrons and their main concern is to see that their patrons can get to all the resources and find the
information they need. Analytics metrics have been traditionally interpreted for corporate purposes. The interview with the MU library web committee and exploration of the Library’s Google analytics implementation brought out some of the issues that hindered interpretation of the users’ information behavior using analytics. Following are some of the primary factors that need to be kept in mind when implementing and interpreting data reported using web analytics.

- Complicated URLs – The Library website has innumerable pages that are further complicated by long URLs. With multiple URLs the report gets longer and, hence gets unnecessarily populated with more figures. Long URLs further make the pages they refer to unintuitive. In the top content report, the URLs further complicated interpretation. For interpreting the URLs one needs to be aware of the destination page for these URLs. There needs to be a reference that has a list of the URLs of the Library’s website and the corresponding destination pages these URLs lead to. It is easier to interpret intuitive URLs in analytics reports. The relations between the pages can be interpreted by looking at them.

- Organization of pages – The MU library websites has many pages that have been accumulated over time. Presence of numerous pages has made organization of the pages difficult. Some of these pages are also redundant. At times an analyst needs to refer to a long list of URLs, which further complicates the interpretation process. Pages are noted by multiple URLs such as URLs that lead to the database resources have multiple denotations as ‘/search/database/default.aspx’, ‘/search/databases/main.asp,’ and ‘http://mulibraries.missouri.edu/search/databases/main.asp.’ Branch URLs are denoted by multiple URLs such as the engineering library URL consists of the terms engineering or engr. The naming conventions further make it difficult to segregate the branch specific information from the main Library report. Organizing the pages based on a
folder structure will allow for a systematic investigation using analytic’s Content Drilldown feature.

- Title naming conventions - The Library has many interior pages that make interpretation difficult. For example the “Find Articles and Databases” group of page is used frequently by the Library’s online visitors. There are many interior pages within each title page that have titles that match the main title page. When users click on the main title page, in this case “Find Articles and Databases,” performance of the list of URLs that belong to the interior pages are revealed. The number of interior pages for this title is 1071 pages. However, the views for the URLs after the 232nd row is 10 or less, the rows after the 105th is 50 or less, and from the 73rd row onwards is 100 or less. These pages that are hidden in the Library websites are rarely accessed by the visitors. There is a possibility that these pages are accessed by the Library staff only, so the fewer number of visits might be as a result of the staff visits.

- Branch library data – The Library would like to know usage of the branch library gateways. In order to understand the branch usage in the current implementation the Library needs to search for the particular branch URL from the content report. However, this method is not efficient for a thorough report of the branch website performance, as the information obtained will be restricted to the content metrics for that particular page. It is necessary to have a separate profile created for each of the branch library implementations. Analytics reports, when visitors access from the branch library websites, can help provide useful insights to the branch and main library connections.

- Data flaws – Though analytics provides a one-stop shop for all the usage activity happening on the Library website, it still needs to be interpreted wisely. Analytics
reports are available using scripting that can differentiate between different user accounts even when they are from the same IP. There still remain questions when multiple users are working on the same machine or are influenced by a group of users collaborating on adjacent machines. Analytics data will still report each access as one independent access. However, if the Library keeps these possible issues in mind, it can still use analytics reports for generic interpretation and look at possible areas for further investigation.

- Site overlay issues – The Library website has multiple links, and some of these links may lead to the same page. In cases where two of the links point to the same destination URL, analytics adds up the usage of each of the links and present the added visits for each link. This might indicate there were equal percent of hits under the two links that point to the same destination page. Such a flaw in link usage might confuse any interpretation when the Library would like to eliminate one of the links. The Library needs to be cautious when making such interpretations regarding website links.

- Users’ actions that might affect interpretation – Users’ possible actions need to be considered when interpreting analytics. Visitors who refresh a page will show as a visit from a page to the same page in analytics navigation summary; for visitors who use the browser back button to go to the previous page visited, their access paths will show as going to a page from which they came; some visitors might leave an ongoing session, distorting the time on page metric. Visitors on campus who access the MU library might access through multiple machines, and when off campus access through a different machine which will count as different users. Sometimes many users may access through a single machines when collaborating on a project or when they are consulting on adjacent machines. There can also be situations when a user
bookmarked a Library resource that is accessed through the Library but is external to it. The analytics for the Library will not track such a visit. These contexts of users’ actions need to be kept in mind when interpreting the analytics reports.

- Making optimal use of all features provided by analytics – Google analytics provides many features apart from the default reports that it presents. Some of these features are available whereas others need to be set in order to enable it. The features that could be useful for the MU library are as follows:

  - The *site search* feature enables the Library to capture visitors search behavior on the Library website, it provides information on the search terms used, categories the visitor used to search, search navigation that includes the pages from which they started their search, the pages they visited and so on.
  
  - The *user-defined* feature provides a way for analytics to differentiate between the user profiles that visit the Library website.
  
  - The *advanced segmentation* feature allows dissecting the data to look for specific instances of user activity. This feature is helpful in that it operates on the data post collection, so no pre-planning is needed to set this up. It can be used to look up different angles of the existing data by dimensions of visitors, traffic sources, content, and systems.

### 5.9 Future work

This study attempted to identify the use of analytics for interpreting users’ behavior in a Library environment. Findings in this study are based on investigations in one Library. The implications of this study are in the multiple areas of *Human Information Behavior, Human Computer Interaction* and *Library Evaluation*. 
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From an HIB perspective this study can help gain an idea of how analytics can be useful as a tool for learning users’ information seeking process at a broader level. Certain other aspects of correlation between different users’ actions can provide valuable insights. Also, supplementary studies that qualify findings from analytics figures are important. Thelwall et al. (2005) discussed strategies that could work when it comes to interpreting log data. Two of these strategies are through correlation to data sources of known value such as correlating number of links to research activity and by conducting qualitative studies.

Analytics is constantly upgrading its features and metrics. This study was conducted over a period of two years during which time many features were added. The study has pointed to certain elements of the metrics that provide researchers some ideas and data to start thinking about analytics in newer ways. An example of a feature not adequately covered in this study, though it could have generated more discussions, is the “advanced segmentation” option that was added during the period of the study. The option could be used to look at various relations between the different metrics that could help to interpret specific angles of users’ information behavior.

The study provides academic libraries a reason to start preparing their infrastructure for analytics implementation. More work is required to look at certain domains in analytics that can be specifically useful for libraries. Studies in the library sciences area need to focus more on how analytics can be adapted to the library’s work culture and to be used as a part of the managerial process of academic libraries’ decision-making system.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

The study investigated the use of web analytics for interpreting MU library website users’ information behavior. Research Question One was to understand how web analytics can inform Library decision-making and Research Question Two investigated the use of analytics to understand users’ information behavior. There were three stages in the study. Data were collected by interviewing the Library’s web committee at the MU academic library and by investigating the web analytics tool by Google, Google analytics.

Web analytics implementation in the MU library indicates the Library’s recognition of it as a useful tool. However, it has not utilized its full potential. The Library has mostly used analytics for improving the hyperlinks within the website. The respondents recognized the importance of analytics in making decisions that improve their web design and services; however, they also expressed concerns about certain features. Additionally, since analytics has been used extensively in the commercial sector, this seems to have created a resistance from the Library to adapt to it fully. What seems positive is that the Library recognizes the benefits of analytics barring some aspects that relate to lack of context.

The Library has to make decisions that improve its services; nevertheless, there are constraints to effective decision-making. Using advanced technology the Library can enhance its services; however, the Library needs to be aware of the visitor machine capabilities so that they can provide users machine-compatible resources. Analytics implementation in the Library can provide data only on the pages stored within the Library’s systems, and eJournals are external to the system. A thorough report on visitors’ eJournal usage is difficult to get from the vendors. The Library has multiple search options, but analytics can only capture information on one search feature of the website.
There has been a mixed reaction to the use of analytics in the Library. Analytics has been used for changing links, but the Library is not comfortable using analytics extensively for making major web-design related changes. However, web design plays an important role in determining users’ behavior as website affordances can hinder visitors’ online information behavior.

The Library is curious to see the activities of their visitors and how they access the Library and its branch resources. Knowledge of the user might not seem to have any direct consequence but can lead to interesting discovery about the users’ behavior on the Library website. The changes in users’ information patterns over time across the Library’s resources are interesting to the respondents. How visitors can access the Library system on their own without any help has enthralled the librarians.

The Library management, however, is skeptical about suiting new technology for its use. The Library has always upheld privacy of its users and relying on an external system may violate privacy measures. Also, the web analytics tool is not set for use for some purposes of academic libraries. Libraries provide services from proprietary systems. Analytics cannot access proprietary systems. Analytics can provide the required strength to Library service evaluation and decision-making, eradicating the gaps in traditional EBL. However, the management might not consider evidence from analytics that require the Library to think in new ways or demand a change in habitual decisions that they make.

User profile information would give the Library added advantage of providing more directed services to its users. Users’ information access and seeking behaviors might vary if the visitor is an undergraduate, graduate, faculty, or staff. Analytics offers a way to know the users profile by setting up the “user-defined” feature. However, the feature needs to be set up for it to be operational. Users’ access from multiple computers, or multiple users through same computer, can still shroud the user’s profile.
Analytics can help the Library in quickly interpreting the Library user’s behaviors. The metrics and features provided by analytics can be used to understand any user behavior trends and changes. Metrics such as pageviews, visits, bounce rates, time on page and exits can further inform interpretation of users’ behavior. Comparing different metrics, metrics of the site and page, and metrics over a past period aid in a better understanding of the users’ behavior.

The Library has reservations concerning the use of analytics because the Library’s philosophy is mostly in contrast to commercial goals. However, the Library needs to realize that it can garner as much benefit from analytics as the commercial sector and yet not have to deal with all the adversities that the commercial sector has undergone in developing analytics in its form at present. The advantages of analytics are mainly the aggregate data that it provides about users real visits across the website pages, and the various features that enable viewing and comparing graphs. Once the Library starts accepting analytics for its use, it can further develop its use over time to better suit the Library’s goals or even consider designing its own analytics.

The typicality of the users’ behavior in an academic library can bring up issues with implementing analytics. Though analytics has been identified as useful except for some restrictions, it still might be a challenge to use it for understanding users’ information seeking behavior in the academic environment. Supplementary studies data can provide a more accurate picture of the information behavior of users.

The visual reports provided by analytics present a quick and clear way to understand users’ information-seeking behavior. Reports indicate visitors’ use of the Library website were regular though there was constant rise and fall in information seeking. The average pageviews for each day and the time the users spend on the site remains constant. Such an observation suggests the importance of looking at metrics reports that provide the total usage rather than the average. Constant average figures indicate that visitors’ quality perception of the Library website was consistent throughout the Fall semester.
Looking at visitors' machine settings indicate their machine preferences. Visitors' machine settings would enable them to make use of certain applications. The report indicates the users' preference of IE and Windows, which will influence their information behavior.

Knowing the network location of the user can provide generic information on the users' information access points. A majority of visitors access the Library website when they are on campus. Visitors' information behavior can vary based on the profile of the visitor. Analytics could be set to capture visitors' profile. However, literature on academic users’ behavior can help in interpretation of the online visitors’ behavior.

Most users access directly and spend lesser times with lesser pages compared to other traffic through referrals and search engines. There is also a chance that visitors who are new to the university take some time to get used to accessing the Library website directly. They may take some time to formulate their information access strategy. The visitors accessing through referring sites might have an undefined information need or they might not have a clear information strategy in their minds. There is a possibility that users who search to the website are habitual searchers.

How the Library decides to organize the content in the pages, will be a determinant of how the users plan their strategy to fulfill their information need. The visitors perceive the Library as an entrée to the different information resources that can be found in one place. A majority of visitors would like to go to the external resources that the Library provides directly from its website. The visitors would like to access most of the information through the databases the libraries subscribe to indicating their preferences towards subject databases that provide domain specific selection of articles.

A useful Library-provided service is the popular database listings. Visitors appreciate quality and visibility of resources, and would like help in their information seeking strategy. The
navigation summary feature can help the Library to see paths of visitors’ activities and match the Library’s expectations of it.

Analytics has provided a means for the MU library to capture users’ real time data visually. Looking at users’ real actions through the website pages and their specific behavior provides a way for the Library to expand on the users’ information behavior theories. These theories have been established in the past without much input from real visitors’ actions. Analytics provides the library a way to validate these theories regarding the new digital users. Finally, looking at visual formats of the data instead of having to go through techniques of data mining and dealing with logs of files provides the Library an added advantage as it might not need to recruit additional staff with advanced data-mining skills.

The study had limitations related to the analytics implementation of the Library. The organization of the Library website affected the interpretation of analytics report in terms of how the library website was structurally organized. The URLs and the paths to the different library pages and resources are determined by the places these pages hold in the overall structure of the library website. Analytics was implemented in the Library before the study was proposed. The Library’s current website and the analytics implementation limited the scope of the study. Also, the library was in the process of changing the gateway and instituting a new resource gateway that further restricted the possibility of applying any changes to the then current Library website and the implementation of analytics on it.

Analytics has been widely used in commercial set ups and the metrics have connotations that are interpreted towards meeting organizational goals of generating more revenue. Analytics development has mostly kept in mind profit making institutions. Academic libraries are not-for-profit institutions that provide users services. On the other hand, commercial websites are revenue-driven and want to increase the “stickiness” of their website by making their users stay on the library website for as long as possible. The interview with the Library’s web usability
committee was intended to take the Library’s context in mind. The application of the interview findings for selecting appropriate analytics metrics provided a way to make analytics applicable and meaningful for the Library’s purposes. However, the inherent meaning of the metrics in terms of what it captures and how it captures still need to be investigated. Analytics for academic library’s purposes need to be redefined and appropriate interpretations of the metrics need to be established that will be useful for academic libraries.

Academic libraries have a different set of needs and expectations that analytics could help provide for. However, looking at the existing analytics application, some of the metrics and features need to be customized in order to meet the library’s needs. Some of the metrics that an analytics tool implemented in academic libraries should consider are the ones related to the user-visits—the number of unique visitors, the sources they use to visit the Library’s website, time they spent on each page and its contribution to the time spent on the site, pages viewed per visit, the visitor profiles, exit and bounce rate; the location of the users – if they are visiting from within the library or from outside the library, if outside the library, are they using the campus machines to access the Library website, which department or building the users are accessing from; visitors machine settings—Operating Systems, browser and plug-ins used, network location, connection speed, and the pages that the visitors use to go to the resources; Search behavior—how do the visitors use the multiple-search options provided by the library, what menu items do they choose, what keywords do they use, are their search successful and do the searches lead the user to results that the visitor was expecting. With time more studies need to look at how benchmarks can be developed that look into what is a good measure of performance for the academic library.

The data captured by analytics are aggregated, which hide the visitors’ context. Visits that are of very short or long duration also influence the aggregate data. The Library needs to conduct further supplemental studies for an in-depth investigation of context to identify what the data appears to reveal. The current study on the MU library website was conducted on its Google
analytics implementation. A holistic account of the users’ behavior on the Library’s website was not possible because of the incompleteness of analytics implementation. Though the Library website is undergoing constant improvement, the current vastness of content and disorganization further complicated interpretation. Advanced technology has led to accessing instant information through mobile devices. Internet can be accessed using mobile phones. The behavior of mobile users when accessing the library website needs in-depth understanding. How many users access using their mobiles, from where, what pages they visit, how long they stay on the website, what resources they access, are some of the questions that need to be answered. Studies should also aim to investigate implementation issues of analytics in academic libraries. Improved organization of the Library website by providing appropriate titles, simplifying the URLs to make sense by looking at it, and reducing redundant pages are some of the steps that will help in improved interpretation of analytics reports. This study was conducted on the MU library website; more studies on similar academic library website are required.
Appendix A

Metrics and Features offered by Google Analytics (adapted from Google Analytics, 2009a)

1. Visitor Overview: Provides information about visitors that relate to their location, machine preferences, frequency of access
   - Map Overlay – Provides information on the location of the users accessing the webpage
   - New vs. Returning – Distinguishes visitors who access the first time to the ones who are frequent
   - Languages – Reports the language preferences set in the visitor’s computer

2. Visitor Trending: Provides information on the patterns of visitor information over time.
   - Visits - Number of visits on the site made by the visitors.
   - Absolute Unique Visitors - Number of unique visitors on the site.
   - Pageviews - Total number of pages viewed by the visitors.
   - Average Pageviews – Total number of pages viewed in a given day divided by the number of visitors that day. It is considered one way of measuring visit quality. A high value suggests that visitor interacts extensively.
   - Time on Site - Time spent on site.
   - Bounce Rate - Percentage of single page visits.

3. Visitor Loyalty: Is a way to know the quality of the visit in terms of the frequency and duration of visit
   - Loyalty - Number of multiple visits.
   - Recency - Frequency with which visitors return to the site.
- Length of Visit - Entire distribution of visit time and not the ‘average time on site’

- Depth of Visit - Entire distribution of visits instead of simply the ‘average pageviews per visit’.

4. Browser Capabilities: Provides information on the visitors machine settings

- Browsers - Which browsers do the visitors use

- Operating Systems - Which operating systems do the visitors use

- Browsers and OS - Which browsers/operating system combinations do the visitors use

- Screen Colors - How many screen colors can the visitors see

- Screen Resolutions - Which screen resolutions do the visitors use

- Flash Versions - Which versions of Flash do the visitors have installed

- Java Support - Is Java supported on the visitors' platforms

5. Network Properties: Presents information on the network visitors use to connect to the website.

- Network Locations - Which internet service providers do the visitors use

- Hostnames - From which hosts are people visiting the site

- Connection Speeds - Which connection speeds are the visitors using

6. Traffic Sources: Provides information on the paths of access to the website.

- Direct Traffic – Visitors who clicked a bookmark to come to the site or typed the site URL into their browser.

- Referring Sites - Visitors who are referred from other sites.

- Search Engines - The search engine entries to the site.

- All Traffic Sources - Visitors from search engines, sites, and tagged links.
- Keywords – Provides information on all metrics for each keyword used to access the site.

7. Content: Presents reports on the website information in terms of the pages of the site visited.
   - Top Content - Most commonly viewed pages.
   - Content by Title - Most commonly viewed groups of pages.
   - Content Drilldown - Most commonly viewed content, viewed by drilling down.
   - Top landing pages - Pages that entice visitors to click further.
   - Top Exit Pages - Pages from where people exit the site.
   - Site Overlay - This feature allows navigation of the site as a visitor would, allowing the analyzer to view metrics for the different links on the site.
   - Navigation Summary – The report shows how often a page in the website was an entrance page, what pages were viewed before this page, how many visitors left the site from this page, and what pages were viewed after this page.

There are other features that allow comparison between two metrics of a page, and metrics of the page and the site. Comparison is also possible between two time frames. Other utilities are also provided to view the graphs by day, hour, week, and month. Options to view the graphs by table, percentage, performance, comparison, pivot table, and detail are also available. However, not all views are provided for all the metrics. Analytics also provides options to change views based on the contribution of a particular metric to – Visits, Pageviews, Time on Site, New Visits, Bounce Rate. Analytics provides certain elements called dimensions to base the reports on. The reports can be adjusted in terms of analytics dimensions such as source, medium, keyword, landing page, visitor types, landing page and so on.

Other features available in analytics can be availed only after applying the respective settings for those features such as
• Filter – Filters help in manipulating the final data such as excluding visits from particular IP addresses.

• Goal – A ‘Goal’ is considered a website page that serves as conversions for the site.

• Funnel visualization - A funnel represents the path that the visitors are expected to take on their way to converting to the goal

• User defined - This report allows comparing visitors from custom segments that have been defined.

• Site search - It contains reports about the visitors using the 'search' functionality on the website.

• Event Tracking - Event tracking is a method available in analytics that enables recording user interaction with website elements, such as a Flash-driven menu system.

Google analytics also added a new feature on Advanced Segmentation that allows slicing and dicing the analytics data with great precision by selecting dimensions of visitors, traffic source, content, ecommerce, and systems along with metrics on site usage, content, ecommerce, and goals.
## Appendix B

Example for Transcript Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants Comments</th>
<th>Reformulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 5.2: It doesn’t always reflect the view which is part of the problem. It does not record the outgoing links for one thing. It is part of the problem that you have to look at. Even if you tag outgoing links they are not in site overlay.</td>
<td>- Web analytics does not always show the right figures (Issues-GA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Web analytics does not record the outgoing links that are on the webpage (Issues-GA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Tagging outgoing links (such as outgoing _XXXX) does not show the different links to the same page as different. (Issue-GA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants Comments</td>
<td>Reformulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 1.2: That’s one overall sort of problem with GA on library site, because most GA was created for companies that want to keep people on their websites as long as they can show them ads. The whole purpose of the gateway (library) is to get them off the site as fast as you can because then where they are going because it’s a gateway. It’s not trying to be sticky and trying to put all this information, I mean like the bounce rates on the other pages...if a company looked at the library’s bounce rates they would think it was a terrible failure, but for us high bounce rates is good, is they are getting to what they need. They don’t have to come back and try.</td>
<td>▪ Most of analytics were created to be used in commercial settings (Library Related)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ A library gateway’s purpose is to get the user to the user-intended resources (Library Related)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ A higher bounce rate may be a concern for commercial websites as opposed to library’s website (Library Related)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent 5.3: There is no way to tell if they stay on the site for long, it could be that they are lost or because they are looking at a sourcepack and figure out what it is they want to use. So I was not sure because if I tagged outgoing links on the gateway and on some more pages directly underneath it. I don’t know how those figure out in the bounce rates because they are tagged, are they counted as</td>
<td>▪ Web analytics does not provide information on the user’s context such as when they spend a long time on a page whether they are looking for some information or they are lost when finding information they want (Service, Issue-GA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants Comments</td>
<td>Reformulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bounces if I tag them or not. I do not know that. If you can find that out that would be nice.</td>
<td>- How does tagging work with analytics reports (Issues – GA )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Does that show as a bounce and hence reflect in the bounce rate (Issues – GA )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix C

**Memo for Each Category**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Memo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about Services</td>
<td> Includes items or statements that has to do with the library services such as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td> Issues that can improve library users access of the library services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td> Actions or statements towards improving efficiency of library services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td> Library initiatives towards understanding their users behavior in order to provide them better services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td> Identification of issues that raise problems with access to library services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td> User side factors that might affect service provided by libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td> Information on user side machine features that could be used to improve services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td> Support for library staffing in order to provide better services online as well as offline (reference desk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Memo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient services to meet users support needs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service related enhancements that libraries would like to make</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues with tools that may lead to misinterpretation of service related issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information needs of libraries regarding the service provided</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues with web analytics that libraries have in terms of service use information that it provides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library related decisions that relate to user use of links</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in user satisfaction of the use of library services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Library’s Interest in User Behavior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any instances that indicate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User specific actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User habits of information access</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Memo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Users characteristics when accessing information on the library website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Users use of the library website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Users changes in online behavior on the library website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information needed by library management regarding their users behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aspects of user behavior that libraries would like to know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of analytics to understand users behavior on specific resources provided by the website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information on user profile who access the library website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Users actions on the web pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impression that library managers would be interested to know about the user activity in different bits and parts of the library website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>what areas the user visit more frequently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Memo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Basic uses of analytics for the library’s purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Anything to do with users perception of the content of the library website that they express in terms of the search keywords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Actions or indications of how users of the website seek the information that they need from the website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about Web Design</td>
<td>• This category includes any statement or indication that involves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The navigation of the website either in terms of user’s navigation behavior or the website’s architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Navigational problems related to links on the library website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Library measures to improve navigation on their website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Different ways of accessing the library website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• User habits of accessing the library website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Analytics features that help in understanding the navigation behavior of libraries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Navigational changes made by library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Indications of the links user click</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Libraries expectation of users navigation behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Navigation design of the library website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Memo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Library’s</td>
<td>• Any management related actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and Function</td>
<td>• Any decision related to management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Policy/promotional related statement, action or indication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use of analytics for supporting management decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Library concerns regarding interpretation of analytics on usage statistics of their website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Issues that might crop up with analytics implementation within libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Library reports are provided by their vendors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use of analytics for library management purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Knowledge and evidence for supporting decision-making</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix D

Example of Themes and Subthemes Coded With the Google Analytics Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Respondent statements (rephrased)</th>
<th>Google analytics metrics applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about Services</td>
<td>Providing for specific user needs</td>
<td>Libraries would like to know what problems do the users face and would try to solve those. (Respondent 3 Service Evaluation)</td>
<td>Navigation Summary, Exit Rates, Bounce Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Providing machine compatible resources</td>
<td>What browsers do people use and if they are compatible with the resources provided (such as audio clips) (Respondent 5 service)</td>
<td>Connection Speed, Browser Capabilities (Browsers, Screen Resolution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Providing machine compatible resources</td>
<td>What are the configuration of users machines and if the resources and website was compatible to these configurations (Respondent 3 service)</td>
<td>Network Properties (Connection Speed)(W2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about Services</td>
<td>Providing a satisfying search experience</td>
<td>They put and removed some links on the gateway (Respondent 5 Service)</td>
<td>Site Overlay, Content by Title, Top Content (J1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Themes</td>
<td>Subthemes</td>
<td>Respondent statements (rephrased)</td>
<td>Google analytics metrics applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about Services</td>
<td>Supporting staffing decisions</td>
<td>Peak times of user visits would help libraries to set chat reference as it is minimally staffed (Respondent 6 service)</td>
<td>Visitor trending—Visits, Absolute unique visits, time on site (R4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about Services</td>
<td>Supporting staffing decisions</td>
<td>GA would help libraries to make a case for staffing the reference desk (online or desk)(Respondent 6 Service)</td>
<td>Visitor trending—Visits, Absolute unique visits, time on site (R5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix E

Example of analysis using axial coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
<th>Statements rephrased</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about</td>
<td>Providing for specific user needs</td>
<td>The library has used the search function in analytics to look at specific link visits (R5.4 user behavior, service)</td>
<td>Libraries tend to make service related decisions based on information on how users use the different links presented on their website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about</td>
<td>Providing for specific user needs</td>
<td>It might or might not be necessary to link pages from the gateway as users could be bookmarking certain pages (R6.10 User Behavior, Services)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about</td>
<td>Providing for specific user needs</td>
<td>Any information on where the users are directly going to (probably by bookmarks) would help libraries to place links in appropriate places. (R3.7 Services)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about</td>
<td>Providing for specific user needs</td>
<td>Libraries would like to know which links are redundant and hence get rid of those links (R6.11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Themes</td>
<td>Subthemes</td>
<td>Statements rephrased</td>
<td>Explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library’s Interest in User Behavior</td>
<td>User activity on the library website</td>
<td>There is a dip in the online usage of the library website during spring break (R3.6 User Behavior)</td>
<td>Libraries would be interested to know how users use the library website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions about Services</td>
<td>Providing for specific user needs</td>
<td>It might or might not be necessary to link pages from the gateway as users could be bookmarking certain pages (R6.10 User Behavior, Services)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix F

Figure F1. Different Views Available in Analytics
Figure F2. Graph by Hour, Day, Week, Month
Figure F3. a) Compare Two Metrics, b) Compare to Site
Figure F4. Contribution of a Metric to the Visits, Pageviews, Time on Site, New Visits, and Bounce Rate
Figure F5. Reports by different Dimensions
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